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PORTLAND MUSEUM,
Cor. of

Proprietor*.

GRANGERS,

AND

—

FRESCO PAINTER.

SOVEREIGNS OF

NOTICE.

Immense Suecess of the New
entitled, the

INDUSTRY,

IrishjDrama

and all others who arc interested in the

Shaughraun

New and Magnificent Scenery
by the Popular Young Artist, David Richard..

Elaborate Mechanical Effects
A,

D.

Great and Glorious work of Reformation

FRED. N.
172 middle

LEND A LISTENING EAR.

EVENING, May 8th,-Benefit of IV.
E. BANCOMB, when an attractive, bill will be
presented.
Eadie*’ Matinee every Wednesday and* Satur-

MUSIC

Friday

and

HALL,

Saturday, May 4 and
—

AND

6

—

SATURDAY MATINEE at 2 o’cl’k.
REUNITED.
The Original Scout Combination,

BUFFALO
(Hon. W.

BILL,

F.

TEXAS

Cody.)

JACK,

Willi the very best of feelings towards yonr respective organizations
we propose to address a tew words to each individual of your order,
also to the order as a body.
The subject we propose to discuss is yonr method of purchasing
goods of RETAIL DEALERS, for immediate use; and while we do not
hesitate to say that we hope to derive some benefit from our efforts,
we trust at the same time that we may benefit each individual member of your order.
Asa body, through a Committee, you make arrangements with certain dealers to supply the w'ants of each member of your society,
stipulating that in consideration of the great amount of custom to be
obtained from the order, that a discount of lO PER CENT, must be
deducted from the “REGULAR PRICES” of the dealer.
Tour object in so doing is to obtain your goods at as low a figure as
possible, or as near the manufacturer’s price as possible.

(J. B. Omohundre.)

ap!3.<16m-ttf

H.

HANSON &

and Granite Work.
MANUFACTORY AT

So. 901 ConBreaa SI., Weal End, Portland,
Maine.
All orders promptly attended to.

the Great Western Dramas of

“LIFE ON THE BORDER,”
And “SCOUTS OF THE PLAINS.”
The performances will

each evening
M’LLE

commence

Sparkling Comedy, introducing
MORLACCHI in Singing and Dancing.
a

Price* a* dhubI—Reserved Seats, 75 cents, to be
bad at the Box Office at Music Hall, 4 days in
advance.
JOSHUA E. OGDEN, Gen. Agent.
ap29d6t

EXHIBITION

JUVENILE

PROF. J.
Will give

THIS IS JUST AND WHOLLY RIGHT.

with

apr!7(Him

JOHN

BUT BEWARE OF THE SECOND !
You arc known and a price is charged accordingly. We do not say
this through malice or prejudice, but strictly in a pure business view.

Music by Cole’s Quadrille Band.
J. S. GODLD, Agent.
myldtd

We

HALL !

1-3 EXCHANGE ST..
PORTLAND, MAINE.

ATTRACTION 1

THE ORIGINAL

&

Harrigan
—

Hart !

WITH THEIR

—

Grand. Combination and the Gallant GOth of New York;,
Having concluded their highly successful! engagements at Wallack’s Theater, where their wonderful
versatility and artistic performances were received
with acclamation and delight by the elite of the

metropolis, will appear, supported by a company of
Dramatic Artists and splendid Orchestra, under the
direction of W. L. Bowron, in their new and beautiful drama written expressly fo r them, in four acts,
Entitled,

“THE DOYLE BROTHERS.”
Unequivocally transcendant mirth-provoking dialogue, laughable situations, etc. Harrigan & Hait

will introduce their world
renowned
Musical
Sketches, of which they are the original.
Popular Prices.—Keserved seats may be procured at the usual places and the usual prices.
M. W. HANLY, Business Managsr.
my5d6t

Speak

of What We Know!

TENT

Awnings
—

AND

Tlmmt I
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1776. Uncle Sam’s a Hundred. 1876
Allans

your

Banners

on

I

the Outer Wall*’’

Having made arrangements with the largest manufacturers of Flags and Bunting in the country, I
am now prepared to furnisl) them in any quantity
desired. Silk, Muslin and Bunting. Flags of all
sizes and nations. Flag Poles ornamented and plain.
Iron Brackets for all sizes of Flag Staffs, which may
be easily adjusted to window sills. &c. U. S. and
State Shields handsomely finished. The International Centennial Flag containing 39
different

National Flags with names attached forwarded to
any address on receipt of price, 15 cents. The great
National Exposition opens May 10th. Be ready to
usher in the day in an appropriate and patriotic
manner.
Prepare for the glorious Fourth. Show
your patriotism by decorations worthy of the occasion, and leave or send your orders and they will be
promptly filled by

49

F. A. LEAVITT,
1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

JLSTJD

LIVE I

oct5-’89TTA8tf

eThTripleyT
Seaton
U

JLL

Second Pariak Church,

U.

LIX

b CA

respectfully inform tbe citizens of Portland that he is prepared to furnish Cattna,
Caskets and Orave-Clothcs, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected

WOULD

of

funerals, day or night, will
management
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.
febl0d6m

THOMAS RAINEY, M. A. M. D.
Office 499 1-9 G.airau Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
Honrs—lO to 19 A. M., 9 to 5 P. 91,
ma'J

_d&wtf

PlanB and bills of Tim-

Bridges, or tbe combination.
ber for Wharves, &c., &c.

WILLIAM

apr7d3m

PEARCE,

A.

WE CHALLENGE EACH MEMBER OF THE ORDERS

Practical Plumber,
Force Pumps and Water Closets,

One

Price

System,

When carried out to the LETTER, is not only the MOST FAIR, but the
MOST HONORABLE method of doing business. It guarantees EQUAL
RIGHTS to all, either YOUNG or OLD. EXPERIENCED or INEXPERIENCED BUYERS are sure ot obtaining their goods at a uniform
price, and are positive of receiving the full value of their moucy invested.

This Fact Must he

Apparent to all Fair

Minded

People.

Common goods are marked, in PLAIN FIGURES, a LOW PRICE.
Medium goods at MEDIUM PRICES.
First-class goods at HIGHER
PRICES.
There is no chance lor MISUNDERSTANDING or MISREPRESENTATION, the purchaser receives EXACTLY what he pays for.

Our

System,

IFTHECUSTOMERIS NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED WITH THEIR
PURCHASE, OR IF THE GOODS DO NOT FIT. OR IF THEY' FIND
THAT THEY CAN BUY THEM CHEAPER, RETURN THEMAT ONCE
AND EXCHANGE FOR OTHERS OR RECEIVE YOUR MONEY.

IJN EVERY VARIETY.

Dr. R.

ST.,

Portland, Me,

Wilde,

T,

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
303 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St#
nov8dtf

WM. H. MOTLEY,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
OVER I. T?. FARRXNG-TON’S,

Middle

180
jan5

Street. dtf

The Medicine that Cures

VEGETINE.
Taking into consideration the character ot its
vouchers, tbe hiBtory of its cures and the immense
increasing demand, Vegetine may be fairly entitled tbe leading medicine of the age.
For scrofula in the blood, Vegetine is an infallible remedy, and no person need suffer from
humors, ulcers, and all diseases arising from impure
blood, if Vegetine is used according to directions.
There is not a ease of scrofula in existence that
Vegetine will not cure, provided, however, the
vital functions have not lost their power of action,
all that may be said to the contrary notwithstanding.
Vegetine is pleasant to tbe taste, mild in its influence, and absolute in its action on disease, as the
tollowing unquestionable evidence will show.

PAID NEARLY

$400.00 ! !
H. R.

January 2, 1875.

Stevens, Esq:

Dear Sir: When about six months old I was vaccinated. The parties who where vaccinated from
The humor
the same virus died from the humor.
spread over me to such an extent that I was rolled
in bran to prevent me from scratching my person.
The disease finally settled in my head. I remained
in this condition about twenty years, troubled all
the time with sores breaking in my head and discharging corruption from my car. At this time a
small kernel appeared on my neck, gradually Increasing in size until a tumor formed of such immense size I could see it by turning my eyes downward. All this time I was taking various remedies
for my blood without any substantial benefit.

I then went to a prominent physician in Boston,
his treatment of six months, lanced the
This
tumor eight times, which cost me nearly $400.
left me with a rough, aggravated sore, without at all
in
and
a
of
the
the
size
tumor,
diminishing
feeble condition. I consulted another physician in

who, during

sickly,

Natick, who, after considerable time, succeeded In

PLAIN TINTS,

REMEMBER I

FRESCO BORDERS,
MOULDINGS.
WAINSCOATINGS.
VELVET PAPERS,

That we are not “MIDDLEMEN,” but MANUFACTURERS, and that the
CONSUMER comes directly in contact with the Manufacturer when
purchasing of us.

DECORATIONS,

BRONZE & GOLD LEAF

PAPERS,

Satins and White Blanks,
AT PRICES TO SUIT THE

LORD, SHORT &

MIND

That

lftmin

we

work every day.
I will also mention that I have been an acute sufferer trom inflammatory rheumatism ever since I can
remember, until commencing the use ot Vegetine,
when almost Immediately all rheumatic pains ceased.
This statement I volunteer tor the purpose of benefiting other suflering humanity, and you will confer
a favor by giving It as much publicity as thought

Very gratefully,
O. M. SAVELS, Ashland, Mass.

tiaita)

have the LARGEST stock of

ivttv

mm T\Tvnvr»A

What is Yegetine?
nr nmunT/t

It is a compound extracted from barks, roots and
herbs. It is nature’s remedy. It is periectly harmless trom any bad effect upon the system. It is nourishing and strengthening. It acts directly upon the
blood. It quiets the nervous
It gives you a
good, sweet sleep at night. It is a great panacea for
our aged fathers and mothers, for it gives them

system.

FUEL.

Bill

healing the sore without reducing the size. At this
point I commenced to use Vegetine, through tbe
After 1 had taken
earnest persuasion of a friend.
this medicine about one week I experienced wonderful sensations. My whole body seemed to be undergoing a radical change, until, finally, the tumor broke
and discharged frightful quantities. From this time
it decreased in size until the bunch disappeared, but
my neck still bears the ugly scars of the sore and

proper.

HARMON.

N TT

1

IN

TIMES.

JTT. IV. EMERSON, Paper Hanger,
lias elate at oar store.
apll
FAVORITE

BEAR

to be found cast of Boston, and that we shall always be happy to see
you whether yon wish to PURCHASE or EOOK, and that OUR PRICES
are always lower than all other dealers.

strength, quiets their nerves, and gives them nature’s
sweet sleep—as has been proved by many an aged
person. It is the great Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our children. It has relieved and
cured thousands. It is very pleasant to take; overy
child likes it. It relieves and cures all diseases originating from impure blood. Try the Vegetine.
Give it a fair trial for your complaints; then you will
friend, neighbor ana acquaintance, “Try
it; it has cured mo.”
say to your

C. D. B. FISK
OPEN

FOR

by

Coal
At

retail

Family

the

Cargo!

F.

MODEL

233

Sff.

MIDDLE

BABCOCK.
MAKER & JOBBER,

MANUFACTURER OF
Watch nnd Chronomrier murker.’Tool*,
mathematical. Optical and PhilaDopbical Instrument., Scluol
Apparalu., 4fcc„

d&w2w

Very respectfully yours,
AI GILMAN,
To H. K. Stevens, Esq.

STREET,

16

WEST

468

Broadway.

Yegetine i»Sold by All Druggists.
apr!3d4wt

SPENCERIAN

ISTEEL

PENS.

For Sale by all Dealer, in Stationary.
the convenience of those who may wish to

AND

5« Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.
dly
Jul

r^ijaEsBgamyl

Boston, Jan. 1, 1874,

PORTLAND, HIE,,

P.

Two Good Schooners for Sale Cheap.
Suiceble for coasting or fishing. For
particulars, inquire of
MW
GEO. W. TRUE & CO..
//illilA
110 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

Practical Chemist and
Apothecary.
a

Dear Sir: This is to certify that I have sold at retail 154 1-3 dozen (1852 bottles) of your Vegetine
since April 12, 1870, and can truly sav that it has given the best satisfaction of any remedy for the complaints for which it is recommended that I ever Bold.
Scarcely a day passes without some of my customers
testifying to its merits on themselves or their friends.
I am perfectly cognizant of several cases of scrofulous
Tumors bemg cured by Vegetine alone in this vicin-

*

Randall & McAllister,
COMMERCIAL

from

ity.

choice

fect satisfaction.

G2n

C0„

The Great One Price Clothiers,

variety ior
warranted to give pera

uso,

GRATES.

&

Report

FORtry them,

MARKET

a

[sample

SQUARE,

CARR

|

Containing one each of the Fifteen JVlimber,
of the Pens, will be sent

by*maTS^eceipr"o!

Twentv^fflveCcnt..
ffivl

B^LJSreOR,

IVISOJX, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO.,

ME.
dlw

ap29

1876.

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 6, 187<

138 nnd 140 Grand Sc., IV. V.,

dS&W2w

TERMS $8.00
It is

PRESS.

Democratic Congressman named
is now wanted by the fool-killer.
He stirred up Gov. Morton’s record and
thereby gave the Senator an opportunity to
remind the country what a treasonable crew
the Indiana Legislature of 1863-5 was.
The
present Democratic candidate for Governor
was a prominent Democratic member of that
legislature which undertook to pass a bill
disbanding the militia and depriving the
Governor of all power conferred upon him by
the constitution as commander-in-chiet of
the militia, but was prevented by the withdrawal of the Republican members, thereby
Inleaving the House without a quorum.
diana Democrats predict that this zealous investigator has given Billy Williams, as they
call the Democratic candidate, his death
blow.
a

Springer that

;

Every regular attache of the Press is furnishei !
a Cord certificate
countersigned by Stanley 1
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotc i
will
managers
confer a favor upon us by demandin
credentials of every person c aiming to represent ou

j

journal.

REPUBLICAN DISTRICT CONVENTION
The Republicans of the sever'1 cities and towns ii
the First District of Maine are invited to send dele
gate3 to a District Convention to be held in City Hali
Saco, on Thursday, May 25th, 1876. at 12 o’clock M.
lor the purpose of choosing tw
elegates to attem
the Republican National Con* ition to be held a
Cincinnati, on the 14th June next.
The basis of representation -rill bo as follows
Each city and town will be entii. 1 to send one dele
gate, and ono additional for every seventy-five vote;
cast for Nelson Dingley, Jr., at tbe Gubernatoria
election of 1874; a majoritjr lraction of forty votes wil i
be entitled to an additional delegate.
Delegates are authorised to fill vacancies only witl
actual residents of tbe citj( or town they claim to rep
resent.
The District Committee will be in session in th;
ante room oi tbe Hall at 10 o’clock A. M. for the re
ception of credentials.
Tbe apportionment of delegates to tbe several citie 1
and towns in the District, is as follows:
Baldwin.3 Acton.
Bridgton.6 Allred. i
Brunswick.5 Berwick.
Cape Elizabeth.5 Biddeford. ;
Casco...2 Buxton.,1.
Cumberland.2 Cornish.. !

Barney Caulfield, an Illinois congresswho has been most zealous as an investigator the past few months, was indicted
during the war for conspiring with his coGolden Circle copperhead associates to lelease the rebel prisoners confine 1 at Camp
Douglass. He escaped the penitentiary by
some flaw in the proceedings, and is thereby
permitted to serve as a Democratic member
of Congress.
man

Many of the Democrats are bitterly opposing the retrenchments made in the po3t
office appropriation bill.
They particularly
Deering. 5 Dayton. : object to the
provision to do away with the
Falmouth.
.2 Eliot.
carrier system in all cities having less than
Freeport.4 Hollis. I
Gorham.5 Kennebunk.
Gray.3 Kennebunkport. j 40,000 population, because, as they say, “it is
Harpswel!.2 Kittcry.
a singular fact that nearly every citv affected
Harrison.2 Lebanon.
Naples.2 Limerick. | by it is Democratic.” People are led to inNew Gloucester.3 Limington.
fer that if the cities were Republican no obNorth Yarmouth.2 Lyman. [
Otisfield.2 Newfield. t jections would be made.
Raymond.2 Saco.
Scarborough.2 Sbapleigh.
Sebago.2 Sanford..

i

j

Standish.4 South Berwick..
Westbrook ..5 Waterborough.
Windham..4 Wells....
Yarmouth.3 York.
THOS. HANCOCK, Gray, Chairman.
J. W. BEATTY, Saco, Secretary.
J. M. MASON, Limerick.
E. N. PERRY, Cape Elizabeth.
CHAS. E. GIBBS, Bridgton.
JOHN WENTWORTH, Kittcry.
THOS. PENNELL, Portland.

■

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Washbowls, Brass
and Silver Plated Cocks; every description ol Water,
Steam aDd Gas Fixtures for dwelling Houses, Hotels
and Public Buildings, Ships’ Closets, etc., arranged
and set up iu tbe best manner, and all orders in
The fact that we own our Clothing at LESS prices than NINE TENTHS1 town or country
All kinds of
ta ithfully executed.
of other dealers, justifies us in saying that “FANCY PRICES’’must be jobbing promptly attended to.
asked to admit of so great a deduction.
Constantly on hand Lead, Iran and
Brass Pipe, (Sheet Lead and Plumbers’
Materials.ap22dlm

And Under

THE

Suite, Lounges, Spring
Bede, M-attresses,
IcDonoagh Patent Bed I.oangea, Enameled Ckaira, Ac.
HT-AU kinds of repairing neatly done. Fnrnitnn

NO. 41 UNION

dtf

my3

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

Coder Falmouth Hotel,

—

:FLAGTlopnra+inn

We are manufacturers of clothing on an IMMENSE scale, probably
other concern in America manufactures and sells more clothing
than we do in all of onr various stores scattered throughout this country. We buy our cloth for CASH of the mills, make it up into all grades
ot clothing, and sell it directly to the CONSUMER AT A SMALL PERCENTAGE ABOVE MANUFACTURING COST.
At the prices we sell our clothing we could not deduct 10 PER CENT
from our prices
no

To call and compare our GOODS and PRICES with the goods and
prices you have seen at other stores. Our prices are marked on each
garment in PLAIN FIGURES, and we defy any and all others, unless
having equal facilities, to sell as GOOD CLOTHING for as low figures
as we do.
We will venture to say without fear of contradiction, that
there is not a Single individual connected with the orders named but
what will agree that the

LEAVITTS

UFHO LSTERER

to red and matted.

6.

Portland.26 North Berwick.
Pownal.2 Parsonsfield.

E. C. JORDAN Ac CO.,
Civil Engineers and Land Surveyors,
No. 184 Middle 91., Portland, Me.
Survevs made for Proposed Railroads, Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
of Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c.
Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering, Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,
&e
Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden

«•

JVIglits Only,
lOfli and 11th.

UNPRECEDENTED

PERRY,

Attorney at Law,
49

with the

ment.

May

J.

Parlor

But we ask DO YOU obtain your goods at as LOW a price as you
should under the circumstances. Has a Merchant that does business
on a principle OTHERWISE THAN ONE PRICE,
A FIXED OR
STANDARD PRICE ! Can you conscientiously say that you are not
charged an EXTRA PRICE so as to enable the dealer to deduct the
10 PER CENT agreed upon? But you say we do not let the dealer
know that we are a member of any society until after the “BARGAIN”
is made, therefore we gain the 10 PER CENT.
We beg to diflTer, and can prove what we assert. You may obtain the
desired result THE FIRST'TIME,

his Juvenile

Tickets 50 ceuts, to any part of the hall; Pupils of
the class free.
After the children’s programme whieh will embrace the minuet and Fancy Dances, the rest of the
audience can participate in the evening’s entertain-

Two

HANSON.

MANUrAOTURRR OF

CITY HALL,
Monday evening, May 8th,

MUSIC

H. A.

J. H. HOOFER,

W. RAYMOND,

Exhibition Ball
Class, at

au

TS.

HENRY HANSON.

Jan21dlrrntf

Md.lle. Morlacclii

with

SON,

Monuments, Tablets, Grave Stones

And the Peerless Danseuse,

In

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

MANUFACTURERS OP

se2dtf

m.

DOW,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Page.

m., to 9 p.

STANTON BLOCK,

No. 31 1*2 Exchange Street.
dtf
Janl8_

MUSIC by Prof. Charles Grimmer.

a.

IN

OFFICE
I

MONDAY

dav at 2 p. m.
Box office open from 9

FESSENDEN,

Attorney at Law,

COXN, the Shaughraun. .JOSEPH F. WHEELOCK

by

tteution.apr3d3m

D. W.

MAY

■with

Office in Caaco Bank Bnildinn, arer F.
H. Paaaetl’a Office.
Orders left at Schumacher Bros, trill meet prompt

—

MORNING,

THE

Chas. J. Schumacher,

Tuesday, May 2d,
UNTIL FURTHER

SATURDAY

Universal Reform.
There are those who contend that the
world morally and politically as well as phy<
sically travels in a circle, that society is eve:
returning to the self-same state, that we reach
a high degree of civilization and then relapse
Into barbarism, a condition from which we
slowly and painfully escape only to returr
after the passage of many years. The pres'
oub tuuuiuuu vji ituaus

uu

iuc

X auuc

cuaol

lends much strength to this theory. There
is in San Francisco a Young Men’s Universal Reform Society, an organization very advanced in its views,—but its method of ad.
vancement is akin to that of the crab. Ii
has gone back two or three centuries ani
adopted for its own the principles and prac
tices of the Middle Ages. Its manner of re
forming an abuse is to kill all those who uphold it, to burn down their habitations, de
stroy their property, and stone their children
to death. It is like the peoplo of the Middle
Ages too, in its regard for names. In those
times it was only necessary to call a dark
complexioned man a Moslem to justify putting him to death. In California the method
is to call a Chinaman a Coolie and then murder him. The method foftunately, has ne
limitations, and the plea of reform will, it is
hoped, be advanced by certain officers and
troops of the United States Army thereabout,
who will thereupon proceed to hunt out and
shoot down every member of the Society of
Universal Reform.
Doubtless there are many good grounds of
objection to the Chinese population of California; but the reason advanced for their extermination by the ardent reformers of the
Pacific slope is not a valid one. In justification of the destruction of the Chinese
quarter it is urged that it is practically Impossible to convert a grown Chinaman tc
Christianity. Still the Californian method ol
missionary work is, to say the least, rathei
antiquated, and the world at large has a prejudice against missionaries who are at the
same time murderers and incendiaries.
It
the flourishing days of the Inquisition they
were held in some repute, but people nowadays will not view with complacency the
establishment of the Holy Office in the city
of San Francisco. A Christianity which has
for its chief commandment “Thou shalt kill,’
does not commend itself to the respect of the
world. Nor is great satisfaction given by the
statement that a “boy Chinaman may some
times be converted.” In case he is reluctani
they stone him to death. In case he is will
ing they bring him up in the practice of murteach iiiRi thal
der and arson, and
the most meritorious act he can perform is tc
kill his heathen father. We cannot be expected to greatly rejoice over proselytes like
these. Indeed to the unregenerate and unCalifornian mind there is nothing very horrible in the refusal of the Chinaman to accep!
Christianity. It is true that the Christian
merchant sometimes dees not hesitate to
become a Buddhist or a Mohammedan in
order to build up a flourishing trade. Such
apostasy has not however been vigorously
applauded, and people who are not possessed
with the fierce zeal of the Pacific missionaries are even inclined to admire the heathen
gentleman who refuses to abaudon his religion in ofder to establish himself m trade.
Viewed from the standpoint of “universa
reform” this admiration must however be al
wrong.
It is perhaps o nr

duty

to turn about anc

encourage this new “reform” movement
and as persecution of the believers in ad
vanced ideas is acknowledged to be the surest
method of spreading those ideas, it will b<
well to shoot and hang all tho “reformers”
we can get at and thus advance the cause.
This view is commended to the authorities,
national, state, and municipal, now in San
Francisco.
The N. Y. Times under the head of “Jour
nalistic Decency” exposes the disreputable
influences which govern some of the journals
of that city and, among others, treats fully of
tho conduct of the Eocning Post, whose venerable editor seems to be used as an amiable
and eminently respectable figure head to
about as piratical a journalistic* craft as now
floats. Apropos to the Nordhoff matter fht
Times says:
If to be controlled by decent people for worthy
ends

constitutes “decent journalism,” then tht
Post is decidedly “without the pale”. That select
few to whom wero vouchsafed a perusal of the reason:
why au ex-editor of the Post surrendered his place
to save bis self-respect have a clearer idea than tin
rest of the public how little the venerable poet
whose name has so long been associated with the con
duct of tho Evening Post has to do with the paper
which seems to have finally passed under the contro
of a person of disreputable antecedents. The ex-edi
tor’s revelations of back-stairs journalism, whicl
their author ought to be induced to give to the pub
11c, showed bow rapidly the Post was descending ti
a still lower depth than It reached when its frieni
Sands was importuning tbe ring to make it a corpor
ation paper, and when it stuck to the fortunes o
Sweeny and Fields to save tbe big printing job whicl
it bad on hand from tho King Park Commission.

It is Benjamin II. Cheever who testifiei
before the naval committee that a certain
man told him two years ago that another
man had heard another man say that several
persons knew positively that Mrs. Robeson,
before her marriage, had received $50,(XX
for influencing the Secretary to transfer thi
-foreign deposits of the navy department fron
Mr. Cheevei
one banking firm to another.
could not recall names, but his wholly unre
liable evidence is ground enough for Demo
cratic papers to call out “Robeson caught al
last.” No trace has yet been found of th 1
$50,000, and tbe committee are going to di|
in Robeson’s back-yard for it.

Me, Vance of North Carolina has beei 1
making notoriety for himself by delivering 1
speech quite as bitter as that by Ben Hill
The South is fast falling back into its owi
ways.

•

—_.

The English have discovered an act of
Congress, passed in 1848, which confirms the
position they take in regard to the extradition treaty. They also point, as justification
of their action, to the violation of the
treaty
of Washington by the act of Congress imposing a tax on fish, and to the trial of Lawrence for a crime other than that for which
he was extradited.
Tiie Presque Isle Sunrise in noticing the
Drew claim to pay which the House appropriated $35,000, denounces the claim as a
transparent fraud. The Sunrise is right.
Political News.
It has been discovered out in Illinois that
the Democratic “Great Unknown” is likely
to be Congressman Morrison.
If that’s all Tilden can do in New York
the Cincinnati Enquirer thinks there is “little hope” for Thurman in Ohio.
The Chicago Inter-Ocean regards Senator
Conkling as “one of the few strong, consistent, unflinching Republicans who can be
nominated at Cincinnati with credit to the

partv.”

Washington just now, was court-martialed
at Chicago during the war for connection
with a conspiracy Of the Knights of the
Golden Circle to release rebel prisoners confined at Camp Douglas, and only
escaped

conviction on technicalities. That is the
sort of reformer he is.
According to ex-Gov. Ames of Mississippi,
Congressman Lamar makes very different
speeches iu Mississippi from those he delivers
for the Northern market. While the
Republican papers of the North are glad to publish
his speeches in Congress on account of their
liberality, the Democratic papers in Mississippi are afraid to publish his speeches in
that state on account of their bitterness.
He made the most vituperative speeches
during the campaign, and he owes his
election as United States senator to that
fact. He explained away his eulogy on
Sumner as being a political necessity—to
give the South a hearing in the North.
Barksdale, the most bloodthirsty journalist
and most influential Democratic politician in
Mississippi, is his chief supporter.

Magazine Notices.
The numbers of the Living Age for the weeks
ending April 29th and May Gtb, contain; The
Political Changes of Thirty Years, Contemporary Review; The Pessimist’s View of Life,
Cornhill; Madame do Maintenop, Fortnightly
Review; A Literary Friendship of the Fourteenth

Century, Macmillan; Lord Macaulay’s
Memory, Spectator; Eton College, Blackwood;

Mrs. Thrale (Piozzi) the Friend of Dr. John,
son, Macmillan: Norman Macleod, Fraser;
The Norman Kingdom in Sicily,
Quarterly Review; A Visit to a Japanese Silver Mine,

Chambers’ Journal: instalments of a new and
interesting serial, What She Came Through,

by Sarah Tyler,

and the conclusion of The Diand miscellany complete the numbers.
The Leonard Scott Publishing Co., 41 Bar-

Select poetry
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the British Quarterly Review for April. We
call attention tathe following summary of the
contents:
Article I„ a review of Forstet’s Life of

Swift, begins by criticising a notice of the same
work which appeared in the
Edinburgh Review for January. It then discusses Swift’s

literary position, gives

several

views

of

his

life and an estimate of his character .and writ-

ings.
Article II.

Remarks on the Greek Epistles
and au examination, of his testimony on matters of Christian Doctrine, divided
into four parts, viz: “The Trinity and Divinity
of Christ, the Atouement, and kindred subjects of Justification and Grace, the Eucharist
and the Organization of the Church and Roof

Ignatius

man

Primacy.”

Article III. The Progress of Reform in Russia gives a sketch of the establishment and
abolition of serfdom, the present social condition, and the effects of recent reforms in
Russia.
Article IV. is a review of The Bible Educator.
Article V. is the conclusion of the article on
Disestablishment in New England, in the January number. It treats of the church troubles
in Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, and gives quotations from John Adams,
Lyman Beecher,' Dr. Leonard Bacon and
others.

Article VI. is along paper

on

Poor-Law

Relief in and out of the Workhouse.
Article VII. is a review of a brilliant and
able volume on the Atonement.

Numbers 13,14,15 and 16 of Zell's Popular
Encyclopedia, carrying the work from “card”to “copper,” have been issued. Number 13
fine map of Asia. The work is
what it purports to be, a universal dictionary,
and for cheapness, completeness and accuracy
is surpassed by none of the many cyclopedias

contains

Kailway Appliances.

a

published.

Its merits have been so fully set
that no farther com-

forth in these columns

mendation

seems now necessary.
Indeed the
work is its own best advocate, and inspection
of it by any desiring a book of reference will
lead to its purchase. The agent for this
vicinity is N. B. Medbury, whose office is 65
Exchange street, Room 2. The general agent
for New England is Horace iKing, Tliompsonville, Conn.

By

John

Wolte Barry.
Cloth; illustrated; 999 pp. New York: D. Appleton & Co. For sale by Dresser, McLellan & Co.
Railway Appliances is the first ot a new
seties of Text-Books of Science to be published

by Messrs. Longmans & Co., London. The design of the series is to furnish valuable elementary works on mechanical and physical
science that shall not be
manuals or
simply

text-books,

but practical treatises reduced to
the stage of direct and
useful application. The
initial volume
admirably conforms to this standard and cannot fail to be
of great interest and
value to the
traveling public. Mr. Barry is a
practical civil engineer and has
brought to his
syork thorough and accurate
He
knowledge.
does not attempt within the
limits of this volume to deal with more than
one division of the
subject viz. "A description ol details of railway construction subsequent to the
competition of the earthworks and structures.”
To
this be adds a short notice of
railway rollino
stock. This department is of greater interest
to the average reader than the more

technical
subjects of bridges, earthworks, viaducts or
even the financial management of a
company,

for it has to do with the
safety and comfort of
the traveler. The author is an

Englishman
dnd;treats the subject from an English standpoint. But aside from a few such terms as
vans, waggons and points, which are but different names for our cars and
switches, there
is nothing that may not
apply to cur own railway system.

The present condition

and

re-

improvements in the English system are
minutely explained and well illostrated. The
cent

author thinks our long American
cars with
their lack of privacy and
difficulty of ingress
and egress at the end doors are
inferior to the
English carriages, lint thinks our arrangement
best adapted for
sleeping cars. The need of

communication betw een the engineer and the
rest of the train, w hich our bell cord
affords
us, is still felt in England. The traveler in
England can only communicate with othef
parts of the train through the guard or conductor which in case of au accident imminent
at the rear of the train
many involve the loss
of priceless moments.
The chapters upon
Signals and the explanation of the “block”
sj stem are deeply interesting as showing the
ingenuity of mechanical appliances for secur._,_,

»-
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this series are equal iu value to the first
they
will form a most acceptable addition to scientific literature.
Achsaii. a New England Life Study. By Kev.
Peter Pennot. Published by Lee &
Shepard.
Boston. For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
The quaint traits of New England existence,

IN ADVANC E

Gospel and Epistles of John—with
Notes. By
Kev. Henry Cowles D. D.
Appleton, New York.
Por sale by
Dresser, McLellan & Co,.
The writer of these
Commentaries has been
trained by loDg experience in such
work, and
has moreover an
adaptedneas for it in a calm
dispassionate temper of mind and a fair candid manner of thought and
expression. Should
the sectarian compass|be boxed to
give his exact

bearings, he would probably be found orthoconservativc-by-liberal, which places him
fairly within hail from nearly every ship that
moves at all on the
“multitudinous"—the man

dox

of no opinions—the Ancient
Mariner becalmed
with his dead albatross
being counted out.
One fault and a
one to

singular

charge home

the author of such a work—is to be found*
in two or three instances, in a want of a
sense
of humor in sufficient degree to
prevent its apparent exercise, as wheu he speaks ot Nicodemus as “still snagged where he was
before;**
and still worse of the woman of Samaria, that
her husbands were “consecutive or otherwise **
to

These errors are committed with gravity, but
produce results to be a/oided, as entirely out
of keeping with the
style of treatment in
which the author

otherwise

consistently

up-

holds the dignity of his office as a
lamp to the
feet of those who, running, would read.
Wych Hazel. By the author of “Wide, Wide
World,** Ac. New York: O. P. Putnam’s Sons.
For sale by Loring, Short A Harmon.
To be womanly is praise; to be womanish is
dispraise; to have sentiments is essential; to be
sentimental is weakness; to be womanishly sentimental has more significance than even the
added sum of each word.
If there ia a land
where this atmosphere prevails—and let it be
hoped its boundaries north, south, east and
west are theinorlh pole—then the books of
these
authors are as “Murrays" and “Baedehers" for
the guidance of their traveller*. There are
enough good intentions and expression in these
volumes to enhance their mischieviousness,
since it gives a sort of benefit of
elergy to pro-

longed religions flirtations, usually with a clergyman for a hero, and texts for darts. The
weak sentimentality which runs more or less
through all these novelettes culminates at last
in the experience of a
roguishly charming
maiden whose fascinations bring down lovers
with the accuracy of the celebrated coonshooter,

and whose guardian is in a coutioual
state of terror, so great i3 his
responsibility.
The religious element being less, and the sen-

timentality

more

than

apparent

ia

former

works, renders the present volume leas likely
to do harm; so much praise may he
given to
Wych Hazel.
Harper’s School Geography.
New York:
Harper A Brothers. For eale by Loring, Short A
Harmon.
This text-book appears to be an excellent

the shrewdness, kindliness and undemonstrative originality of the descendants of the Puritans, t'urnish tempting ground for the writer
of fiction. Sometimes the result is
admirable,
as witness Mrs. Stowe’s Minister’s
Wooing,
and Pearl of Orr’s
Island, or Dr. Holmes’
genial, pathetic, merry and tender work; more
often the result is like the novel under consid-

one, and ia some respects a model. Its mechanical execution is worthy of all praise.
The paper is good, the type large and clear,
the maps well executed, aud tbe wood-cuts
new aod instructive.' Nor does it fall behind
in subject matter. Its topics are careful); selected aud arranged, and its theme as a whole

eration,

issimpl;

The dramatis persotwe are as convenPunch, Judy, the hangman *,and the
enemy of mankind, as seen in the itinerant
mechanical drama—the narrow-minded
tional

The Ohio independents (greenbackers) are
invited to assemble in state convention, May
17. One of the planks in their platform is
“the withdrawal of the pardoning power,
from the executive as a barbarous and mischievous relic of royalty.”
It will be remombered that the salary grab
bill added largely to the pay of the speaker of
the House) as well as the members.
Mr.
Blaine was speaker.
Seeing that the hill
would pass, he arose in his place, and, stating that one item of the bill applied to himself exclusively, be drew a pen across the
clause which increased his pay.
The Democrats who are trying to elect
“Blue Jeans” Williams governor of Indiana,
don’t thank the Democratic investigators of
Senator Merton’s war record for
bringing out
the fact that Williams was one of the leaders
of the Democratic Legislature which refused
to allow troops to he raised, and whose
opposition Gov. Morton so cleyerly checkmated
with funds from Washington.
This Mr. Barney Caulfield, who is one of
the foremost Democratic investigators at

lemma.

Recent Publications.

PEiTanMM

as

deacoo,
ordinary ficticn forgot
the proverbial “difference in
deacoDs”), the
charmiDg rural maiden, the sentimental old
girl, the sensible spinster, the uncharitable
(it

seems

as

if writers of

and

mischief-makiDg ditto—who in this case
“contrives a double debt to pay” and supplies
the melodrama of the occasion
by a murder
trial, in which she appears as defendant—these
and

few other familiar citizens make up the
There is, however, a good degree of humor, not of the fiuest
quality, but genuine in its way; and the evident
care and good intention with which the book
is written give it a degree of merit and intereit*
The illustrations are by no means embellisha

human interest of the volame.

ments.

The frontispiece is a portrait of the
villainess of the story; the rustic maiden is unflatteringly presented in another, and so on.
But the one upon which the reader will gaze
with a horrible fascination, is the counterfeit

presentment of

the young clergyman who
appears as contre-heros of the story, and who,
unless the artist did him injustice, combined
the luxuriant hair and distended eyes of the
popular actor upon posters, with the rapt expression of the seventh son of a seventh eon
warranted to cure ail cases of luDg disease in
three weeks.
Ladies’ Fancy Work ; Hints and Helps to
Home Tastes and Home Recreations. By
Mrs. C. S. Jones and Henry T. Williams. Published by H. T. Williams, New York. For sale by
Loring, Short & Harmon.
This is a large and miscellaneous collection of
recipes for all sorts of mistaken attempts in
the line of home decorations. It is written with
the bestof intentions; itsdirections involvelittle
that is costly or extravagant—except the waste
of much time; but its tendency is really not to
elevate popular taste, but rather to encourage
monstiosities in the shape of shellwork, or
pasteboard castles with putty retainers, pillbox turrets, and scenery compounded of cottonwool, bits of brokeD looking-glass and brown
paper.

Still, if there be

household whose

a

idiosyncrasies demand that its peace be promoted by filling the family hearth-stone with
white pine shavings over which is draped white
tarlatane ornamented by gold-paper stars acd
spaDgles—let no journalistic clod presume to
suggest that the shavings would make excellent
kindling and that the tarlatane &c. are bjit indifferent fuel, and consequently superfluous.
And if our wealthy neighbors’ yearning for a
cracked plate that was once the pride of some
oldtime matroD, or a sinuous green lizard that
Palissy moulded, be counted a mark of refined
taste—why should unlimited laughter be the
portion of our equally esteomed friend across
the way, who not having seen the Apollo Belvidere

enjoys

his little

PrayiDg Samuel,

who

having known the garden ofSemiramis
even by report, is content with his hanging basket of ravelled cotton. Tastes so differ that in
regard to the volume under consideration it
can merely be said, in case any one wishes to
make any of the articles described in it, they
’will find therein plain and full instructions for
not

doing.

so

Tue Dilemma. A novel. By tho author of “The
Battle of Dorking. Published by Harper Brothers.
New York. For sale by Loring, Short & HarmoD.
This admirably written novel depends less
for its interest upon plot or delineation of character, than upon the spirited, minute and lifelike picture it affords of life in an Anglo-Indi-

garrison town, including the description of
siege by the Sepoys. The same traits that

an
a

made the author’s “Battle of DorkiDg” famous at once, appear also iu “The Dilemma.”
The power of circumstantial uarratiou, which
gives an air of utter truthfulness to the atory,
and at once enlists the confidence and sympathy of the reader; the familiarity with military
life, anti aPfiiiftintanpA

wiM»

U.

oropn

humor’ mingled with gravity and force of expression—prove the author to
possessed of no common talent and originality.
a

delicate

sense

of

It is said that evidence poiuts with great unanimity to Canon Pullen, an English gentleman,
as the writer of these books—who may bo assured
that
whenever
he
chooses
to
exchange the vague perfume of impersonal
praise for more direct
that
applause
it will be forthcoming and unstinted. While,

regarded merely

as a story, The Dilemma is
sad and somewhat unsatisfactory, the excellent
touches of minor description that abound in It,
as well as the more strongly outlined sketches
of warlike deeds—give it a worth far beyond
that of the ordinary novel.
Poetry for

Home asd School.

Selected and

arranged by Anna C. Brackett and Ida M. Eliot.
Published by G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York.
For salj by Loring, Short & Harmon.
This

charming

little volume

supply the often felt need of

a

is

designed

to

compact collec-

tion of standard poetry, suited for recitation
and reading for young people. The first
pages
are devoted to selections for
youngest learners,
many of them from the pages of St.
and all bright, fresh and sure to
the

Nicholas]

delight

little people. The greater
part of the volume
contains poems that have
justly taken high
rank, from the days of Spenser to the present
time,and include both American and English
works. It must bo understood that these
poems are not selected from their especial
fitness for young people, except, of course, that
the utmost refinement has been shown in
choosing among the brilliant array of poetical
works that for their richness of thongbt and
fancy, and beauty of expression are counted
among the world’s treasures.

binding, tastefully engraved

The dark gray
in black, the

smooth paper and excellent type, are among
the attractions of this little book.

aud judiciously treated. The work is
in two parts, a physical geography and a political geography, each with a series of special

maps,'exercises and descriptions. The geography of commerce thas wisely been made the
leadirg line of thought, and there is a systematic presentation of tbe resources aud iudustrics of countries, accompanied by maps which
greatly facilitate the acquisition of knowledge
in these directions. The definitions are excellent, the system of reviews good, and the
work as a whole and in detail well adapted to
the wants of the class-room. Tbe results of
latest research aud discovery are incorporated
in the book and it thus becomes a desirable
outline of our present knowledge ou the important subject ot which it treats.
Portland and Vicinity. By E. H. Klwell. Illustrated. Portland: Loring, Short & Hannon
and W. S. Jones. For sale by Loring, Short &
Harmon.
This handsomely printed and illustrated vol-

already briefly noticed in tbe columns of
the Press, contains descriptions ot all that is
noticeable in the history and topography of oar
city, and will be heartily welcomed by all Port,
landers. It is a periect guide-book to the city
and its surronndings, certainly better in most
ume

respects than those ordinarily devoted to histories of our noted towns. The illustrations
are

numerous, well

selected,

and

finely

exeent.

ed, and the text, both historical, biographical
and descriptive, is accurate and scholarly, as
was to be expected from the author.
The volume, in literary and mechanical execution is
in which every citizen of Porllaud can take
It will doubtless meet, as it depride.
serves, with a ready sale. The book is sent by
mail on the receipt of two dollars.
Notes.
Higgiuion’s Young Folks’ History ir selling
steadily, and has been Introduced iulo schools
iu several States.
Mr. Emerson's new book has already sold
•no

7000 copies in three months—the most rapid
sale that any of his books have fnnnd.
Osgood Is to publish, Private Theatricals, by
Mr. Howells,whichtis generally pronounce 1 the
best of all bis books.
Mrs. Oliphant has written another novel,
which is coiled Phoebe Juoioo. a Last Chronicle ot OarliDgford,
A History of Independence Hall, Philadel-

phia, is to be published by James K. Ojgood &
Co. iu a large octavo, with heliotypes, &o
It
is by Col. Frauk M. Eitiug.
A civil list pension of £100 a year for literary
eminence has been allotted toDr. John Brown,
the author of Horse Subsecivm, Hah and his
Friends, and other delightful books.
In the biography of Macaalay, by Mr. Trevelyan, it is stated that tbe former was not able
to earn more than £200 pounds per annum at a
time wbeu he was writing his finest essays.
Tbe dramatic sketch by Barry Cornwall,
called Gabriello and Adriatic, which is published in tbe May number of Harper’s Maga-

zine, is founded upon the sixth novel told in
the fourth day of Tbe Decameron.
Mr. Bancroft's “Centenary Editiou” of his
United States history is selling fast for a book
of that kind—indeed, aoy book ou American
history, though much less meritorious than
this, would sell this year.
Lee & Shepard have become tbe publishers
of all Col. Higginson’s books, and will soon
to publish small editions made up from
these and from their other volumes, after the
fashion of Osgood s "v est-pocket series.
Prof. Longfellow has occupied leisure hoars
with the collection of poetry associated with
places. This compilation will make a new
series in the Little Classics style, and Messrs.

begin

Jas. R. Osgood & Co. promise the two volumes
on England and Wales for early issue.
Sheldon & Co. will print, uniform with the
other works of Mr. Spurgeon, and at the low
price of 81.23, his lectures on Commenting and

Commentaries, previously referred
a complete

volume will contain also
Mr. Spurgeon’s works.

The
to.
index to

fleury Holt & Co. will republish, on the
svggestion of the Nation, Mr. Taswell-Langmead’s text-book of Euglish Constitutional
which is spoken of as covering the
entire field of Stubbs, Hallam, and May satisfactorily for the ordinary student within 73B

History,

pages octavo.
The Atlantic Monthly for June will aw>ear
May 10, the opening day of the Centennial exhibition, and will contain Mr. Whittier's fine
hymn written for that occasion, together with
the original music by John K. Paine.
The
number will coutain a clever paper by
Mark Twain, and Mrs. Kemble's account of
her debut oh the stage.
Miss Alcott is about to publish a uew book
of stories, uniform iu size with the volumes of
same

Women, to which the name of Silver
Pitchers has beeu given. Among other books
issued by Roberts is a four-volume edition of
Lindor’s Imaginary Conversalious, Mr. T. G.
Appleton’s Nile Journal, and a new edition of
P. G. Hamerton’s Sylvan Year, and Unknown
River in a single volume.
A new biography of Heinrich Heine has just
Little

been published in
willfully changed

London. It is said that ha
the date of bis birth from
Dec. 13. 1799, to Jan. 1,1800, in order to giva
au admiring patron the
opportunity of saying:
“You are one of the first men of the century.”
The poet and the “admiring patron’’ showed

equal ignorance in this respect; men born iu
1800 were not the first men of the nineteenth
century, but the last of the eighteenth.

George Eliot is a tremendous worker and a
hard student. Like her husband, she is an excellent linguist, reading French, German, Italian, Spanish

and Dutch with the greatest easa
and with critical comprehension. Her constitution is good, but her health is delicate on ac«

m

count of the perpetual strain she puts upon it.
She bas earned by her pen, it is reported, ineluding ber pay for Deronda, from $180,000 to

$200,000.

TELEGRAPH.1
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Bret Hart® modestly says: “Of course I am
glad that the public appreciates my sketches
of the odd characters frequently met with on
the Pacific slope: but you and I and every other Californian know that I have not half done
justice to the subjects, considering the material at hand. I have just stuck the pick in, and
struck a

]

paying pocket.

Somebody else will
along and prospect in the same hole and
strike tbe true vein."
M. D. Conway, writing to the Cincinnati
Commercial from London, says, "I don’t know
how far the works of Professor H. S. Maine,
come

MATTERS IN

regarded as competent to deal with comparative
politics of sociology who has not mastered his
works.”
The London Publishers’

Circular, speaking

of

Hnddeu Death.

very suddenly this morning of heart disease at
his resicence in North Anson.
memorial Day.
Bangor, May 5.—Gen. Tillson of Rockland,
will deliver an address in this city Memorial

day.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The North Adnua Failure.
Springfield, May 5.—The failure of Harvey, Arnold & Co., of North Adams, print
works, crrryiug down five other cotton mills, is
even more disastrous in its results than at first
appeared. The liabilities, it |is thought, will
rise over rather than fall below the estimated
$1,250,000, and not less than 1200 men, women
and children are thrown out of work.

current novel literature, says: “Mr. William
Black is making an advance, but in by no
means so marked a way as Mrs. Lynn Linton,
whose ‘Learn Dundas’ briDgs her nearly abreast

of George Eliot, who, by the way, in her painstaking and careful building up of a long story,
have rather tired and chilled her
readers. Two things are noticeable in all these
writers: tbe chief interest of the plot centers
around womeu, and tbe women are by no
means heroic. Tbe heroes of Shakespeare are
angels of light to some of these wayward and
often lurid heroines. We are especially thankseems

to

ful that the chief of our writers seems to be
about to draw the character of a pure and good
man.”
Mr. Robert Buchanan (according to a letter
of Moncure D. Conway in tbe Cincinnati Commercial)is about to bring a libel suit against
the poet Swinburne, aud also tbe proprietor of
the Examiner (P. A. Taylor, M. P.) and its
editor (William Minto), whom he charges with
a

conspiracy

to rain him. It seems that a short

time ago a pamphlet on contemporary poets appeared in London, under the name of Thomas
Maitlaud. It condemned all tbe yonnger po-

NEW YORK.
The Railroad War.

New York, May 5,—The railroad war still
continues.
The companies are suspicious of
each other and state that the freight tariff has

been violated
The Grand Trunk Railroad propose reducing largely the rates of freights and passengers
between Buffalo and Detroit, iu a few days,
thus forcing matters. Eastward bound freight
rites are down to 15 and 20 cents today compared with 45 cents ten days ago. Six hundred
carloads of freight averaging 20cents, arrived
today by the New York Central, and 200 carloads were despatched westward.
Various mailers.
The demand for silver in exchange for fractional currency was somewhat heavier to-day
than for three days past and $27,000 were paid
out up to noou.
No cable despatches (to the associated press
have been received from Loudon since ten
o’clock last night.
Half a million dollars in gold were paid out
up to noon today for interest on bonds due May
1st.
Justice Dowling is speechless and his early
death is probable.

ets, and heartily praised Buchanan—which was
all very well, until the discovery was made
that Thomas Maitland was none ether than
Buchanan himself!
Mr. Swinburne, in the
Examiner, retaliated in au excoriation which
has undoubtedly stung Buchanan into another
of his insanely egotistical fits.
A correspondent of the Academy proposes an
International Congress ot Librarians, with es-

pecial reference to economy by cooperation in
cataloguing. At present every librarian catalogues uew books independently, so that the
same

work is done

a

hundred times over, with

great waste of labor. “Yet what would be easier,” says this writer, “than to have my slip
printed and any number of copies sent round
by book-post to every library ia Europe? With
a little arrau.gement,Jevery English book might
be catalogued at the British Museum, every
French book at the Bibliotbeqne Nationale,
every German book at the Royal Library at
Beilin, every Russian book at St. Petersburg,
etc. At a trifling expense these slips might be
sent to every small or large library, and each of
them might have three or four kinds of cata-

logues—an alphabetical catalogue of the authors, a chronological catalogue, a catalogue
classified according to subjects, etc. Even
when a library is too poor to buy a book, the
slip might be useful in its catalogue.” He
adds: “There are, of course, other ways in
which the same object might be obtained, if
only tbe principal libraries would agree on a
common line of action.
Each antbor might be

requested

to write a proper slip of h's own
book, and the publisher might forward
copies of these slips with the book itself.” A

suggestion similar to the latter has been independently made by the Publishers’ Weekly, at
the instance of Mr. Justin Winsor of the Boston Public Library, viz., that “publishers
should insert in tbe books they send out a biographical record of the jitle, etc., on uniform
sized slips of stiff paper.”
News and Other Items.
ixv more marneu

women wm oe

engageu as
teachers in Brooklyn schools, under a new rule
forbidding teachers to enter into any avocations
which would interfere with their duties, but
those now employed will net be discharged.
Florence and Alice Tilton are to unite with
Dr. Storrs’s church of the- Pilgrims ou Sunday
on profession of faith.
Miss Florence had a
letter from Plymouth church, which she refused to present.
Tbo average

Philadelphian

receives

daily

about seven postal cards, with “Dear cousin,
expect me in June with a friend, whom you’ll
be

delighted

to know.
It will be impossible
for me to stay more than three weeks. I am
so glad that we have begun to correspond

again.” Philadelphia post office sends many
letters to Washington indorsed, “dead.”
For a good sounding train of cars in the
name line commend us to the following, owned
by Dom Pedro’s aunt, lately deceased:

She
known to her confidential friends as the
Princess Isabella Maria Conception Jane Charlotte Gaulberta Anna Frances of Assisi Xaviera Pauls d’Alcantara Antoinette Rsfaela Michael* Gabriella Joachina Gonzaza. He initials
looked rather neat In a monogram.
P. I. M.
C. J. C. G. A. F. O. A. Z P. D. A. P. M. G. J.
but
one
died
from
the
engraver
effects.—
G.;
was

[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
F. T. Barnum, the showman, has got

into

hot water in New York.
The President of the
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children has complained that a boy called “Tommy” was compelled to execute dangerous feats
in Barnum’s shows, and the court ordered
Barnum to discontinue the boy performance.

Society

Mr. Barnum
is

thought

acquiesced for the present, but it
the matter will be contested in the

courts.
When Dr. Norman McLeod preached before
the Court of Abergeldie, the Prince of Wales
kindly begged him in advance “not to preach
more than twenty minuteB.”
Upon this the

Presbyterian dean of the most noble and
aucieot order of the thistle plumply replied
that the Prince and the court had nothing bet-

8tout

ter to do on Sunday than to hear him preach,
and he should preach as long as he thought
good for them. He did, in fact, preaeh ‘fortyseven minutes.”
To the credit of/ the future
Emperor and King of England, he adds that

the Prince listened very respectfully and thanked him afterwards.
There has been many ludicrous stories told
about court etiquette, but the following, which
Moncure D. Conway tells of the English court,
surpasses most of them: “Itis consideredindis
pensable that ladies introduced at court or received there shall wear very low-bodied dresses.
Just before the last drawing-room, Lady-,
wife of the distinguished nobleman, wrote to
the Lord

Chamberlain, saying

that she had recently been ill, and her shonlders had become
so thin that Bhe was ashamed to show them 1
The Chamberlain, knowing how to strict the
Queen was, referred the matter to her, and a
grand consultation was held. After a long and
serious debate, the Lord Chamberlain was instructed to write to the petitioning lady that
her Majesty would for once give her consent to
the innovation, but it was intimated that the
dress must be a compromise, that is cut down
in front. The court papers referred vaguely to
this exception to the rules of court dress, stating that it was by her majesty’s gracious and
special concession, in order that it may not become

a

precedent!”

Rnetfl Itpppivolt.

MAINE.

Skowhegan, May 5.—George A. Fletcher,
Register of Probate for Somerset couuty, died

which Messrs Holt have had the enterprise to
issue in America, have circulated among you,
baton this side of the ocean be is known as the
most thorough and philosophical explorer living of all embryonic phase through which society and law have passed, and no man can be

BELKNAP’S IMPEACHMENT.

WASHINGTON.
Uavcuport’s Testimony.

The Question of Jurisdiction mill Under
Discussion.
Washington, May 5.—In the impeachment
trial Mr. Carpenter for the respondent, begun
his argument on the question of jurisdiction.
After reviewing the pleadings in the case he
said that he would endeavor to show first, that
articles ot impeachment could not be entertained against any private citicen in any case whatever, and second, that whenever articles of impeachment were exhibited they must set forth
every fact essential to constitute a crime imHe said he would confioe himself
peachable.
in his argument to legal questions, and would
be as brief as possible, and as dry as a stick.
Mr. Carpenter argued that the man who
framed the constitution never had the slightest
idea that anybody but a public officer could be
impeached. The debates all showed that impeachment was intended as a check upon those
in power.
After recess Mr. Carpenter resumed his argument. This court, more than any other, was
bound by its previous decisions. In the case of
President Johnson, counsel for the House of
Representatives claimed as was claimed by the
counsel for the defence now, that impeachment
was not intended as a means of
punishing a
criminal, but removing from office au unfit or
corrupt official; such also wa3 tho uniform argument in the opinion of such Senators as had
filed them in support of this statement. Mr.
Carpenter quoted from the numerous authorities to show that fractions of a day could be
noticed, and said he had certainly not supposed
that it would be sought to convict the defendant, or that the Senate would be asked to hold
jurisdiction on a legal fiction. In conclusion,
he said the proceeding of impeachment was
confined to those holding office at the time
when the impeachment was commenced.
Manager Kuott followed in behalf of the
managers. He said the real question before the
court was whether they exercised the functions
devolved upon them as the highest court known
to our government by virtue of a constitutional
power, or merely at the will or pleasure of the
accused. The only case in his judgment from
which a legitimate aualogy to the case under
discussion could he drawn was the case of
Judge Barnard in New York, and that, he
claimed, supported the position taken by the
managers, for the court had there held that
Barnard could be tried for acts done in a former
term of office.
The meaning of the constitution was not to
be judged from what some of the framers of it
bad said in the convention, but from what they
did. There was not a solitary syllable in any
of tho provisions of the Constitution which
limited the power of the House of Representatives to prefer or of the Senate to try articles
of impeachment to the time during which the
party accused shall remain in office, or to any
other time whatever.
Without concluding, Mr. Knott suffering
physical pain, asked an adjournment, and the
Senate, as a court of impeachment, adjourned
till Monday.

testified that he obtained the
passage ot bills in Congress to prevent frauds in
elections. In answer to a query he said the following Congressmen helped him:
Judge
Bingham of Ohio, Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts, Mr. Dickey\ot Pennsylvania, Governor
Blair of Michigan, Senators Edmunds, Conkling, Cole and members of the judiciary committee generally.
Question—Did any Democrats help you?
Answer—No, sir. I believe every Democrat
voted against the bills.
By Mr. Joyce—What was the nature of their

objections?

Mr. Caulfield objected to the question but after some discussion Mr. Davenport was allowed
to answer the question and be said that he
could only judge by the speeches they made.
It was principally that the law would prove oppressive to the people of the south.
Q—What was the effect?
A—To prevent thousands of fraudulent votes.
Witness was employed by the Union League
Club and by no one else to aid in the passage of
the laws.
There had never been paid to any person a
single cent or anything else towards obtaining
a passage of
the law. It was applicable in
every city of 20,000 inhabitants.
In reply to Mr. Caulfield he said it would be
as effective to prevent
Republican frauds in
Philadelphia as Democratic frauds iu New
York. He had tried to enforce the law impartially acd prevented at least one half of the
clerks of both parties who came to New York
from Washington to vote, from voting, bceause
they could njt prove a residence there. Only
last night he was waited upon by a gentleman
here and asked if he intended to stop the clerxs
from voting in 3876 as he did in 1872, and he replied emphatically yes, and they then desired
to know what they must do to
comply with the
registration law. He wished to make this
statement to show that the law was
executed,
no matter whom it hit.
Union Pacific Railroad.
A letter from President Dillon of the Union
Pacific Railroad, was received by the House
Judiciary Committee to-day in response to its
recent request for the submission within ten
days of some proposition for the creation of a
sinking fund which should not include an offer to reconvey to the government any portion
of the land grant. He says that he is unable
to submit such a proposition at this time, hut
would give immediate and careful consideration
to any proposition which might emanate from
the committee with a view to its acceptance if
found to be just to tho other creditors and to
the stockholders of the road. Mr. Dillon goes
on to restate the proposition already made
by
the company, which was favorably considered
by the Executive and transmitted to Congress
by the Secretary of the Treasur y, and trusts
that it would be inexpedient to accept a reconveyance of the land will be reconsidered. Mr.
Dillon says the amount to become due from the
company on the maturity of the bonds about
1879, is so large that the annual sinking fund
payments in money sufficient to cancel it at
that date would bo beyond the reasonable
means of the company.
There must therefore,
in any settlement, be either an extension of
time for payment or somejwise and legitimate
method must be found for reducing to a substantial credit the indebtedness, or for in some
way augmenting the sinking fund in its early
years.
Mr. Dillon goes on to argue that a fair and

object is

uvmuuh)iiou(u^

tut)

iatmr

to traosfer to the government the
whola or a part of the land granted to the company, which though valuable and sure to be
ultimately remunerative, do not produce cash
returns with the rapidity which was at first ex-

pected.

Gen. Schenck’s Case,
The committee on foreign affoirs
to-day appointed a sub-committee consisting of Messrs.
Swann, Hewitt, and Parker to prepare a report in the Emma mine ease. From the tenor
of a private conference of the memhers, it is
inferred that the report will relieve General
Schenck of any charge of fraud, bat will express the opinion that his becoming a director
in the Emma Mine Company was
utterly incompatible with his position a3 American Minister.

THE CENTENNIAL.
Accommodations for the Press—Sale

Ciquors,

of

etc.

Philadelphia, May

5.—The question of
finding accommodations for newspaper representatives at the opening ceremonies Wednesday, has been settled by an arrangement for the
issuance of about 400 tickets to such journalists
as will apply for them at the office of the Bu
reau of Kevcnue, No. 004 Walnut street.
No
invitations have been or will be extended to
newspaper representatives. This is the extent
of thelprovision made for the fraternity so far
as relates to the
opening ceremonies.
The first eastern travelling announcement
here, is by the Boston and Stonington route.
Other lines will follow.
At the session of the Centennial Commission
yesterday, Mr. Nye of Maine, from the committee to consider the question of the sale of
liquors at the exhibition, presented the opinion
of the solicitor of the commission, Mr. Shoemaker, as to the legality of the concessions that
had been granted to a hundred persons for the
sale of intoxicating drioks within the exposition grounds and buildings.
Mr. Shoemaker
sustains the action of the commission in giving
contracts for the restricted sale of liquors.
No
action was taken by the commissioners.
The Empress of Brazil arrived yesterday afternoon.
The

Life and Letter* of 1/ord itlacaulay
By his nephew, G. Otto Trevelyan. In Two Volumes. Vol II. Cloth, 406 pp.
New York: Harper
& Brothers. Portland: Loring,|Short & Harmon.
A Novel.
The Dilemma.
By the Author of
“The Battle of Dorking.” Paper, 173 pp., price 75
cents. New York: Harper & Brothers, Portland:
Loring, Short Sc Harmon.
Harper’* ncliool Geography. With maps
and illustrations prepared expressly for the work
by eminent American artists. Boards, 124 pp.
New York: Harper Sc Brothers. Portland: Loring,
Short Sc Harmon.
A Novel.
One Night’* IWysicry.
By May
Agnes Fleming, author of “A Wonderful Woman”,
Sic. Cloth, 443 pp., price $1.75. New York: G.
W. Carleton & Co. Portland: Bailey Sc Noyes.
A New England Life Study. By the
Achxah.
Rev. Peter Pennot. Cloth, illustrated, 36Spp.,
Portland:
price $1.50. Boston: Lee & Shepard.
Loring, Short & Harmon.
A Nile Journal. By X. G. Appleton. Illustrated by Eugene Benson. Cloth, 307 pp., price $2.25.
Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Portland: Loring,
Short Sc Harmon.
Poems. By Christina G. Rossetti. Cloth, 300 pp.,
price $1 50. Boston: RobertsBrothers. Portland:
Loring, Short Sc Harmon.
The Sylvan Vear.
Leaves from the Note Book
of Raoul Dubois.
By Philip Gilbert Hamerton,
author of “The Intellectual Life,” &c. Cloth, 338
pp., price $2. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Filth Diseasr* nud“rheir Prcveutiou. By
John Simon, Chief Medical officer ol the Privy
Connell, Great Britain. First American edition.
Printed under the direction of the State Board of
Health of Massachusetts. Cloth, 96 pp.
Boston;
James Campbell. Portland: Loring, Short & Har-

Couiaiana Disturbance.

New Orleans, May 5.—Acting Governor
Antoine has offered §5000 reward for the arrest
of the [Coushatta assassin. Advices received
at the State House report that Senator Twitchell is still living, but is in a precarious condition.
His left arm has been amputated and
the right arm is so badly shattered th»t the
doctois propose to take it off also.
Communications received this morning from
West Feliciana parish state that Weber, State
Senator, Dula, Parish Judge, and Armstead,
ex-member of the House of Kepresentatives,
have been driven out of the parish by regulators and compelled to take to the woods. Their
fates are unknown.

mon.

Crimea and Casualtiea.
Otis W. Sargent, a Boston cigar store keeper,
committed suicide yesterday by shooting,
The amount embezzled by cashier Soloman in
the register of arrears office, Brooklyn, is

§1090.

William Brown, charged with setting fire to
two houses in East Cambridge, was held for
trial yesterday.
House and barn of S. E. Jacobs at Amherst,
N. H was burned yesterday.
Mr. Jacobs and
two children had a narrow escape.
At Cleveland, Ohio, Thursday night, moulders were attacked and beaten on their
way
home, by twenty or thirty strikers, and one faNo arrests have been made.
tally shot.
Addie SbermaD, a youDg girl, living at Seaview, who had been betrayed by her lover,
drowned lipi-self Th irs/law
Frank Shevlin has been arrested and identified as the person who robbed President
Appletou of the Haverhill Bank on the ,‘lOtk of
March.
Ezra S. Goodwin and William
Fogg were
convicted in Boston yesterday of
blackmailing
Ferdinand Geldoweki.

JlET£OKOM>RIGAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY FOUR

War Dbp’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. c.
>

May 0, (1 A.’m.)5
For Sew Iinglaml,
Falling barometer, south-easterly winds veering to south-west, slightly warmer, cloudy and
rainy weather, clearing away at night.
U. M. Senator front Teia«.
Galveston, May .'5.—Governor
Coke was elected U. S. Senator today.

(The

MEXICO.
San Antonio, Texas, May 5.—Col. Quintana with 200
federate occupy Hueva Laredo.
Col. Fotmeyer with 300 revolutionists is outside preparing' for an attack.
There is considerable excitement at Predras. The negro revolutionists with 300 men are waiting outside
for reinforcements before attacking the place.
Most of the federal custom house officials in
Eagle have passed over into Texas for safety.

Eoreigu Notes.
King Alfonso has wrjtten another letter assuring the Pope that Spain is Catholic and consequently the Catholics need fear nothing from
the application of the clause in the new con-

stitution upon feligious liberty.
Further prefectoral changes will be gazetted
at Paris next Monday.
These include the
compulsory retirement of seven prefects and
the dismissal of 40 sub-prefects.
Henry James (Liberal) has given notice in
the House of Commons that he will move a
resolution equivalent to a vote of censure to the
effect that the Royal Titles proclamation does
not fulfill the pledges of the government.
Disraeli accepts tbe motion not only as a vote of
censure but as a vote of want of confidence,
and the discussion is set down for next Thurs-

Bichard

project of establishing a state home for
the aged at Concord, N. U., is likely to succeed.

Petroleum dull
(01 32lc tor 50 test. Rice quiet.
at 13|c. Tatand heavy; crude at 8 @ 8Jc; retined Stores—Rosin
Naval
’ow is steady at S| @ 8 11-lCc.
37c. Pork is steady ;
at
firmer
Turpentine
is quiet.
Beef quiet : Cut Meats
60 (w, 21 90.
new mess at 21
long
middles at 11J ior Western longc ear; city
Lard is ehde firmer; prime steam an

Suiet-

SratlV

is firmer.
^Freights to Liverpool—market
5 —Flour is quiet and uncliangad.

Wfimtstrod“anti
79@80c.°cloaiDg w£*

higher; No 2 Chicago Spring 38t
at 87 i ® 88fc;
No3 cL.*"aSO Spring
®W,
at
is act:ve and shailo Li»hci
.,
a(,tjV(! atKi a
jected 40)c, new nigh Mixed
live iinclmntroi]
shade higher; No 2 at 30) @ 30fe.
at
64Ie.
Barley is active and higher
unchanged, some sales rather lower at 2o
4Q
Lard is unsettled and generally higher at x*
12 45 on spot. Bulk Meats dull; shoulders at74v/
all
rib
sides
at
11:
clear
sides
at
boxed;
clear
12),
•
loose lots ) lower. Whiskey 1 07.
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo at 3J@3f; Com to

were

Statement

ot

Buffalo 3).

Receipts—1°,000 bbls flour, 49,000 bush wheat, 133,bush com, 37,001) bush oats. 400 bush barley,
2900 bush of rye.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour,140,000 bush wheat, 128,200 bush corn, 21,000 bush oats, 1,500 bush barley,
1,200 bush rye.
St Louis,May 5.—Flour is weak. Wheat dull and
lower to sell; No 2 Red Fall at 1 37) © 1 38. Corn is
higher; No 2 Mixed at 45)c. Oats Arm and inactive;
No 2 at 33) @ 34c; rejected 31c. Rye dull at 66)c.
Barley dull and unchanged Pork is dull at 21 35 ©
21 40. Lard, no market. Bulk Meats nominally unchanged ; shoulders 7§; clear rib and clear sides 11 @
Ilf. Bacon inactive; shoulders at 8f @ 8}; clea9 rib
and clear sides 12) © 12) and i2| @ 12).
Receipts—3000 bbls flour, 9,50o bush of wheat, 30,CC0 busn com, 12,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush barley
i500 bush rye, 00 hogs, 000.
Toledo, May 5.—Flour steady. Wheat is firm;
No 2 White Wabash 1 38); No 3 White Wabash at
Michigan at 138); extra White
12G);Nol1 White
Micnigan 38; Amber Michigan at 1 22|; No 2 Red
Winter at 131); No3 Red at 111). Corn—High
Mixed at 54c; low Mixed 5l)c; Kansas at 51|; No 2
White 51 jc; no grade at 49c)c. Oats are quiet and
steady; No 2 held at 31c; Michigan at 35c; rejected
at 32c.
Receipts—200 bbls flour 10,000 bush Wheat, 12,000
bush Corn, 14,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—1100 bbls flour, 14,000 bush Wheat, 21,COO bush Corn, 14,000 bush Oats.'
Milwaukee, May 5.—Flour is dull and unchanged. Wheat strong: No 1 Milwaukee at 1 10; hard do
at

express denies a toolisn story
started in Washington that Senator Conkling
was discreditably concerned in a patent lock

uplands I2)c.

Thursday.

The jetty officials at New Orleans claim a
depth of 17 feet of water iu the channel.
The Bos rd of Appeals of the National Trotting Association has decided that trotting for a

Hon. Geo. C.

Peavy,

does not con-

the blind

Base ball—St. Louis Browns
Whites O'; Hartfords 4, Mutuals 3.

lawyer

of

1, Chicago

By direction of the President the original of
the Declaration of Independence will be exhibited in Independence Hall throughout the
exhibition.
The Methodist
Conference at Baltimore
thanked the commissioners for closing the
Centennial buildings and grounds on the Sabbath.
A mass Sunday School convention and teachers institute will be held at Hartford, Vt., May
10th and 11th.
$2.25 per day has been fixed as the standard
rate for the Ottawa brick layers aud the ma-

7

Everything

is now quiet

at the coal

impaired by regulations introduced by
also by the Beachcombers, Sidney
Ducks & Co., who disliked his interference
with their liquor selling and other pursuits.

Steinberger;

dians

is

-uxjf *

mines

journed.

apprehended.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
NAME

A Plurality

Convention.

o( tlie Delegation foi
Blaine.

Atlanta, March 5.—The Republican state

adjourned

midnight after tw< 1
The delegates at large to the
Cincinnati convention are thought to stand:—
Morton 5, Bristow 6, Conkliog 3, Blaine 8.
convention
days session.

xucio ttio xt»

at

Clanbel.New York.

City of Bristol.

wmwjttuu u UU1UICU

convention endorsed
Gen. Grant.

the

uumgilfcea.

JLDt

administration ol

The St. Louis Whiskey Cases.
St. Louis, May 5.—In the District Court this
morning, Attorney Dyer moved sentence upon
the several storekeepers and gaugers who pleaded guilty, but their attorney desired the privilege of presenting a statement of facts in writing. The court granted until to-morrow to prepare affidavits to that effect,
Mouth Carolina Democratic Conrention
Columbia, May 5.—The Democratic State
Convention today elected Delegates at Large tc
the National Convention.
Delegates are uninstructed.

F OREIG N.
GREAT

BRITAIN.

Tbe Winslow Case in the House of Com
mom.

London, May 4.—In the House of Lords tonight Lord Derby in replying to the question ol
Mr. Granville in regard to the Winslow case,
said the government bad sent a despatch to
the United States which could hardly have
reached Washington yet and until the result of
the pending negotiations was known, it would

be inconvenient to put all the papers before the
House.
Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, conservative
member for Christ Church, announced that
he would ask Mr. Bourke, under Secretary
lor the Foreign Department, whether the United States had given notice of the abrogation
of the extradition clause of tbe Ashburton

treaty.
London, May 5.—In the House of Commons
last night, Attorney General Sir John Halker,
replying to Mr. Gourley, said that the papers
in the Winslow case are now bemg printed and
will be presented as soon as the correspondence
with tbe United States, which still continues,

The papers will contain full inHe hoped, under
tbe subject.
the circumstances. Mr. Gourley would not
press for a further statement.
Mr. Bonrke, under Secretary of the Foreign
Department, answering a question by Mr.
Pulester, said he had nothing to add to the
Attorney General’s reply.
is

completed.

formation

on

HAITI.
The Recent Revolution.
New Yobk, May 5.—A merchant of this
city, recently residing in Hayti, says the revolution there was caused by the cruelty and
wastefulness of Vice President Kamieo, to
whom President Dominique delegated all pow-

John Bramall.New York..Rio Janeiro. .May

WyomiDg..

MARINE

Friday, May 5ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Set Marcus A Davis, Long, Cedar Keys, Fla—hard
pine to J W Deering.
Sch Louisa A Boardman, Norwood, Providence for
Calais.
Sch Native American, Agnew, Boston.
Sch Essex. Cleaves, Boston. [Purchased by parties
in Yarmouth.]
Sch Profit. Rogers, Plymouth.
Sch Congress. Grover, Bristol.
Sch John McDonald, Kenley, Belfast for Petersburg, Va.
Sen A S March, Woodward, Ellsworth tor Boston.
Sch A McNichols, Robinson, Macbias tor Somerset.
Sch Viola, Robinson, Machias for New York.
Sch Equal, Titus, Boston, to load tor Boston.
;

Brig Edw H Williams, Tucker, Cork, for orders—
John Porteons.
Sch L & A Babcock, Smith, Charleston—J W Reed
Sch C J Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia—E G Willard.
Sch John Bird, Smith, Windsor, NS—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
_

OCU UlllO

small: market is scarce
at 5 75 @ 6 75.
#

Sheep—receipts

and

only

sales

Domestic

and higher
B

markets.

New York. May 5—Evening.—Flour unchangedreceipts 10,778 bbls; sales 14.ojbbls; No 2 at 3 00
Western and State at 3 10 @ 5 00 ex3 50
tra Western and State at 4 90 @ 5 50; good to choir*
do at 5 25 @5 70; White Wheat Western extra at
5 75 @ 7 00; Fancy White Wheat Western at 7 05 (al
extra Ohio at 4 90 @ 7 00; extra St Louis at 5 25 ®
9 00; Patent Minnesota extra at C 50 @ 7 35; doubte
extra at 7 40 @ 9 50; Southern at 5 80 @ 9 00.
Kve
flour is steady at 4 75 @ 5 15. Cornmeal is steady at
2 75 @3 65.
Wheat—receipts 23,600 bush; sales of
is
better
market
lc
with a brisk ex329.000 b*ish; the
port demaud, largely for continent, also some little
milling inquiry: 95c for no grado Spring; 110 for No
3 Spring; 1 20 for old No 2North Western in store1 27 @ 1 32 for No 1 Spring, latter very
choice; l 05
for no grade Winter Bed Western; 144 for
White
Michigan; 1 33 lor White Canada in store in bond115 for soft soft No 2 Minnesota; 111 for
Spring and nominally; 115 @ 119 for No 2 Chicago
ltye more active. Barley unchanged. Corn—receipts
98.000 bush; sales 138,000 bush; the market is $ @1C
lower with fair business doing in export and home
use; 59c for no grade Mixed; 62 @ 62£c lor steamer
Mixed: 62| @ 63c for graded Mixed; 62 @
64$c for
ungraded new Western Mixed, latter
64(a)
65c lor new Yellow. Oats lc better and more activereceipts 32,707 bush; sales 118,000 bosh; 37 (& 39c for
Mixed Western ana State; 44$ @ 53c tor White Western, including rejected at 37® 38c; No 2 Mixed
New York inspection at 41 @ 42c; No 2 White at
44$
@ 45c: No 2 Chicago in store and afloat at 41 @ 43C.
Hay is steady. Coffee is quiet and steady jeargoes at
at
lots
15$ @ 18JC gold; job
15J@ 19|c gold. Sugar
quiet and unchanged at 7 9-lG(tiJ 743-10c for lair to
good refining; 7 15-lOc for prime.
steady at

fa!

jSuperfine

Mixej

Kansas;

Mqlassgs

ivcuviio. DO WUUU) ana*—uuuu

l?ROM MERCHANT S’ EXCHANGE.]
New York 5th, schs Mahasha. Williams, from
Portland; St Elmo, Jones, and M E Hogan, do.
Sid fm Matanzas 3d, barque N M Haven, Ulrick,
North of Hatteras.
Sid ftn Cardenas 3d inst. barques Ocean Pearl,Henlev, and Lizzie Merry. Keazer, North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Havana 4th inst, sch Maggie Mulvey, Allen,
Ar at

;

New York.
Ar at Trinidad

Apl 30, brig Emma, New

York.

MEMORANDA.
Ship Abner I Benyon, Watts, from Pabellon for
United Kingdom, which put Into Valparaiso leaky,
had to discharge for repairs.
Sch Eastern Queen, from Lamoine for Magdalean
Islands, struck on Fettipan, near Causs,NF, 1st inst,
and part of oargo was thrown overboard to lighten
her so she would float. She came oft leaking badly
and was taken to Port Hawksbury, where she will go
on the railway for repairs.
The 2d mate of snip S S Thomas, at Pabellon de
Pica, was drowned March 31st, by the capsizing of a
boat.
Sch S B Hume, (of Eastport)
NB, tor Ireland, with deals,
towed into Eastport 4th inst.

Digging, from St John
sprung aleak and was

DOMESTIC PORTS.

FEKNANDINA—Ar 27th, sch Emma McAdam,
Murch, Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Ar 3d, sch M J Lawrence, Haley,
from Bath

Cld 26th, sch C E Hellier, Coombs, Philadelphia.
PORT ROYAL, SC -Ar 4th, schs Annie Bliss. Simmons, New York; C W Lewis, Hunper. Charleston.
WILMINGTON. NC—Cld 3d, s'chs J W Woodruff,
Kaskell, Waldoboro; James O’Donohue, Warren, for
Baltimore.
NORFOLK—Ar 2d, schs Annie K Shaw, Bland,
Rockport; Hattie E Giles, Benner, New York; Ernest T Lee, Rideout. Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d, brig Jessie Rliynas, Tucker
Havana.

_

Y™”

ATm'
Lawry,

Sid fm San Sebastian prev to 2d inst, brig Gazelle,
Dixon, Cadiz.
At Demarara Apl 6th, brigs Suwanee, Sawyer, Im
Macbias, ar Mch 27; P M Tinker, Bernard, from
Halifax, ar Apl 3.
Ar at St Pierre Apl 7, schs Hamburg, Hall, Guadaloupe lor Ponca, to load for North of Hatteras; J A
Lord, Thomas, New York, (and sailed 14th lor Caru-

fi&fini.
In port 3d inst, nrig tnnis, Dyer, irom oporto, ar
2d, for Caibarien.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, Apl 12, brig Ponvert, Moore,
1^%/w York.
Sid 15tb, sch Annie Murcliie, Gibbs, New York.
At Port Antonio, J, Apl 13, scbs Charley Stedmun,
Dunton, and Cbas K Washington, Holbrook, for New
Y’ork 4 days.
Ar at Cieulucjos Apl 29, brig L M Merritt, Merritt,
New York.
Ar at Mayagne.! Mch 30, sch Abbie, Oakes, NYork,
(and sailed Apl 5 i.ir Naguabo.)
Ar at Caibarien Anl 26, brig Aceiia Thurlow,White,
Havana.
In port

Apl 29, barques Ellen Dyer, Clapp, for New
York, Idg; Wm H Gc.nn, Collins, for North of Hatteras; brigs Clara J Adams, McFadden, tor Baltimore, Idg; S J Strout. Fickett, tgr New Orleans, do;
sells Thos N Stone, Pitcher, for Boston ; Maggie
Mulvey, Anderson, for North of Hatteras; Traveller,
Hodges, tor New Orlean; and others.
Ar at Havana 2d inst, barque J E Holbrook, Leavitt. Cardiff; brig .Mary Gibbs, Whitmore, Liverpool.
Sid fm Matanzas Apl 28, barque Florence Peters,
Mountfort, Caibarien; 30tb, brig Ernestine, Knight,
North ot Hatteras.
Ar at Windsor, NS, 1st inst, sch Quoddy, Young,

nas, for orders.
Ar at do 4th,
pool, for orders.

ship Zephyr, Sweetsir, trom Liver-

Sid 2d, ship John 0 Baker; sch Chas E Sears, for
New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, barque Brazos, Fuller, from
Galveston; brigs Mary C Rosevelt, Call, Philadelphia toi Boston; Abby Thaxter, Veazie, do for do;
schs E H Herriman, Herriman, Caraenas 11 days;
Annie W Barker, Snowman, SagnalOdays; Cora
Etta, Pendleton, Philadelphia for Boston; Eugene,
Lawrence, and Statesman, Nutter, Shulee, NS; a F
Howe, Ellis. Warren; MariaS, Knowltou, Lubec;
Clara Rankin, Rogers, Providence; E L Steel, Steel,
Bath; L Holway. Hatch, Providence; Red Rover,
Bowden, and Chiiion, Grant, do.
Ar 6th, brigs Perces Hinckley. Small, St Jago; A
W Goddard, Lewis. Havana; Llzabel, Watson, do;
schs San Juan, Noble, Tampico; Baracoa, McClintock, Baracoa; Charles E Sears, Turner, Cardenas;

Viola May, Owen, Windsor, NS.

Carpenters and Builders.
YVUITNKY tk BIBANS, Pearl Street,
•
poaite the Park.
n'ort

Ar at St John, NB, 3d inst, sch Don FedrO, Peck,
Portland.
Cld 3d, sch H Curtis, Cnrtis, Philadelphia.

SPOKEff.
April 24, lat 30, Ion 69 40, sch Charlie Cobb, from
New York for Nassau. NP.
April 22, lat 32 43. ion 6910, barque Sbawmut, from
New York for Dunkirk.

Brain-Soothing Remedy.

The wonderous organ that crowns the odiflee of
is not only the seat of reflection and the homo
of idoalty, hut it is the governing centre of the nervWhen it is overwrought, unduly excitous system.
ed, or aflected by irregularities of those bodily organs with which it most closely sympathizes, all the
nerves sufler, and the general health is impaired.
The reason why Hostettcv’s Stomach Bitters exorcise
such a soothing influcnco npon the brain is, that
they remove those digestive and bilious derangements which react injuriously npon it and that in
relieving irritation or weakness oi the great sympathetic nerye which connects the stomach and the
brain, they beneficially affect the latter organ as well
as the former. Sound sleep, clearness of mind, easy
digestion and freedom from biliousness are insured
by this prime regulative tonic and refine.

.experienced
ATI 91*

novSdtf

Astounding

STREET,
Miff

I. O. O. F.
All members of the Order in this city are requested
to meet at Reception Hall, City Building, THIS
(Saturday) EVENING, May 6th, at quarter to 8
o’clock. Business of importance.
CHARLES B. NASH,
JAMES E.
HENRY S.

Discover*.

Photographer.

s

»A»'»» &

co., No

middle Street,

SO

-»MES miGI.ER, No. 91 Federal Street

Roofers.
Jo N. IflcCOV A CO./iN M|i

g

Mtrret.

Real Estate Agents.

Great

Rejbicing

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 9.T Exchange
nwxci.

Stair guilders.
*• F. I.IBBV, No. *J.VJ Fore
Cross St.. in Delano’s mill.

Street,

€». Ia.

and

HOOPER, Cor. Vork

Streets.

Over It.

Watches, Jewelry
A.

Life lo bp a Mu!
the glad tidings near and far

Till every suffi ;rer hears the sound,
Belief Is found for the ‘-CATARRH,’
And

and

joy

erriment abound.

m

HOTELS.
HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotel* tn
the

Proprietor*.

AUGUSTA.
Mint* Mt. Harri.on Bail
er, Proprietor.
Cony Iloii.e, G. A. & H. Cony. Proprie
torn.

BANGOR.
Franklin noun,-Harlow Mt„ mcl.aiigh
tin &

It brings them back to nature’s laws.

easily applied
by it have been blessed,

And thousands

And many who’ve its virtues triad
Its “HEALING POWER” have
fessed.

con-

Darin, Proprietor*.
BATH.

Bath

It elears the NASAL passages
Of what does oft much trouble cause,
And each who uses it agrees

Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

BOMTON.
Parker Hone. School Mt. H. D. Parker*

Co., Proprietor*.

"At. Jamu Hotel—S. K. Crocker, Propri.
etor.

Tremont nouae, Tremont
Burney * Co. Proprietor*.

“RAIDER'S

as

BRUNSWICK, .HE.
A. Dining Room*, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.

Ocean
etor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House-J. P*Chamberlain, PropriCALAIS.

GERMAN

SNUFF,”
The best thing for “CATARRH’’that’s

known;
None of yonr VILE

and

stuff,
No CURES by which

WORTHLESS

were ever

Nt.-ChRpin,

P. *

International

’lis known

(he State, at which.

may always be found.
-(___

AUBURN
Elm Ilonne, Court* ttl. W. H. A' A. Voting,

who*re from “CATARRH”

most dead.

’Tis very

RE1TU.

Augo.ta Iloo.e,

This REHEDY is just the thing
To clear the MUCOUS from the head,
And very soon relief will bring
To those

maple

and Silver Ware,

MERRILL*

Dally Vbuss

Spread

cor.

.HEKKIM, A CO., 13* middle (SI.

J. A.

shown.

D.

W.

Simpson,

CORNISH.

Cornish House, m* B. Daris, Proprictoi*
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall. Grand Trunk Railway Depot, m. W. Clark. Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
H. Higgins Sc Sons, Props.

City note!.—N.

FOXCROFT.
m« Jeffords. Pro-

prietor.

TARRH,
Of REMEDIES shall own THIS best,
Aud spread its fame both near and far.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

Foxcroft

Till North and South, and East and West,
Those who’ve been CURED of the “CA-

Exchange, P.

hibajHo
mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro
prietor*
LEWISTON.
DeWitt House,H. B. Wing,

Proprietor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor,
NACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
miLLBRIDGE.

House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Proprietor.

Atlantic

NAPLES*
Elm House, Nathan Church Sc Sons, Pro-

R/EDER’S

TRICKEY.

prietors.

_

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Danforth Houmc, D. Dan forth. Propriety

my6sndlt

A Card to the Public.
impression has prevailed that the “search and
seizure items” which have appeared in the daily papers from time to time refer to myself, to the detriThe misapprehenment of my business interests.
in names. I am not in
sion arises in a similarity
the liquor business and I hope this statement will re-

Maker.

*50 Fore Street, Cor.

Plumbers.

HASELT1NE,

Fair.

a

„.

.ad.

_

It should be known in all the earth,
And all its fame should help to spread,

Opposite Plymouth Church.

GERMAN SNUFF.

An

the idea that I am.

Horse Shoers.
E. mORRILI. * YOUNCJ,
Horat ahoer. at No. 70 Per

J. m. barrocr.
ol Cron, Porilr

We’ve tested It and know its worth,
So quickly it reHeved our head;

SHAW,

mvfi

For sale everywhere. Price only 38 cents. SMITH,
DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 36 Tremont St., Boston
Agents for U. S.
dec7MW&Ssn6m

the meantime anythiDg in the periodical lino can be found at my newsALBEBT HAWES.
depot, 214 Federal street,
suit
my»

move

WALTER CORKY dfc CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. S« E-•
Upholstering ol all ki
change Si.
od.
done to order,

Pattern and V

man

REMOVAL.

op

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

CATARRH

Eastport.

on

A.

Nlreet.

Spear,

FOREIGN iPOKTB.
Ar at Callao Apl 3d, ship S C Blanchard, Carney,
Rio Janeiro, (and sailed 12th lor Lobos.)
Ar at Table Bay, CGH, Mob 1G, barque Charles R
Lewis, Race, Portland.
Cld at Havre 1st inst, ship Success, Chase, United

Of the Committee

Be ok Binders.
QUINCY, Room II, Prittlera*
Exchangf, No. Ill ExcbauKeMl.
IMAIiL A NHAI KFOKU, No. .‘15 Plum
Wm.

c

scbs Douglass Haynes,
Augw18™; Isabel a Jewett,
Adams, Philadelphia
Gup till. So
Fogg, do tor Portland; Geo K Prescott,
do for Bajicnr;
Amboy for do; Ocean Bello, MilK
Pearl, Fletcher, Saco for Now Yorvci Rescue, Kel/cy,
Wiscasset for do.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4tli, sell Caroline Knight,
Rhoades. Rondout.
CALAIS—Ar 1st, ship Merom, Lowell, Havre; sch
Eliza Sawyer, Cook, Portland.
Cld 1st, BCh M P Champlin, Freeman, New Yorfc,

HR.

FOGC'., No. 91 middle Strcf I.

-—

Gloucester—Arfor4tb,

A

Booksellers aud Stationers.
HOYT &-

-*--+_

4tb- 601,9 Lexington, Wilson, Chorry-

Havana- Wm Star
nah; A W Fisk, do to k
Perth
Ar 5th, brig Autelofrtf,. sum
BEVERLY—Ar 3d. sc*.1 Zinnia

In

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C' 8. Dailey A Co. P
prieiors.
PEAR’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor,
PARIS HfLL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor
PITTSFIELD.

Lancy Home— Fletcher

A

tors.

Gale, Proprie-

_

A Card.
The committee in charge of the entertainment,
given at City Hall on May-day evening, desire to express their hearty thanks to all those ladies and gentlemen, who so kindly and ably assisted.
PER OliDER.
myOsnit

Eastman

CHIOKEEING PIANO

FOREST

—

TAR.

“For a long time I have been a great sufferer from
Bronchitis for which I have tried your Forest Tar.
The first bottle brought no apparent relief.

Bros.

ON

New Dress Goods,

HURNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.— E. A. Culdcrwood,

Proprietor.

every trace of my trouble. I believe it to he all you
claim for it and much more.” Thus writes Sir. J.

Drop S’ Etc and Silk

ALSO

—

—

Ask youT druggist

8ROWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heseltou, Pioprt*
etor.

WILTON.
Wilton House, U N. Green.

STONE &

for the Forest Tar preparation.
snDrn

tEP“An examination of these goods is solicited.

GRASS SEED.

EASTMAN

Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top,
FOR SALE BY

American House, India St. E. Gray, Pro*
prietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St,
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson&Co.,
Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn A Co.

Proprietors.

SILKS AND SHAWLS!

LADIES’COSTUMES,

—

VORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

Proprietor.

—

Wednesday, April 19th,

Alter

octl5

etor.

Albion House, I IT Federal St. J.G Perry

using the second my cough was very much relieved
and my sleep was free from that choking sensation
which made broking difficult and distressing. How,
after using a few bottles, I am perfectly free from

W, McIntosh, of Portland, Me.

PHILLIPS.
Darden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

Proprietor.

WILL OPEN

For sale. Rosewood case, seven octave,
but little used and in
good condition.
Frice $400.
my3sn2w t-. h. BAILET, 48 Exchange 81.

BROS.,

CONGRESS STREET.

534
—

aprlS

sndtf

AND

ISO. as STATE ST.,

“It works like

1

YYER,

Late

Henlie's

BE

Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, Cramp,
Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion, Sore Throat,
Coughs, Colds, &c.

It
and

—

FREE

CONSULTED

OF

CHARGE

cures

EXTERNALLY1,

USE IT
at

bis

rooms

in

It

heir to. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
WM. UENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield,

a

Graduate of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,
has been in extensive
eases of the Eye and

DisEar, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that he never fail*
to cure where a care is possible.
■

n, uuu

Mass

Renerni

Agents, Portland. Me.

PATTEN,

Practical and

Expert Acconntant,

febl78ncodtt

145 COMMERCIAL ST.
accounts, partnership settlements,
etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written,
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed. Compromises between debtors and creditors eftected, financial ability of debtors investigated,
and settlements eftected when desired.
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references In this and other cities,
TW&Fteodtf
mar*

Aw nings Tents, Flags, Boat Sails

Jump Seat Carriage

INTRICATE

FOR SALE.

F.

A.

STREET,

LIGHT

LEAVITT.

marcl5

sneodtt

IN

No. 53 Middle

FOR

low rates of interest.
For sale Diamonds and Jewelry at less than
the original cost.
One fine Diamond Stud, 1 karat pure white,

half

$65.00
elegant atiair.
One tine Diamond Stud, $ karat pure white,
50.00
Ring, 1 karat, oldminestoue, 75.00
ladies’ Riug, very handsome, 35.00
and lots of other Diamond Rings, Eardrops and Studs,
Gold and Silver Watches, and other Silver Ware at
less than half price.
s. sc'iikyv£K«
| | ftpifcaim*

be sold low.
WM. ALLEN, JR.,
31J Exchange Street.

Ladies’ Fine

Boots!

Seamless Side Lace Boots
m

—

FRENCH AND AMERICAN KID.
Ladies’ Fine

Boots

in

all

Widths

a

Specialty.
Also a line of tho celebrated Newark IlnndSewcd Work for Gents’ wear.

No.

Elm

1

Street.

fKEBLKDAvis.1' } LEAVITT & DAVIS.
ItS^Measures taken for Ladies’ and Gent’s boots.
apr20
eodtf

EDITH

LYLE.

Just Published —A splendid new novel by Mrs.
Mary J. Holmes, whose other works are read and reead with delightful interest—sn. h
"Temnoat an.i
“Lena Rivers.” “Edna Browning/’
Junshine,
‘West Lawn,” etc. Price $1,50.

THE

TEAR.

Ready—Tbe second number (May) of this
vouderfhUy popular monthly magazine and dialy of
mportant events and current miscellany. A capital
lumber, full of the choicest reading matter, and a
mperb steel portrait of Moody, the great Revivalist.
?rice, 50 cents.
«. H

SALE !

large stock of

Carriages, Wagons

and

Buggies

every description; top and no top, singlo and
.louble, at ten per cent, lower than at any other factory in Maine. Concord and Uiprcw Wagon**
\

Money to loan in sums to suit on Diamonds, Jewelry, Watches, and all valuable personal property at

STONE & DOWNER, 28 State St., Boston.
ap5deoti6mg|

t IRI.ETOK A CO., Publisher*,
ITIatlison Square, New York.

ipr!5eodlm
A

PORTLAND, ME,

care will

Just

—

Will

Apply to
ap22deod3w

1868,)

Street,

also

EXPRESS WAGON

In flue order.

National Loan Office,
(ESTABLISHED

dispatch.

Business entrusted to our
receive prompt attention.

RECORD

But little used, and will be sold low.
—

1-2 EXCHANGE

ness and

—

m. C.

JADNDIOK null BILIOUSNESS. Who
We are
knows a good icroedy for the80 disorders?
assured ATWOOD’S Vegetable, Physical,
Jaundice Billers will ettect a 8peedy cure.
They have kevkli failed to satisfy all who
have used them for Jaundice, Dyspepsia, BiliousThe genuine has
ness, etc. Beware of imitations.
private proprietary stamp of John P. Henry over
the cork. Sold by all dealers. Manhattan Med. Co.,
proprietors. JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
ap25
snl3tTTh&S&w4t

49

Having unsurpassed facilities, we are
prepared to forward goods with prompt-

in all the loading styles, including the

feblTeod&wiim

aul7

u

Covers, Canvas Letterings,
Decorations, At,,

Particular attention given to the enter,
iug and forwarding of merchandise
arriving at PORT OF BOSTON, also New
York, Philadelphia and Portland.

J. W. PERKINS & CO„

practice for twenty years.

Vince flours sit is n. os.,
10 8 P. Ml.
de8

Neuralgia, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains,

cures

Cuts, Bruises, Old Soros, Headache, Toothache, and
in fact almost all the aches and patns human flesh is

Mechanics’ Hall Building.
The Doctor is

IHagic Oil !

TRY IT INTERNALLY,

of Philadelphia,
CAN

—

BOSTON.

charm,”

a

This is a purely vegetable, general family remedy
Keep t in the house to uso in case of emergency,

SURGEON,

PHYSICIAN AND

AND

Centre Desk, Kotunda, Custom House,

sntf

DR.

DOWNER,

FORWARDERS,
—

143 Commercial Street.
mchl6

Proprietor

CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

Harris & Littlefield,

_

Cld 3d, sch Acara, Chandler, Boston.
Cld 4tb, brig Proteus, Farr, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, schs J W Flantiigan,
and Anna Barton, trom Kennebce River.
Cld 2d, sch Katie P Lunt, Lopaus, Portland.
Cld 3d, schs Ella Frances, Bulger. Bermuda; Ralph
Howes, Burgess, Belfast.
Ar4tli, brigs Chas A Sparks. Bradley, Cardenas;
Adele McLoon, Munroe, Matanzas.
Ar at Lewes 3d, sch Chas E Scars, Turner, Cardo-

that you saw their
the circula

people

tion of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

oYranto, C rosbJ'’ and Warrenton, Nickerson,
to load
Bcid04th sebs A M cbaiIwiok- Bird, Belfast,
for Sa™'

—

St. Paul preferred. 61$

ments 4000.

AUUIO) Vj

Porteous.
Sch Tremont, Moore, Prospect Harbor—N Blake.
Sth Lucy Wentworth, Dow. Calais—N Blake.
Sch Oregon, Dunton, Boothhay—master.

96
Rock Island.104$
St. Paul. 36$

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, May 5.—Cattle—receipts 40C0 head; (he
market is active and shade higher ;fair to good Stockers 3 75 @ 4 25; shipping 4 25 @ 5 50; fancy 6 25: sales
mostly at 4 25 @ 4 75: shipments 3800 head.
Hogs are active and shade firmer; receipts 13 000
head; light 7 00 @7 10; mixed packers 7 00 @ 7*05
shipping 7 10 @ 7 25; Philadelphia 7 40 @ 7 50; ship-

Thompson,Wotton, Rockland for Boston
Sch Adelaide, Thompson, Macbias tor Boston.
Geo
Sch
Kilborn, Kelley, Bangor lor New York.
Sch M L Varney, Rowe, Boston for Georgetown.
Sch Trader, Bradford, Salem for Rockland.
Scbs knnio B, Secord, and Black Bird, Houghton,
Sch Helen

St John, NB, for Boston.
CLEARED.

39$
56$

Providence Print Cloths market.
Providence, May 5.—Priming Cloths market
steady at 3|c lor best 64x64's with limited sales.

NEWS;

FORT OF PORTLAND.

52
96

Sinking
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.oq
Guaranteed. ...!!. 23

6
6
6
6
6
6
9
10
ll
ll
11
11
13
13
13
13
15
16
17
20
23

Minas nr? Almanac...-.May 6.
San rises.4.48 I High water.10.00 AM
Sun sets.7.05 | Moon sets. 3.40 AM

Union Pacific Stock. 64

..

York..Liverpool....May
..

Panama.129

bonds. jOfiJ
bonds.*104?
Grants
...lnn?
Funds..."“ n,

.New

Scotia.New York. .Liverpool.. ..May
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.
.May
City of Havana.New York. Hav & VCruz.May

preferred. 19
Michigan Central. 43|

Central Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific Land

..

Siberia.Boston.Liverpool. ...Hay

Erie

Wabash. 2}
Delaware & Lackawanna...107
Atlantic & Paciflo Telegraph. 172
Missouri Pacific. 13
Atlantic & Pacific preferred.] 2$
The following were the closing quotations of pacific

.Jamaica, &c May

NewYork .Liverpool.... May
Canima....New York. .Bermuda.....May
York
of
New
.New
York. .Havana.May
City
Andes.New York...Aspmwall.. ..May
Columbus.New York. .Havana. May
California.New York .Glasgow.... May

United States 5-20’s, 1867.1203
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do....i.122$
United States new 5’s, ex-int.im
United States 10-40s, coup.118$
Currency 6’s..
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.
64$
Pacific Mail. m
New York Central & Hudson R R.110
Erie. 14$

Shore.
Illinois Central.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
New Jersey Central.

DATE

Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.May
Georgia.New York. .Panama.May
Wilmington.New fork .Havana.May
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool.May

Foreign Exports.
CORK. Brig EH Williams—20,263 bush wheat.
ft
lumber.
11,707
ST. JOHN. NB. Br Schr Little Annie—1000 bbls
flour, 1225 galls refined oil.

Lake

FOR
...

The Committee on Public Buildings reported
Daily Domestic Receipts.
a resolution appropriating $1000 for
By Boston and Maine Railroad.—Josselyn &
securing a
more thorough ventilation of the hall of RepCo I car flour. Order 1 do flour, Union Steam Mills 1
do flour, W S King 1 do flour, King, Gilman & Co 1
resentatives. Adopted.
do flour, W & C K Milliken 2 do flour, Norton, ChapAbout sixty private bills were passed.
man «& Co 1 do flour. D W Coolidge 1 do flour, G T R
Mr. Blount of Georgia, from the Appropria10 cars of merchandise, M C R R 15 cars merchantion Committee, reported the naval appropriadise, P & O R R 1 car mercqandise, Portland 13
tion bill, which was made a special order foi
cars of merchandise.
Monday next. The bill appropriates $12,806,By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G.
853. It contains a provision looking to the sale
W. True & Co.
of naval hospitals at Annapolis and WashingRoston Mock Market.
ton, and directs them to be closed during the
next fiscal year; also a provision looking to the
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, May 5.]
sale of navy yards at Charleston, Washington
85 Eastern Railroad... 11
and Pensacola, and to the recession of the navSecond Call.
al station at New London; directs the establish6 Boston & Maine
ment of naval rendezvous at Tybee Island ot ;
Railroad.101$
110 Eastern Railroad. lit
or Cookson, in
Georgia. It orders the stopping
25.do. 11$
of enlistments in the navy until the number oi
enlisted men is reduced to 7500.
Mr. Hunton of Virginia, from the Judiciary
New York Stock and Money Market.
Committee, reported back favorably the Senate
New York. May 5—Evening.—Money market
amendments to the House bill permitting J udge
was easy at 3 @ 4 per cent, on call.
Sterling ExMe Can tiers of Pennsylvania, to retire on full
change firm at 488 @ 488$ for 60 days and 490 lor
demand.
The
amendment
is
one
principal
pay.
requirImports of dry goods for the week were $816,780;
ing his resignation to be made within six
nmount marketed $1,052,173.
months.
Gold dull at 1123 to 112$, closing at latter price;
Mr. Holman of Indiana, moved to lay the
loans were made flat and at 2,1 and 3 per cent. The
bill and amendments on the table as extending
clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank were $8,the limits of the civil pension list, which was
235,000. The customs receipts were $347,000. The
6ub-Treasury paid out to-day $767,000 in interest and
antagonistic to the idea of Republican govern$94,000 in|redemption of bonds, and $37,840 in silver.
ment.
Governments were steady. State bonds dull. RailWithout action on the bill the House at 4 4C
road mortgages were quiet.
o’clock adjourned.
| The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

Georgia Republican

FROM

Peruvian.Portland
Liverpool].... May
Anchorla.New York. .Glasgow.May
Citv of Chester.New York. .Liverpool....May
Baltic....’.NewYork. .Liverpool.May

BUSINESS DIRECTOR Y.

NOTICES.

Advertisement in the PKESS

fteld;

NO. 609 CONGRESS

IgT* The funeral services of the late Rev. T. B.
Bipley will take place at 3 o’clock Saturday afternoon, at the First Baptist Church, corner of Congress and Wilmot streets.

Wholesale Market*
Friday, May 5.—Grain is dropping off slightly,hut
continues in fair demand. Corn is lower and quoted
at 66c for car loads. Flour is rather declining although prices show but little change. Sugars continue firm wiih no change.
Teas and tobacco arc
dull and quiet.

ernment securities:
United States coup. 6s,1881.
122£
United States 5-20’s 1865, old, ex-cup.,114$
United States 5-20’s,1865, new..

“"rCWTOnSi,

Has removed to

In Brunswick, May 3, Mr. Abner H. Harmon, aged
46 years.
In Topskam, April 26, Mrs. Susan Minott of Brunswick, aged 85 years.
In South Paris, May 4, Albion B. Andrews.
At Grand Forks, Dakota, Territory, of congestion
of lungs, James Deering. aged 38 years,—son of Nathaniel Deering of Portland.
In Matanzas, Cuba, April 26, suddenly, Henry Augustus, eldest son of J. K. and F. E. Merrill of Falmouth, aged 21 years 5 months.

Please tell the

PAWTUCKET—Sill 3d, sch Helen G King, Bradford, Nassau. NP, via ProvMence.
KDGAKTOWN—Ar 3d, sch Sophie, Harrington.
New York tor Portland.
VINEYAKD-HA VEN—Ar 3d, sebs Frank W U;m.
er\ ’• Doughty, Philadelphia lor Portland; J S Wood,
growth, Portland tor New Orleans.
I{e, -urned, brig Antelope; sebs W B Darling, Ontara El *• John Balch, Tim Field, Emma K Sntalley,
Can 'n '■ E Nelson, and .Mary Langdou.
Old i,. hs Tamiroo, L B Sargent. Oruzimboo, Ocean
tt,1;
ji mdrick Fish. Marion Draper, S I. Burns,
V Turner, Ocean Wave, Minneola, John
rinirhin »
sCL 'tear. Gen Howard, Union, John Snow,
'y Louisa, LUla, Bleb, Alaska, Ceres,
IM,
Dresden,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DIED.

SPECIAL

New York.

and Mile Oloelia E. Amesbury of Rockport.

HOUSE.

POLITICAL.

CUUH/WXW

..,

In Hallowell, May 2, by Rev. Mr. Tllden, Rev. W.

Portland

!

6| @

CM 3d, sch D Sawyer, Cummings, Baracoa.
Passed through Hell Gate 3d, sch u M Portor, Allen, Philadelphia for Salem,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, sells Ocean Wave, (Jallev.
and L B Sargent, Sargent. Calais; Minneola, Pullertou,Ellsworth; Forest City, Hodgins, lrom do for
Pawtucket.
Ar 4th, sebs Pavilion,Bobbins, Calais; John Boynton. Merrill, do.
WESTERLY—Sid 2d, sch Martha P King, Jarvis,

A. Newcombe and Miss Nellie F. Rowell, both of
Jti allowed.
In Auburn, April 22, Wm, A. Braloy and Miss Annie Rhodes, both of Lewiston.
In Rockland, April 14, Charles Wilson oi Rockland

Congress—First Session

Washington, May 5.
accepting the invitation to at-

at

]

IVLA.RK.IEX>.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

j

s

Do you have a pain in your back in the morning,
and is it with difficulty you move in your bed ? If so,
your Kidneys are diseased. Do not use plasters, they
will do you no good; take Hunt’s Remedy and be
cured. Hunt’s Remedy cures Dropsy, and all Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Organs.

about Cleveland.
Judge Brady of New York yesterday rendered a decision expelling the Relief Fire Company for insuring steamboats at less rates than
those fixed by the Fire Underwriters Board.
Dom Pedro arrived in Chicago yesterday.
Several of the mill corporations of Fall River
are affected by the failure of Harvey Arnold &
Co., of North Adams, the whole amount being
little short of $8000.
The slander case of Rev. R. F. Parshall vs.
P. H. Sumner, both of San Francisco, has resulted in a verdict of $3000 for plaintiff.
Invemal revenue receipts yesterday $589,162:
customs $258,156.
No further trouble with the Chiricuhua In-

were

The resolution
tend the opening ceremonies of the Centennial
on the 10th inst., and providing that when
Congress adjourn on Tuesday it be to Friday
the 12th inst., was taken up and adopted.
After the impeachment business was concluded several House bills were referred to the
appropriate committees, after which Senate
went into executive session and at 5 o’clock ad-

Havana Market.
Havana. May 5.—Sugar weak; No 12 d
reals.

sons.

The Baracouta has been ordered to Auckland presumably to have the acts of her captain
investigated. Steinberger went to confront
him and demand satisfaction for the outrage
perpetrated upon him at leaving Samoa. The
Tuscarora would be due in ten days.
Mr. Foster, the American counsel, acted
throughout in harmony with the British. Coe
and Steinberger also reiterated the statement
that the main trouble arises from machinations
of the English missionaries, whose
profit!

SENATE

uplands 12 9-16c.

New Orleans, May 5.-Cotton is irregular; Middling uplands 12c.
Mobile, May 5.—Cotton irregular; Middling uplands at ll)c.
Savannah, May 5.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands life.
Augusta, May 5.—Cotton market dull and nominal; Middling uplands 11) @ life.
Wilmington,May 5.—Cotton is nominal; Middling
uplands 12c.
Norfolk, May 5—Cotton is dull and heavy; Middling uplands llg @ ll)c.
Louisville, May 5— Cotton dull; Middling uplands at life.
Galveston, May 5.—Cotton weak and irregular;
Middling uplands life.

The jury in the Febrenbeck whiskey case at
San Francisco disagreed and were discharged.
The jury is now being investigated.
|
Judge H. S. Johnson died at Santa Fe sn

Strafford, N. Y., died yesterday.

Fork, May 5.—Cotton is dull and irregular;

Middling

day.

Fiji.

Forty -Fcurtli

Nbw

Pennsylvania Legislature adjourned yester-

speed

No 3 Milwaukee

Receipts—755 bbls flour, 6,674 bush wheat, 3569
bush com, 2247 bush oats.
Shipments—836 bbls flour, 2774 bush wheat, 0000
bush com, 687 bush oats.
Cincinnati, May 5.—Pork is iu fair demand and
firm at 21 00. Lard in fair demand and firm; steam
at 12 20 © 12 25; kei tie at 12 87) @ 13 25. Bulk Meats
in fair demand and firm; shoulders at 8; clear rib
sides at 11; clear sides at 11) @ Ilf. Bacon is unchanged. Hogs are firm; fair to good light 6 75 @
7 00: fair to good heavy at 7 10 © 7 35; receipts 800
head: shipments 1000 head. Whiskey in good demand at i 07.
Cleveland May 5.—The Petroleum market is
firm; standard at 10); prime White at 11) lor car
lots.
Charleston,May 5.—Cotton unchanged;Middling

acquitted.

purse for the exhibition of
stitute a race.

102J;

37c.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

San Francisco, May 5.—The Belandia, the
first British mail line to Australia,arrived here
today, having among.her passengers A. W.
Coe, the former American commercial agent at
Samoa and Steinberger’s brother. They state
that after the dethronement of Maletoa by the
the natives on account of his deposing Steinberger as premier, Capt. Stevens commanding
the British steamer Baracouta, landed with a
force of marines and went to the council house
where the legislature was assembled, with the
intention of dethroning Maletoa. The chiefs
ordered the native guards to take a position in
the vicinity of the council house.
Stevens
ordered his men to disarm the natives.
The
guards resisted aud a fight ensned in whioh
four marines were killed and eight ;mortally
wounded. Three natives were killed and five
The natives were in suffislightly wounded.
cient force to have exterminated the marines,
but were restrained by their chiefs, who told
Capt. Stevens they had no desire to fight but
would defend their rights. Capt. Stevens took
the wounded on board
the Baracouta and he
again landed with artillery, threw up breastworks and kept guard behind them fourteen
days but no further demonstrations were made
by the natives. They then returned to the
Baracouta, taking three chiefs as hostages.
Meantime the British steamer Sapphire arrived and the chiefslwere transfered to her aud
the Baracouta sailed fori Fij! Islands, taking
as prisoners Steinberger,
his brother and Coe,
who was carried away simply for his loyalty tc
the native government, and landed them al

No 2 Milwaukee at

121);

at Ole. Corn is unchanged; No 2 at 46c. Oats weak
and shade easier; No 2 at 3L)c. Rye is firmer; No 1
at 67c. Barley unchanged. Provisions firmer.
Receipts—6000 bbls flour, 37,000 ousii wheat.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour, 70,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, May 5.—Flour is dull and unchanged? at
6 00 @6 50. Wheat is quiet and firm; extra White
Michigan at 140; No 1 White at 1 31); No 2 at 118J.
Com is dull and easy; No 2 Mixed fresh ottered at
54c. Oats are quiet and steady; Mixed on track at

xno Kocnester

Troubles at Samoa.

...

000

The question of the bible in'tlie public schools
is agitating Sidney, Australia.
Severe shocks of earthquakes occured in Australia and Hew Zealand on the 20th of March.

the

‘oatB
*-

case.

His Brother's

rqjectal

^ork ^nemllv

Four of the Lennie mutineers have been
found guilty and sentenced to death. The others

May

rai.-iao.

day.

STEINBERGER’S KINGDOM.

_

The

thirty-five

_

Mr, Davenport

“ovuuw

The people rose on the 14th of April, when
the troops joined them, and by the advice of
the American and British consuls, the PresiSome 8000 troops were withdent resigned.
in
miles of Port au Prince on the
15th.
When Gen. Largalt went to that city in advance of his army, the mob accused him of designs upon the presidency, murdered him,
threw his body into the street and horribly
mutilated it. The cry was then raised to attack the palace.
The French and Spanish consuls offered the
President and yico President the shelter of the
consulate, and accompanied by the two consuls
the executive officers started for the French
consul’s house, but were met in the street by
the revolutionists, and one of them shot the
The PresiVice President dead on the spot.
dent was wounded before the party gained the
inside of the French consulate, where they
Afterwards the Preswere besieged two days.
ident got on a sehooner and was taken to St.
Thomas where he is now.
The popular vengeance was then appeased,
order restored, and a provisional committee,
with Gen. Canul at the head, was chosen.
It
will bo at least two months before matters
will be sufficiently quieted to hold the senate
and chamber election.

er.

specialty.

_

JOHN

ADAMS,
Snccarnppa,

aprleodtf
Mills

Me.

Notice.

IIASKELL would inlorni his friends and
the
want
business,
if pure Milk, and as he will sell only that from his
in every in< iwn cows can guarantee satisfaction
tanre. l’lease address, giving street and number,
T. M. HASKELL,
Abbott’s Corner, Deering, Me.,
< )r all orders left with W. B. MORRILL, 184 Middle
i it., will be promptly attended to.
aprUeodlm
the public that having entered again into
rM.
lie is prepared to furnish any in
llilk

BATES
Newspaper
34

Sc

LOCKE,

Advertising Agents,

PJuX ROW, NEW YORK.

'• II. Bates, late oi
S. M. Pettengill &
Send

D. R. Locke, o Locke A
Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
for list of 100 choice newspapers.

] iow is the Time to Cleause Feather Beds.
clean beds and pillows will prevent sick| JJWEET,
3 ness. Beds and pillows throughly renovated
1 y steam, at 218 Federal Street, near Temple,

C rders left there will receive prompt attention.
ap25
_codtf

WINDOW
40c nuil

PIKE’S. 53
apr25

SHADES

upward.,

m

Exihaucc

Street.
dim*

THE

Music Hall.—As might he

PBESS.

The audience last eve'ning, however,
were disappointed to some extent, for there
was not as much shooting as was expected.
The managers have attempted to tame down

Portland.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ot Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
01 thc dt^

_At

the play by taking out much of the gunpowder
and gore, but taking out such features is much
like taking the character of Hamlet from the
play of that name, for when the character is
extracted the play is gone. This style of plays

Saco, of L. Hodgdon,

Waterville, of J.

S. Carter.

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.,

and

Stevens & Co.

has no plot and there is nothing to keep up
the interest but the exciting and improbable
situations.
The entertainment last evening
opened with the farce of “The Widow’s Victim.” The farce was very funny and kept the

CITY AND VICINITY,
New Advertisement* To-Day.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
A Card to the Public—Albert Hawes.
I. O. O. F.—AH Members.
Removal—Dr. Shaw.
A Card—City Hall.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Buffalo Bill.
$3.50 and Your Old Hat.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Lost—Bundle lost from Team.
Situation Wanted—By a Steady Young Man.
Wanted—A Situation.
Carriages—F. H. Randall.
Lisle Gloves—Owen & Moore.
Cabriolet for Sale—J. E. Haseltine.
The Bird Lives—J. Burleigh & Co.

house in a roar of laughter.
M’lle Morlacchi,
the celebrated danseuse, made her first and

only appearance in this play. She was excellent, but the audience would have liked to witThere is
more of her artistic dancing.
but little to say of “Life on the Border.”
It is
the same style as all the plays the Scout Combination have presented here.
There is one
ness

thing sure, they draw large houses and must
be profitable. The play was put on as well as
it could be under the circumstances, and pleased the large audience, but not to that extent
that it would if there had been more shooting.
A matinee will be given this afternoon and

Religion* Notices.
Bay Side Parish and Knightville Church.
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
D. m.: Preaching at 2 and C p. m.
Preaching at
Knightville at 10£ a. m. Sabbath School at 11J a.
m.
Social meeting 7J p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
Borvices 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Sorvices at 10-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.
Bethel Church—Services 10J a, m., 3 and 7 p.m.

Prayer meetings on Thursday evenings

at

7£p.

the
the

same

I. O. (t. T.—Tlifl

Morrill, W. C. T.; Miss Carrie A. Clark,-W. V.
T.; Mrs. Geo. L. Perry, W. S. ;D. E. Dresser,
W. F. S.; Mrs. M. A. Kichardson, W. Treas.;

m.

W. M.

Partridge, W. M.; A. Hannab, W.
Chap.; L. G. Eldridge, W. f. G.; C. A. Woodford, W. O. G.; Mrs. A. Kenney, W. E. H. S.;

M. C. Association, Mechanics* Building, Congress street, comer Casco.—Religious Meeting,
Wednesday and Saturday at 7} o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10J a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all, and all are welcomed.
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
pastor. Services at 101 a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1} p. m. Prayer meeting 7£ p. m.
Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service wil[
he held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, unt il further notice every Sabbath at 10J o’clock a. m. All
Y.

W. F. Morrill, W. L. H. S ; Jos. H.
Clark, Lodge Deputy and delegates to County
Lodge. This Lodge numbers, including its
Mrs.

Juvenile Temple, 548 members.
The Grand
Lodge banner awarded this Lodge for the largest increase of membership is being made in
Philadelphia, but as the G. W. C. T. of the
state and the W. C. T. of this Lodge, will soon
leave as delegates to the E. W. G. Lodge at
Louisville, the presentation will not take place
until their return or early in June.

nnrriiallv imntivi.

Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching 10} a. m., and 3 p. m. Sabbath School at
close ot morning service. Prayermeetings—Sunday
evening 7 o’clock. Tuesday evenng 7}.
Sons of Temperance.—A temperance meeting
will be held at Sons of Temperance Hall to-morrow
evening, at 7 o’clock. The meeting is free for a lull
discussion of the subjectlofjTemperance. N. B.—No
ollection taken.
West Cong. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a.m. Preaching at
3 p.m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free. All
are welcome.
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday school at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3.
Concert and select readings at 7}. Free to all.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—J. R. Day, pasFirst

The Museum.—The “Sbaughraun” does not
diminish in popularity and continues to draw
large houses. But two more opportunities remain to see it, at tbe matinee to day and at tbe

evening performance.
It is to be hoped that

Mr. Bascomb’s benefit
will call out a full house. He is an actor of
merit, has given some impersonations of marked excellence, and deserves substantial recognition.
On Monday

evening, the 15th inst., Messrs.
Jarrett & Palmer, the proprietors of Booth’s
Theatre, New York, having leased tbe Portland
Museum for a brief season, will open with

Communion service at 10} a. m. Preaching at
Sunday schcol at 1} p. m. Young people’s
meeting at 6} p. m. Temperance meeting by the
Reform Club at 7} p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. W. Johnston
Pastor. Communion service at 10} a. m. Sabbath
School at 1} p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Prayer
Meeting at 7 p. m.
Congress Street M. fc. Church.—Rev. W. M.
Sterling, Pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.,
by the pastor. Sunday School at 1} p. m. Prayer
Meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free.
m.

Shakespeare’s ,‘Julius

Caesar”—which has had
such a long run at Booth’s and the Boston
Theatre—with the original scenery, costumes
and appointments, and with L. P. Barrett, E.
L. Davenport, F. C. Bangs and Charles Levick in the cast.

Arcana
Haxl—Children’s Lyceum will meet
at 1 o’clock p. m. All are invited.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., comer of
Wilthot.—Rev. W. H. Shailer Pastor.
Sabbath
School at 1} p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Social
meeting at 7. p. m. Seats free.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
preaches to-morrow morning on the rebuilding of
Jerusalem, “even in troublous times;” Daniel ix,
25. Evening meeting in the Vestry at 7} o’clock. Subject, “The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem concerning tbe’Christian Life.”

Y. M. C. A.—The twenty-first annual couven"
tion of the Young Men’s Christian Association
of the United States and British Provinces will
be held in Toronto, Canada, July 12—16. Mr.

George Williams, the founder of the parent
London Association, and Mr. M. H. Hodder, a
director, with many prominent Christian work-

Congress Square Universalist Church.—
Gibbs, pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m.
Sunday School at 3 p. m. Vesper Service at 7} p. m.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. James McWhinnie Pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. Communion service at 3 p. m., and Missionary prayer
meeting in the evening. Sunday School at close of
the morning service.
Newbury St. Church.—There will be preaching
at 3 o’clock by Rev. J. B. White. Subject,—“Clean
Hand and Pure Hearts.”
Sabbath School at 2
o’clock. All are invited. Conceit in the evening
at 7 o’clock.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Morning service at 10} o’clock.
Sunday School at 11.45 a m. Evening Lecture at
7} o’clock, by Rev. S. S. Fletcher of Exeter, N. H.
There will be preaching in Mechanics* Building,
Congress Street, Corner Casco, by G. S. Smith of
Swampscott, Mass., May 8th and 9th.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall. 87 Free

of our

ers

Rev. W. E.

own

country will be present.

A FaIthful Public Sebvant.—Under the
caption “a faithful public servant.” the Trans-

cript gives

merited and

appreciative notice of
the valuable services of S. B. Beckett, Esq.,
while chairman of the Board of Assessors. For
fifteen years Mr. Beckett has been a member
of that board, during fourteen of which he

Street. Preaching Sunday at 10} a. m., and 3 p. m.,
by Elder J. S. White of Boston, Mass. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m. and 7 p. m. Sabbath School at 12
m.
Seats free.

Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
Meeting at 3 p. m. Lecture by J. R. McKelv6y
at 7}.
Temperance meeting onday evening.
Allen

presided
lin

over

its deliberations.

L. „1--Lx

CRIMINAL TERM,
J., PRESIDING.

1876, SYMONDB,

Court.

Bosworth Post.—At the regular meeting
of Bosworth Post held last evening it was voted to accept the invitation from the city government to turn out on the Fourth of July.
The venerable John Mussey presented the
Post with a small canon taken from the brig
Boxer at the time of her engagement with the
Enterprise. The canon is a most valuable relio
of this engagement, and the Post value it very
highly. Mr. B. K. Gatley presented it in behalf of Mr. Mussey.
The Post will celebrate Decoration Day in an

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Friday.—James Donovan. Intoxication. Fined
$5 with costs. Paid.
Jonn H. Watts. For uttering and passing forged
order. Ordered to recognize to State with sureties
in snm of $300. Committed.
Search and seizure (two cases).
Levi W. Atwood.
Fined $60 each with coets. Paid.
Brief

Jotting*.

Congress street horse cars
running on Sundays to-morrow.
The

commence

Messrs. Rollins & Adams will erect another

appropriate

two-story brick block of dwelling-houses, with
mansard roof, adjoining t'neir block on Congress

manner.

They hare engaged

dler’s and the Portland
music.
The details of
are not arranged.

street.
Maffitt & Tylei’s Humpty-Dumpty troupe
reappears at Music Hall, Friday and Saturday
evenings of next week, and also give a Satur"

Chanbands to furnish the
the day’s programme

Pleasant OccAsiON.-The friends of T.
Frank Jones, the manager of the Mercantile
Agency, assembled at his residence on Brackett
street Thursday evening and spent a very

day matinee.
Mr. Alfred Dixon, driver for Leighton and
Moore, accidentally stuck a pitch-fork into his
foot in the stable, inflicting a very severe

pleasant evening with Mr. Jones and his wife,

heiDg
riage.

it

wound.,
A stevedore at work on one of our vessels at
Central wharf, yesterday, was thrown overhoard and nearly drowned before he was res-

the eleventh

anniversary

of their mar-

Arrest for Bobbery.—Some few days ago
a man named Comfort stole a ring and cleared
out, going to Boston. The Boston police were
asked to arrest him, and yesterday he was tak-

cued.
A little dog was severely whipped by a larger
one on the end of one of the wharves yesterday
morning, and he took it to heart so sadly that
he jumped of the wharf and was drowned.

into custody. Deputy Sterling went to Boston and brought the thief to this city on the
Pullman train.

en

The Allan steamer Peruvian, Capt. Richardson, sails from this port for Liverpool this af-

India St. Choir.—The choral choir will continue to sing at India St. church the coming
year. Mr. Charles E. Hodgkins, chorister; E.
S. Bidlon, leader; Miss Ada P. Hodgkins, or-

ternoon.
It would be difficnlt to tell whether we are
having April or May weather.

ganist.

will, by special request, repeat
to-morrow morning the sermon of last Sunday
morning. Subject: No broken pillars in God’s
Rev. Dr. Hill

_

Juvenile Exhibition.—Mr. J. W. Eaymond
preparing to give an exhibition of his juvenile class in dancing, at City Hall, Monday evening. The children, who, of course will be
is

bnilding.
The International Railway and Steam Navigation Guide for May has been received.
Mr. J. R. McKelvy will lecture on temper-

very prettily attered, will dance the minuet and
and several other fancy dances as well as all
the round dances. The galleries will of course
be crowded by the friends of the children.

at the Allen Mission Sunday evening.
A down east town reports a man so good that
he won’t play cards, fox and geese, or checkers
“coz its wicked,” but has taken interest at the
rate of 30 per cent.
Governor Connor and Staff will take rooms at
the Grand Exposition Hotel, while in Phila-

ance

delphia.
Mr. Ed. Sands

-1

uia uutiua

excellent judgment, strict impartiality, and
has made great improvements in the methods
of keeping books in the office. He has had
able assistants in the persons of Samuel Low
all, William Boss, William C. How, William
Boyd, Charles Farley, W. H. Foye, Stephen IvDyer, William O. Fox, and S. B. Haskell.

Friday.—Counsel will take notice that the (locket
of criminal appeals will be taken up to-morrow (Saturday) afternoon at three o’clock, and that cases
theieon will be disposed of in their order.

muncipal

»
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MAY CIVIL

The

Portland Association have assumed the publication of the Helping Hand, a monthly paper
of this city.
A public meeting will be held at State street
church tomorrow evening, at 74 o’clock, under
the auspices of the Y. M. C. Association. Incidents connected with the interesting work of
grace under the state convass will be given by
the State Secretary and others who have participated in the work.

a

Personal.

morrow.

Edgar B. Work of this State
pointed a Cadet at West Point.

any other fellow can do
what little “sunshine” there has been the past
week and not exert himself much.
“A dreadful late spring," wais his opinion
yesterday. “Things were awful backward in
iu cornin’ forward.”

has been ap-

Maine Business Notes.
The Lewiston Journal says the drives of logs
now afloat in the Androscoggin en route for
Lewiston this vear, reach 24,000,000, belonging
to Messrs. E. C. Pingree & Co„ and the Lewiston Steam Mill Company.
The front of the

Odd Fellows should not fail to meet at Reception Hall this evening, as important busiis to be transacted.
The tenders of a freight train went off the
track on the Ogdensburg road yesterday, delaying tb« trains sliehtlv.
ness

N. H,, above Berlin Falls.
Tbe drives are a
little further along than usual at this seasou.
They are all old logs. Next year’s drives will

There Dover was so much talk about hard
times as at present, but still every travelling
show that comes along is crowded with the very

people

who

be smaller,
only about thirteen millions logs
have been cut on tbe river this season, to 60,000,000 the year before.
The Sovereigns of Industry of Saco and Bidas

complain.

deford have ordered their ninth car load of
flour, which will make nine hundred barrels secured by them since February, 1875. They es.
timate the saving to them has been about $2000.

County Temperance Meeting.—The Cumberland Temperance Association will have a
temperance rally at Steep Falls next Tuesday,
May 9th, during the day and in the evening.

They
Michigan flour, ordered direct from
tbe West, and represent it as satisfactory. Last
season they nut in 300 tons of coal,
costing
them delivered $8.01 per long ton.
T. N. Egery, Esq., has purchased the steam
mill of Neally & Son, of Brewer, for $15,000.
The workshop at the Kennebec county jail in
Augusta, whioh has been closed for some eight
weeks, was started up again Friday. Charles
H, Dunham of Vassalboro’, will be the master
workman, and he will be assisted by Seth Gay
Some ten or a dozen inmates of
of Augusta.
use

GeD. Neal Dow aud other prominent speakers
will bejpresent. A very interesting meeting
is anticipated. All are gordially invited. Armade for free return
rangements have been
tickets from Portland over the P- & O. 11. R.
The train leaves at 8 15 a. m. There will be no

postponement

on

account of the weather.

Real Estate Transfers.—Tho following
the real estate transfers recorded in this

are

county yesterday:
Otisfield—Lot of laud from Wm. T. Scribner
to Mary E. Stone.
Windham—Lot of laud containing 15 acres

jail will be employed. The work is to be
upon kip boots and russet slippers, a class of
goods that will always be in demand. New
the

from Wm. F. Hall to John G. Seuter.
Lot of land containg S5 acres with buildings
thereon, also a lot containing 10 acres from
Wm. F. Hall to John G. Senter.

machinery has beeu added.
The Oxford Eegister says a stock company
has been formed to run an independent line of
telegraph from Andover Corner to Bryant’s
Pond. The shares are put at $10 a share, and

Found Dead.—A Mrs. McAndrews, a wo
woman aged about seventy years, living alone
on Brown’s court, which leads from Pleasant
Etreet, was found dead in her bed yesterday afternoon. She had not been seen since Wednes-

day noon, and some of her neighbor?, fearing
all was not right, looked in the window and
discovered her lying in bed. Coroner Gould
was called but did not deem an inquest necessary.

have

]

been

freely taken.

Two

Philadelphia

parties have taken ten shares apiece. The poles
for wires have been contracted for at 25 cents

apiece,
pushed at once.
The Whig says N. C. Ayer, Esq of Bangor, is intending to erect a boot and shoe facand the work will be

tory

on

Exchange

with slated roof and walls. The machinery
will be run by a large water motor, and it is to
be hoped that this, the first experiment of tho
The building will
kind, will prove a success.

completed ready lor occupany by the first of
July.
TheSkowhegan Reporter says that the directors of the Maine Central are considering the
be

matter of extending their line to Solon. The
route was surveyed several years since, and is
an easy one.
As there are no bridges, it Is es.
timated that the road can be built for $13,000
per mile. The distance is about fifteen miles.

Religious News and Notes.
The North Star says that an extensive revivreligion is in progress in Mapleton.
The Mercer Praying Band has been holding a

al of

series of meetings at Madison, which have resulted in the conversion of fifty persons.
Prof. R. C. Stanley of Bates College, is to
supply the Congregational pulpit at Durham
the coming season.
The Farmington Free Baptist Q. M. Ministerial Conference will meet on the afternoon of
the Tuesday preceding the second
of June, at Weld.
The

Congregational

church

Wednesday

and

society

in

Lyman have extended a call to Rev. George A.
Tukesbury of Gorham, N. H., who will commence bis labors with that church the first of
June.
The Methodist ministers of Chicago are dis"
cussing this resolution: “That as a means of
our

Sabbath schools

are

a

fail-

ure.”
The Unitarians of Boston are making active
preparations for their annual festival, which is
fixed for Thursday, June 1. The Hon. E. Rockwood Hoar wilt preside.
It is stated that the litigation over the right
of English Wesleyan ministers to the title of
“Reverend,” has cost that body the sum of
£3000.
The Ziou’s Herald says that at one point in
T1

__

_i_

T)_»v_

nu

ridge has been conducting services every evening for a few weeks, fifty have expressed a de-

sire and purpose to become Christians.
The Emerson Institute, at Mobile, Ala., one
of the schools of the American Missionary Association, was recently set on fire by an incendiary and destroyed. It was built befere the
war as a college for whites, and originally cost

Some of the si lot in the gun entered his hand
and others pas sed into his boots, Tbe surgeon
removed all the shot in the hand but one,
which was so imbedded as to render amputation of a finger necessary. The reasons reported for the shooting are various, but hardly
such as to meet with approbation. The basket
the boys intended to hang is said to have been

street, in the

place of the

handsome

a

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

Buffalo Bill, Texas Jack, Mile Morlaccbi
a matinee this afternoon at 2 o’clock. The
new drama, Life on the Border,
Tonight entire change of bill.

my5d3t»

_

and second hand

Furniture, Carpels, Crockery

Ware, Sewing Machines, &c.

new

street.
_

April

Edw. C.

The Bird Lives

expelling Bright’s Disease,

SPECIAL SALE

25

Spring

nnelOSlj

WM. E. DENNISON
—

The Zion’9 Advocate says of Maine Baptist
churches: Rev. I. E, Bill, Jr., preached his
farewell sermon to his people in Fort Fairfield
on Sunday, April 23.
He is still pastor of the
church in Lyndon.—-The interest in the Baptist church in Yarmouth is hopeful. Meetings
are held afternoon and evening.-April 30th
three recent converts were baptized bv Rev. W.
C. Barrows, pastor of the Baptist church in
Biddeford, making 26 received since January18 by baptism, 3 by experience, and 5 by letter.
-In accordance with the unanimous vote of
the Dover and Foxcroft Baptist church, Rev.
E. A. Yan Kleck has withdrawn his resignation, and will continue to labor with his people.
-There is a deep revival interest in Springvale.

STATE

NEWS.

—

ANDROSCOGGIN

ship under

the firm

name

ot

SARGENT.

WILLIAM E.

MEN’S, BOYS’ AND (HUM’S
CLOTHING

iso ct«.] ByD. F.Hod-

I

fect taste, ana of a high order.
of
Musical Information.
Dictionary
[$i.95.] The only Musical Dictionary, and
a most convenient hook of reference.

School Song Book is received with great
favor, and is worthy of universal adoption.
Sabbath

High School Choir.

[Sl.OO.J InextenHigh Schools.

Music

in Academies, Seminaries and
in two, three and tour parts.

The

People’s

use

Chorus Book, isi.oo
gem,

and

as

)

collection ot

a

glees is quite equal to anything of the kind that
appeared.
Any book sent, post-paid, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON &

has

J. E. Ditaon A Co.
Successors to Lee A Walker

New York.

Philadelphia.
my3W&S&w2w

jal2

day morning.
The First National Bank of Auburn has declared a semi-annual dividend of five per cent.
The Journal says a curious accident happen-

ed at Poland Mineral Springs a day or two
since. A team of four horses was passing near
the spring when one of the rear span stepped
on a piece of board. The board flew up on end
and the upper end was thrust against the
horse’s body. The span ahead pulled the rear
span forward and the board was forced into the
animal’s body about a foot.
The horse fell
dead.
Lewiston has G.479 school children. The total population is 19,007.
Lewiston and Auburn have about 30,000.

I

GREAT EMPORIUM.

J.

»

KENNEBEC

The Journal says
of Augusta
among the poor the
and 165 comforters.
yards of cloth.

Society

COUNTY.

the Howard Benevolent
have made and distributed
past winter, 163 garmens
They have given away 487

KNOX COUNTY.

Last Thursday Miss Livermore of Warren, 16
years of age, met with an accident that caused
her death. While patting watet into a kettle
on the stove her apron was drawn into the fire
and ignited.
In a moment her clothing was a
blaze. She rushed into another room when a
sister succeeded in putting out the fire, but not
until the young lady’s arms, hands and face
and upper part of her body were burned to a
cinder, and the sisters hands badly injured.
Sunday she died.
OXFORD COUNNT.

The Begistcr says small pox has taken a new
in Dixfield. There are eight new cases in
the neighborhood, bordering upon Carthage,
and near the place where it first broke out in
Mrs. Fish, died with it Thursday
Carthage.
night. Dr. T. W. Bartlett has been untiring
in his efforts to keep the disease in control.Out
of 80 cases under his car§ only 15 have died.
The pest bouse is now all cleared out and
cleansed and purified.
No new cases in Carthage or Weld.

Kelson & Co.,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Bangor has appropriated §2,500 for a Fourth
of July celebration.
A gymnasium has been opened at Springvale.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

The Advertiser says a small house, shed and
and barn formerly owned by William Mitchell,
worth about §500, in MilltowD, was destroyed
by fire about 2 a. m. Saturday morning. Supposed to have been set.
The Calais Advertiser has entered upon the
publication of its 35th volume.
The Sentinel says peveral of the farmeis at
Lubec availed themselves of the tine weather
last week and planted potatoes, which were
covered with snow Thursday after being plant-

mj-6

dtt

Job Lot of Shirts.
We offer a Shirt, very nicely
made of Wamsntta Cotton and
nice Linen Bosom and Cuffs, aHd
laundried, for 01.25 each. These
Shirts are worth 02.50. Come and
see them.

of them—Walker,

a

boy about 15

493 CONGRESS

STREET.

d2w

my5

HEALTH LIFT !

1

ind nice Cineu Bosoms and CnOs

' or the low

and

|

GENTLEMEN

Charles Custis &

Doubles the strength
three months. Does not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Salesroom,

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me
J. II. CALBERT, Proprietor.

no25

The best anil cheapest Snow A Dari. Patent
Slate Roofing Paint for Sbingle, Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon

applied by

McCOY & CO«,

ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

jy24

«1U

HOT BISCUIT. ROLLS AND TEA BREAD

522

AT

/-v c. rn tt. r,

JL

V/

JL

—

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office, 1
April 18, 1876. }

and Middle Sts.,
May 8th, at 10 A.
M., and continuing at 10 and 2} each day, we shall

AT

REMOVAL.

corner of Exchange
commencing on MONDAY,

100,000 CIGARS,
Among which

may be found the following wellknown brands: Flor del Furnas. Trabuca?, La Exceptions, Flor d’Alma, Nobby. Partagas, &c., Ac.
This is a part of bankrupt stock which we have received with orders to close at once. Terms cash.
LEAVITT A DAILY.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

REMOVAL.
Foster’s Forest
From
ap3

4

City Dye

House

Union Ml, io 13 Preble

Congress.

near

Mi

dtf

my2dtd

YACHT

MEN.

IMPORTANT
—

IF YOU

WANT

MILL.

PREBLE ST.

By to

care

ot horses

or

_

THE AERATED

Oxygen Treatment.

BUNDLE

nd

sec

my

MANUFACTURERS OF

be seen.

jal2tfis# wtHO

any in the city,

PRICES.

Went End Carriage Factory,

stock, all of which

are

Warmnied.

LIBBV.

ME.

^

Rubber Hand Stamps, Paper Box Company !
NO. 333 FEDERAL ST.,
ME.
By Agents wanted. Send for circular.

POBTLANS,

SEWING

Inside Iron

be sure

and

see

NEW PHILADELPHIA

or TRIUNE,
Which sells at 40 per cent, less than other first class
Shuttle Machine. Call, or sent for Circulars and
Samples ol Work, at

No. a Casco St.
mal5

AGENTS WANTED.

d3m

CORNS, BUNIONS!
INGROWING
NAILS you can cure them without using the Knife
by having your feet properly fitted at the

Boot and Slioe Store 230 Middle St.
ap28dtf

M. G. PALMED.

\

as

decided to resume the manufacture of Paper
Boxes, aud lias takcu Chambers

NO. 48

deep,

STREET,

F. O. Bailey Sc Co.< Auctioneers.

Windlasses, Row Locks, &c.

T.

Laughlin
ST.,

dm

20

& Son,
Portland.

BY

General Manager.
_W&SOt

AUCTION.

'rimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—Firs
mchldtf

Side Lace Boots 1
full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty,
dao in French Morocco for Walking Boots. MeasJ: les taken and nice tittiug Boots made to order for
A

aen or women.

YOUNG

Fresh Horses from the Country,
ami reliable, suitable for Gents*
and
team horses. 75 New Carriages,
[riving, family
onsisting of full Extension top
Standing
; op Carryalls, Standing top Carryalls,
Jump Seats, Top
Phaeton on 2 and 3 Springs, Shifting top Box Bug1 lies, White Chapel top Buggies, Dexter Pattern top
buggies. Open Beach Wagons, Open Concord
Wagons, Open Iver’s Pattern Wagons, Express
iVagon«, &c.
The above Stock will be oil view and catalogue ready
in and after Wednesday. May 10th: par tie* intending
0 purchase a Ifotse or Carriage this Spring are lasted to examine this Stock, as P is contributed by
ome of the best Manufacturers in New England and
daine; every article will be sold without reserve or
imit, lor cash
F. O. BAILEY& CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd
my3
souml

HOSIERY !

pair,

Large variety of Ladies’, Misses’
Unbleached, Fancy
1 tripes, Plain Navy Bine and Seal
tnd Children’s

Brown Colored Clocks and Ball iriggan

Hosiery.

One lot full regular Iron Frame
J5 cents a pair.
One lot full regular Balbriggan
17 1-2 cents a pair.

worth $2.00 in two Buttons.

Ulw

Nelson & Co.’s,
my3

Newspaper
Advertising.
NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion ol
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the names ol
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers a**
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.

Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing tbe cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.
A J.l.n.i,

A* I?Aft

dlw

n

unnr ■.*■
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SIM0NDS 'INDIA

DYE

GEO. W. RICH & CO.
will

W. II. PKN'noiadtf.

STREET,

under the firm

of

name

LEWIS 8c CO.,
hand

rho will keep constantly

J leady-Made

Gents’
which

on

a

of

large assortment

1

*

aud

Clothing, Cloths
Furnishing Goods,

will be »»old

al

l.ow

ap20

Price*.
dtf

1NT ewStore.
Ml.
Geo.
lioswortli,
Formerly wilh Harrell. Bailey A Co.,
has taken the

New Store Cor. Free & Cotton
and intends to keep

a

Sts.,

tail assortment ot

UPHOLSTERY GOODS
description for Drapery and Decora,
Work. By making a
ot this department in upholstery, we propose to place befbre the
•ublic every facility for obtaining the newest designs
nd fabrics, and at lowest prices.
Also Window
Ihadm and Fixtures. And a complete assortmh21tf
ment of Room l*uper.
f every

j

j
;

specialty

ire

J ,IVE AND LET LIVE IS ODE MOTTO.
2m

T. H. WESTON &

Jrcat Reduction in I’t ices of Laundry
Work.

CO.,

wilh Roxon*
I .‘I
Commission Flour Dealers, ; Ihirla
ollar-..1
1 •air

—

STORAGE,

my4

Plumb Street.
ap!4_

Measoa
ind

can

St., N.

by mail.
Y.

V.

V0T1CE

TEST

MEDIUM,

$10 Per Day

iJfce.,

hereby,

REBECCA K. WILBER, late of Westbrook,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
•ends as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
o exhibit the same: and all persons
iudebted to
aid estate are called upon to make payment to
AUGUSTUS W. RIGGS, Administrator.
Westbrook, May 2, 1876.
may5dlaw3wF*
■

Burlington,

Cedar

Minnesota

Rapids

and

Bondholders.

For plan uf reorganization apply, Mating claaa of
l londsheid (whether Main Line, Milwaukee, Musatine, or Pacific Division), to FKKO TAVj „OK, Chairman Bondholders’ Committee, 4»#
I Broome Mttret, New Vorh. Immediate action
advisable.
apMlrn
~

our

sample, directions,
M., or
ia2UtUodtf
1932, Portland, Maine.

to Box

is

a

•

407 Cumberland Street, Portland* Me.
d2wis*
my2

dlw

given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
rust of Administrator of the estate of

Hunter and
Of booksel-

W.OSGOOD,

BRAY,

my5

iltf

JESSE HANEY & 00.. 119 Nassau
apr5d3m

W-

to Brown Street.

Manual.—A practical guido
drawing for carcontracts, specifications, plans,
penters,
<&c.,illustrated, 30 cts. PA1NTEBS’ Manual.
—House and sign painting, graining, varnishing,
polishing, kalsomining, papering, lettering, staining,
gilding, &c., 50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 50. Scrolls
and Ornaments, $1, Watchmaker and Jeweler, 50.
or

“

licketn for 1870, are now ready
be obtained of the Treasurer.

c.

to all operations of the tiade;
CARPENTER'S
forms of

lers

cent*

Presumpscot Park.

Phaeton for Sale.

Soap-maker, 25. Taxidermist, 50.
Trapper’s Guide, 20. Dog Training, 25.

6

Laundry, 22 Union St.
aplOi!3m

d3t«

PORTLAND, IUE.

Cnfl'n

, ■ortlaml

Central Warehouse.
No. 4 Walt Block, Commercial Street,

To Let.

/

or

Union street.

be continued at the old Stand,

173 FORE

street.

be made by energetic salesmen with
tlHE
power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
at 42J Exchange Street. between
oublo the power ot the engine. Apply to WILC1ANgoods. Call enclose
36 Union street
9 and 19 A.
$1.00 foi
IAM

LOWELL,

carried on

BY

m.

1®=* Cotton and Wool
Dyed Without Ki|ipin|,’.

ja28dtf

Strum Engine and Boiler.
ENGINE an upright of about six horse

formerly
—

41 Park Raw* New York.
dUim

se7

M. G-. PALMER.

j iELL & CO*, 3$

Me.

,

seen

served.’*

MART,

St., Portland,

Will be sold witboul reserve,

Just repaired and in good running
A Kimball.
Custom Clothing J order.
Can be
at
MRS. F. C, CHASE
CARRIAGE MART,

rould inform her old customers aud friends that she
1 as reopened the store Corner Portland and
lechnnic Streets, where she is prepared to
ut and make Boys* Clothing in the latest styles
ome first

Carriages

HE & CARRIAGE

GOOD second band Pbaeton made by C. P.

] Soys’

—

Saturday. May 13th, commencing at 10 o’clock A. M., at

Plum
Tenders are invited for Stores required
by tbe Company on the Portland District
of their line during the year commencing
July 1st, 1876.
Forms of Tender, with list of Stores*
can be had on application at the office of
the Deputy Storekeeper, Portland.
Tenders endorsed “Tenders for Stores”
will be received by the undersigned on
or before WEDNESDAY, Slst May.

AUD

75 New

Ihc very BENT

Horses

Country
—

Tenders for Stores.

PORTLAND PAPER BOX CO.,
No. 48 Union Mlreel.

FOR SALE,

cellar,
ventilated. On new street from Brackett to Clark.
Spring Street Horse Cars pass very near. Apply at
lettiisdtf
No. 70 Brackett St.
cemented

UNION

where ho will be happy to see his old customers.

House and Stable to Let,

ter,

Strapped

myl

np26dlm*

the

’ase Chamber Sets,10 Painted Chamber Sets, ElaboCarved Side Boards and Book Cases, a large
rariety of Parlor Degks, Lounges. Easy Chairs,
library Table, Pillar Extension Tables, In'aid and
fiarble top Tables, Hat Trees, Ac., Ac., Ac.
•This Furniture is in every respect first class, new
lesigns. toorough workmuiship ami elegantly
iliished; also 1 Woodward & Brown Piano, and 1
Jmith American Organ An inspection of the Stock
s requested on Tuesday and Wednesday, May 9th
ind 10th.

rately

Blocks, Anchors,
Chains,

AM)

feblotf

MACHINE,

and
have in
assortment to be

aprll

PORTL,AAI>

Name Stamp* for Marking Viinen, Rubber
and Metal Dating Stamps,Ribbon tttamps,
Seal Presue*, Door Plates, Home IVurnbers, Hieel Stamps, Stencils, Burning
Brands, Baggage and Hotel Checks, &c.

largest

found in the state, including

?'?S
Whitney, House, I?:;rBv .*rd::Dresses

^PORTLAND,

—

wa-

Congress Street, Portland, IVIe., Room 3,
Cahoon Rlock, where a large number of testi-

as

much

Kendall &

%

cure

are

good

fATE have now on hand an extensive Stock ot
TV Prime Herds Gross, Red Top Clover,
Llsike
Clover, Orchard Grass, Klue
j Jrass, Hungarian Grass and
millet Meed,
'hich wo offer at the Lowest Cnsh Prices. We
iso have a large assortment of Vegetable and
1 flower Meeds.

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,

Catarrh, Asthma,Rheumaofsix rooms, Sebago water with every
A tism, Dyspepsia,forLung
and all Chronic DisHOUSE
modern convenience. Stablo has Seliago
eases is still oftered to all who
afflicted, at 385
stalls
wide, light and well
ConfiultatiQu and trial dose free.

Stock the

r

ON

Trimmings,

Price Twenty-five Cents.

I

lost from team, marked B. M. Roberts,
Stockton. Finder will be rewarded by leaving
it at
LORING, SHORT & HARMON’S.
my6
d3t

»

THURSDAY, May llth, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
and 2| P. M
at our Rooms 35 and 37 Exchange Street, we shall sel' aUmt 20 first class
Parlor Suits, Upholstcied in Plush, Hair Cloth,
rerry and Serge, about 15 Black Walnut Dressing

Just above the Preble House.

GRASS SEED.

India Sts.

Lost.

—

BY AUCTION.

Just above the Preble House.

mvK

En-

farm. For reference
MIDDLE STREET.
dlw*

116

as

DAVID

on a

my6

SALE

—

Galvanized Yacht FURNITURE

Nelson & Go’s.,

No. 595 Congress Street,
a

Situation Wanted.
steady young man a situation, either to take

apply

make and

LOWER
* Jail at the

HOUSE,

corner of Fore and

my6dlw*

own

dtf

LARGE JOINTS OB

iseodtf

Buxton;

Congress St.,

but at

first, class,
give me a call before purchasing elsewhere.
F. H. RANDALL,
on

OF

First-Class New

Kid Gloves!

J ump-Seats, Phaeton?,Brewster Baggies,
Side-spring Open box Buggies, Beach
Wagons, Express or Market
Wagons, &c„ &c., &c.,

CARRIAGES.

my6___

AUCTION.

AT
store

rhe Business

11 of my

Over Geo. Rose’s Stable

STOCK

—

Bell about

Montreal, May 1,1676.

TOES TO SUIT THE TIES!

13 PREBLE STREET.
Air Carpet Cleaning, Carpet Cleansing
and Steam Feather Bed Renovating.
Orders received at the Dye House or by Mail.
(Dyeing and Cleansing ns usual.
naeodlm
my2

OF

CIGARS !

lo whom it may concern.
Notice is hereby given, as required by the aforesaid order, which is rnaae a part of this notice.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
»Pl9
dtd

CARRIAGES.

kJ

JLi

IF YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH

D. W. Claris..

can

BAM KltC FT

Clerk.

JOSEPH lHCKSOY,

Forest City Dye House

!

Inquire of

monials

»>y2__d5t

Mo.
delldly

Cl

before bilking a

and Brown Bread every Sunday
R. W. SMARDON <& CO.
dtf

JJET

Co.,

<13t
t

—

We shall sell nineteen No. 2 Granite
Mowing Machines, in good order. These reliable and well-known
machines are all right and in good Older, and sold for
x
no fault.
By order of mortgagee.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

Portland.,

—

C^PISIC

GENUINE

ROBINSON, City

ON

Horae and Carriage Tlnri, Plum Ml.,
Portland.

At

II. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.

H. I.

my3

HASELTINE,

my6

O’clock,

Grrist IVdCill

ap4

Attest:

isdlyB

Mins &

made to order lor the uadersigned of
the best material. Been used in all about
two weeks. Will be sold low.

WASHINGTON ST. NEAR CONGRESS.

TO

—

Sewer in Morning Street, through
Eastern Promenade to loot of Vesper Street. Also,
on petition of Laura Partington and
others, for a
Sewer in Mayo Street, irom Cumberland to Oxford
Streets, and that thereafter this Board will determine ana aajudge it public convenience and necessities require the contraction of said Sewers.
Read andj>assed.
A true copy.
Attest:

AUCTION,

Saturday, May 6, at 12 O’clock A. M.t

a

400 pair One Button first quality real Kid Gloves at 75 cents a

Cabriolet for Sale.

R. W. SMARDON & CO,’S BAKERY,

aprl9

others, for

SALE

—

Mowing Machines,
BY

—TO—

tf

Fireproof Roofing Faint.

Morning.

and

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS

dtf

a

in

Baked Beans

19

ORDERED,

MUSIC !

OWEN & MOORE,

IN TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAY.

—

OF

In Board of Mayor and
Aldermen, I
April 18,1876. )
That the City Clerk give notice to all
patties interested by publishing a copy of this
order In one of the daily papers of this City, for three
successive weeks, that this Board on WEDNESDAY
the tenth day of May next, at 5 o’clock P. M., at the’
Aldermen’s Room jn City Building, will hear all
parties interested in the petition of Patrick McCann

493 CONGRESS ST.

Particular attention is invited to our “German
Lisles” in all sizes lor Ladies and Misses. Tnese
goods were imported expressly for us, and will be
the only complete line
in Portland this season.
Ladies wishing a perfect fitting Glove for themselves
or Children should be sure to examine our stock.

—

Afternoon at 5

price ot

Call and Examine Them.

Ham-

to do general housework.
THOROUGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM A SITUATION
quire at
BIBBER’S EATING
FOR

Ever)

Wamsutln Cottons

$1.23 !

Wanted.

'Jg Spring St., Portland,

years old.

Unlaundricd Shirts, all finished,
ind made ot

city, and at

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
FINE lot of Phaetons and Brewster top Bugof the best material and warranted
A gies, forbuilt
sale. Pleasa

N.

MORTGAGEE’S

ni>1___dlw

Du

'<

125 Commercial Street.

J.

TAYLOR. 1 Committee on
ISAAC D. CUSHMAN, j State Pensions.

Grand Trank Railway Company of Canada.

my5_

dec29

dtw

YORK COUNTY.

The April dividends of the Biddeford, York*
and Saco National Banks were five per cent*
each.
Between 12 and 1 o’clock Sunday noon, Edward Tuttle’s house on Franklin street, Saco,
took fire, and the roof was pretty well destroy*
ed before the fire was extinguished.
The bodies of A. H. Hartmeyer, the cook of
the brig Hattie Eaton, wrecked on Gerrish’s
island in March, and the missing negro seaman
from the same vessel, were found on the beach
near the scene of the wreck on Wednesday of
last week.
Shortly before twelve o’clock Tuesday night
fire was discovered in a shed connected with
the Jacobs house, Saco. It was extinguished
without doing much damage.
It is thought to
have been incendiary.
A carriage and wood house belonging to Joseph Ham, and situated in Kennebunkport,
were destroyed by fire Friday night of last
week. All his farming tools were consumed
and one carriage badly burned. The fire is
supposed to have been of incendiary origin.
A shooting affair of rather a singular nature
occurred in VV aterboro’ in the vicinity of Ossipee hills, last Monday evening. The circumstances, so far as we have been able to learn,
are as follows: Three
young men started between 8 and y o’clock in tbe
evening to hang a
“May basket” on Jacob Thompson’s door. As
they approached the house Thompson, a man
about 30 years of age, discharged a loaded
gun
among the boys, quite severely wounding one

SHIRTS !

LADIES’,
GENTS’,

fj, E*

or

sion.

MANNER.aprflKltf

Congress St., Cor. Brown,

195 Congress Street, jnst above
the Preble House.

AND

ON

and

H^=*Cialvaiiizing Done in

189 Middle Street.

LISLE GLOVES for Spring
mer Wear erer offered in this
the lowest possible cash prices.

New style Worsted Fringes at
12 1-2, 25, 50 and 75 cents a yard
with Buttons to match.
Black Silk Fringes, Moss Trimmings, &c.

LADIES

BY AUCTION.
SATURDAY. May 6tb, at 10 o’clock A, M
at Basement Salesroom, 35 Exchange Street,
we shall sell New and Second Hand
Furniture,
New Crockery Ware, Howe Sewing Machine, in
good order; also lot of Dry Goods, &c.
F. O. Bailey A to,, Auctioneer*,
my 4d3t

ability to labor and support themselves.
v]°h.H’ and children of any age not orphans, of
suen disabled soldiers and
seamen, are in no case
and under no circumstances, entitled to this i>en*

sources

We feel no hesitancy in saying that we
hare the largest and best assortment of

Trimmings.

A

3__d3t
FURNITURE, CROCKERY, AC.,

sisters of such deceased soldiers

CENTER

CHILDREN’S.

my3

dlw

& Co.,

Burleigh

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

H. Gibb3 was badly kicked in the arm and
The injuries
leg by a vicious horse, Sunday.
were dressed by Dr. Bray.

my3

“LISLE GLOVES.”

CO.,

BOSTQN.
Broadway,

Bankruptcy

my

only such iudividuals of these classes
dependent upon public or private
charity for their maintenance, in view of all their re-

Scotch

CONGRESS STREET.

in

Prayer

[35 cts..] This charming

Portland, and do not forget
that we sell the best and most
goods at Lower Priees than these
SMALL CONCERNS that talk so
much and do so little.
Do not bny any Clothing until
yon have seen what can be found
at the

Steeple

Nelson & Co.’s,
495

GE8. No better book of the kind has ever appeared.
For Conferences, Praise Meetiugs,
Meetings,
Camp Meetings, etc. Hymns and music all iu per-

C. II. Rilaon A Co.

Portland,

or seamen, and
as are or will be

Boat

rops, Silk Serge, with Horn,
Pearl and Bono Handles, Cotton

myldtf

Lewiston.

A little daughter of Noel Dumas of Lewiston
while jumping rope, fell and broke her right
arm just above the elbow.
The Journal says Peter Kyan. aged 7 years,
of Lewiston, went to the woods for May flowers.
DuriDg his absence ho found what he
supposed to be some checkerbetry plums, of
which he ate freely.
The berries proved to be
poisonous, and the kd died at 2 o’clock Tues-

New styles, low prices,

■Serge, Nickel Handles,
Binghams, &c.

are

Besides the above we have one
of the finest and cheapest stocks of

SONGS. [In Boards, 50 cents., in Paper 40 cts.i A
truly elegant and attractive collection of the Patriotic
SoDgs of all nations, arranged for Solo or Chorus
Singing, and especially fitted to the celebrations of
this year.

711

1

100 doz. Shaker Socks 25 cents,

Centennial Collection of National

a

35c,

heavy Winter Goods
cheap enough to carry over,

and

DENNISON.

1876.

chorus is

|>ANKltn*

I MALE.
-ell at Public
A-F Auction, at the Horse ami
lage Mart, on
Plum St,
Me., SATUP JAY. May C, 187fi,
the following personal
property belonging to the
estate of Geo. W. H. Brooks.
Bankrupt: 1 Suu Shade
Carriage, 1 Express Wagon, nearly new.
W. W. THOMAS, JR..
Assignee in
of Geo. W. H. Brooks.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

W« Manufacture

FORMER PRICE 75 cents

MUSIC BOOKS !

or

PARASOLS.

100 doz. Shirts and Drawers

and would he pleased to gee all their ionner patrons
and as many new ones as may favor us with a call.

Each glee

seamen.
5th. Dependent

a W. ALLEN

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchan^every Saturday, commcm*1”;* nt 10 o’clock a. in.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt

———

FORMER PRICE 91.00.

COAL AND WOOD,

Bive

1876, are no longer entitled to penby virtue of Much certificate*, but new
application* must be iua«le in all cases by parties desirous of availing themselves of the benefits of
the law. All applications must be made in permou and not otherwise, to GEORGE H. LIBBY on
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, May
8, 9 and 10. between the hours of 3 and 5 o’clock. P.
M.. at the Common Council Room in City Building]
Only the following classes, by virtue of this law,
under any circumstances, receive the benefit of this
act, viz:
1st. Disabled soldiers aud seamen, residents of
this State, who have served and been credited on
the quota of Maine.
2d; Widows of such deceased soldiers or seamen.
3d. Orphan children.
4th, Dependent parents of such deceased soldiers
miodm

iroiii a

uoys

100 doz. Shirts and Drawers 75c,

St.,

These

Shining River.

same.

to 9 Years.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers

Living Waters,

V. O. BAILEY.

—AND—

tviii in

where they will continue the business of

H.

Will reopen Monday, May Nth.
Number of pupils limited.
C. B. VARNEY,Principal.
my3dlw

1.50

Others charge 91.30 far the

copartner-

Commercial

Portland, May 1,

FOR BOTH SEXES,
Cor. Casco and Cumberland Streets,

.75

50 Boys’ Suits

and havo taken the stand at Long Wharf,

EDWARD

1.50

FORMER PRICE 91.00.

SARGENT, DENNISON & CO..
118

-.

200 Hard Pan Pants

COPARTNERSHIP.
a

HUM & (LASSIIAL SCHOOL

FORMER PRICE $1.75

ST.,

WHARF.

The undersigned have this day lormed

COUNTY

The Journal says Judge Walton has appointed E. F. Packard, Esq., receiver of Lewiston
Institution for Savings.
It is understood that
Mr. Packard accepts the position. His bonds
have been placed at §20,000.
A lodge of Good Templars was organized
the 2Gth ult. in Durham, by Deputy Bryant of

LONG

HEAD

100 Hard Pan Pants

To-

lls COMMERCIAL

1.00

FORMER PRICE $1.30.

236 COMMERCIAL STREET

Malearoom* .‘<3 and .'17 Exchange Ml.

an

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Hon. Charles F. Libby, County Attorney.
Hon. Henry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. 1)., Superintendent of Public
schools of Portland.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
George B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
aprStf

4.00

300 Odd Cassimere Vests

CITY OF PORTLAND,

phia.

3 00

FORMER PRICE $6.

has removed from

Union will meet upon May 23-24; the Woman’8
Foreign Mission Society, May 24; the Education Commission upon the afternoon and evening of May 24; the Home Mission Society,
May 25, and the Publication Society, May 26.
The annual meeting of the American Baptist
Free Mission Society vt ill be held in Jersey
City, May 18.

8.00

100 Bnsiness Sack Coats

F. O. BAILEY Sc CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

—

gentlemen:
Rt. Rey. Bishop James A, Healy, D. D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop H. A. Neely, D. I).
Rev. Thomas Hill. D. D., L .D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D. D., of Philadel-

FORMER PRICE S3.

earnestly requestiughim to remain. He thanked them for the expression, and assured them
that the petition would have weight in his de-

cision.
The Mirror says that there are one hundred
and eighty Congregational ministers in Maine,
including forty-one without pastoral charge, as
for example, professors, &c., in our seminaries
and colleges: and 241 Congregational churches.
Eighty-five churches are aided by the Maine
Missionary Society. Sixty churches are without a minister.
The average length of pastorates is seven years.
The anniversary meetings of the Baptist so_
cieties, which are held this year in Buffalo, oc.
cur upon the following days:
The Missionary

$5.00,

FORMER PRICE $10.

The

has been reduced to $30,186.
Rev. J. E. Hall has been obliged to resign
his charge of the Congregational church in
Rockland on account of ill health, but his peo.ple have refused to accept his resignation, and
unanimously voted him a vacation of six months
and longer if necessary.
The Mirror says that in view of the invitation to Prof, Barbour to take the Chittenden
Professorship at Yale College, the Junior class
of the Bangor Theological Seminary have sign"
ed and presented a petition to the Professor,

ever

400 Business Sack Coats

AND

MME.

1st,

Coats

STATE PENSIONS.
holding certificates under the State PenPersons
! «2»Iaw of lM75> 1141(1 continued In force by

LESSONS

K. E. IHAWSE, formerly of Boston
late of Philadelphia and New Jersey, proposes to establish a permanent French Institute in
Portland. She will commence her Spring term Apri
*
18th, 1876.
Tne course will consist of private French lessons
and classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pupils
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for Ladies, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in
French. The same lessons will be given twice a week
in the evening tor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
commence these evening lessons early in September.
Mme. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of June Madame expects an Artist who has been connected with her Institute in
Philadelphia. This Lady is a member of the Academy of the Fine Arts in that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all its branches, Oil
Paiuting, Pastel.
Her Speciality during the summer will be WaterColor from nature.
For furtner information please call at No. 597
Congress street. Mme. will be at her rooms from
11 A. M. until 5 P. M. and
every evening.
Mme. Masse is permitted to refer to the following
b

induce ment than
before offered f

Spring Coats

Hannon}

LITERATURE.

FORMER PRICE 910.

Pyle’s Dietetic Saleeatus.—Universally
Each ponra
acknowledged the best in use.
bears the name of James Pyle. None genuine

without.

FRENCH

AUCTION SALKS

or

Farnsworth,

—

100

Bladder and Glandnlar affections from the system.
may2eodawlw
3-18-33—43

20th.

RESIDENCE 337 SPRING NT.
martd3m«

before heard ot
The Goods speak for
themselves. Here are the Prices.
We shall charge no more and take
no less.

Dropsy, Kidney,

Commence?

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ &

!

GREAT

lower than
in Portland.

Members of the medical profession prescribe
in their family practice DR, BULLOCK’S
KIDNEY REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM, for

MAINE.

For particulars or admission address
FREDERICK THOMPSON, Principal.
aprlOtf

no longer, we shall sell the
following Goods at Prices that are

my6—lw

Quarter

The Next

and

style

Boys

NORTH CONWAY, N. II.

UNTIL~JUNE

Middle

For

KIlltXMtli SCHOOL FORIIOl

Mowing Machines.

Merry’s 237

Family School

will commence March 37ib
Circulars ami Portland references address
auS19*w
H. F. BATON, Principal.

ever

Silk Hat at A. L.

ffALKEK, Principal.

NOICKIDGEWOCK,

Mortgagee’s Sale.—F. O. Bailey & Co.
will sell at the Horse and Carriage Mart, on
Plum street, at 12 o’clock m., 10 No. 2 Granite

$3 50 and your old hat will buy a

ttexeii.

For

umn.

summer

both

Hpi'inic Term

Better

See auction col-

B. m,

—AT—

an

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell : it salesroom
this morning, at 10 o’clock, a large lot of new

—

ROBBINS,
Street, will coiumeuci
yonttrv^H
Sib. for

Act of

Eaton

Nelson &

ladies’ outfit.

BY

—

MISS

give

Co., just above the Preble House,
immense business in Ladies’ Furare doing
nishing Goods just now. They hare a full assortment of everything wanted to complete a

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

THE SCHOOL FORMERLY TAUGHI

one.

$60,000.

Baptist Missionary Union during the fiscal year which has just closed received $245,997
and disbursed $223,17G.
The receipts were
$4026 greater than those of the preceding year.
The deficiency left by the year before of $52,956

EDUCATIONAL.

Charles L. Hamilton of Waterboro’ was severely injured Wednesday morning. He was
in the woods at work when by some means he
fell over backwards and came down upon a
sharp pointed hemlock knot some five or six
inches long. The knot was driven into tbe
Mr. Hamilton now
lower portion of his body.
lies in a critics 1 condition.
Mr. C. E. Moody of York, is agitating tho
columns of the New York Sun because Mr. E.
A. Bragdon, the .collector of the port of York,
was elected school
whose salary is
agent
recently, with a .stated salary. Mr. Moody
complains that the S ecretary of the Treasury
will not answer a lettt r written him in which
enquiry was made aski.ig if one man could hold
both these offices.

start

Itev. W. M. Sterling, pastor of Congress
street church, will commence his labors to.

or

small buildings recently damaged by fire. It is
to be occupied by Messrs. Parker & Peaks, and
will measure 36 by 80 feet, two stories high,

evangelization

fnllriTvinrr

elected at Oak Lodge, Woodford’s Corner last
W. F.
evening, all by a unanimous vote:

in.

tor.
3 p.

In the

bill will be given.
evening
play of “Twice Married” and "Scouts of
the Plains” will bo presented.
M’lle Molacchi
will dance in both pieces.

All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services on Sunday 101 a. m. and 3 p.

nr«

the

at Music Hall were crowded last evening and the body of the house was well filled.
Blood and thunder always draws a house in

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 6, 1876

At
At
At

expected

galleries

SUIT of rooms without board.
rm,
47 Danfoith Street.

\

Apply at No
uiy24dtlis

|

POETRY.
Specie Payments.

UNIVERSALLY
RECOMMENDED.

Eureka; found

at last.
'Twas where I break my fast
With my favorite repast.

Toothsome hash;

In ray change with scrip it
mingled,
And my ears with pleasure tingled,
As upon the counter jingled
Solid cash!

•

We have just received (October. 1875) a communication from nearly every druggist in New England,
and the testimony is universally in favor of Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh. We believe
there never was a remedy so popular wherever
kuown, and certainly wo feel that never was one
Founded upon correct
more deserving of praise.
scientific principles and calculated by the mdfet accomplished physicians to meet the severest forms of
Catarrh, the cures made by it have not only been numerous, but so remarkable as to excite public attention and cause the sale io exceed tenfold that of any

It recalled to mind that pack
Of traitors, their attack;
The North reechoing backj

Sumter’s gun.
Ah! the memories that ding
Like shadows round that spring
When the silver ceased to
ring;

Sixty-one.

There

government to-day
Typified in silver lay,
our

And to

it seemed to say :
“Here 1 am,—
Many years Iv’e lain entombed,
Now at last 1 am exhumed.
me

compounded.
While many are anxious to make public their tesof
the
in
favor
Radical Cure, others—and
timony
similar

Specie payments are resumed,
Uncle Sam.’’
The eagle looks as bold
As in the days of old,
Ere the silver and the gold
’Gan to rise;
A stranger he to fear
With his olive branch and spear,
1 hail his advent here
W ith surprise.

Every star;

Thanks to those who made us free
On the land and on the sea;
Let ur give them three times three.

give you

Hip, hurrah!
—Boston Advertiser.

WANTS.
Wanted.
Lady boarder in

a private family.
“A,” Press Office.

dlw»
AxJENTN

WANTED-

CENTENNIAL

MEDALLIONS,

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in apiearance,
wear

and

color, to

SOLID SILVER OB GOLD.

Presenting a large variety of beautiful Designs

in relief.
These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being Ifi inch, in diameter, handsomely put up
and sell readily at sight.
The most valuable
SsiTCHira and mementos ever issued. A
complete outfit of magnificent samples lor agents, in
velvet-lined Morocco case—including the Butt ot
Grand Entrance Interna“George Washington.”
tional Exhibition.
Memorial Hall (Alt Gallery).
Horticultural Hall. Main Building, and the grand
representation of the SigniDg of the Declaration of
Independence (designed by Trumbull), iu gilt—sent
by mail ou receipt of draft or Poet Office order for
$3.50, or will ship by express C. O. D. upon receipt of
express charges. Agents’ circular and Price List and
one sample sent upon receipt of 50c.
Immense
profits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields for enterprise. Address

U« S. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,

P.O.Box 5276.

Sew York.

__d&w6mll
Wanted.

A

GOOD Pressman and
Makers at

experienced Coat
JOSEPH LEVY’S,

a

few

apr29dtt__Federal Street.
Wanted.

to board at the Boarding and
Livery
Stable on Cushman street, between Brackett
Prices reasonable. Inquire of
O^ORGE BRISCO, at the Stable.ap27d3w*

HORSES

5.t.r.Set8'„

Wanted.
WANT a chance to travel for a good Wholesale
House. Have had three years experience on the
mad and can give the best of references. Address R.
K. W,, Portland, Me.
apr25<13w*

brief statement of my case
“For two yearn f have taken bromide of
potanna and bromide of ammonia every
day. I never pasned a Mingle night without getting
up once or tw ice to free my
throat from the matter that had dropped
into it during nleep, nml finally I coughed
Since taking the
during all IHIm time.
RADICAL CURE I have taken no potaaib or auimoma. have slept sonndly every
night without uneasiness or distress; not a
particle of matter has dropped into my
throat during sleep, and every symptom of
a cough has left me.”
A wonderful result truly, all will say. who know or
can realize the extent and severity of this case.
The
has had eighteen bottles. This must saty the sceptical and there is great merit in the RadIts mode of preparation is new and orical Cure.
iginal. Ignoring the old practices and remedies, Dr.
Sanford selected a new field, and has demonstrated
his method to be tbe only proper and never failing
treatment.
The following recommendations are from

Wanted.
Class Pressman immediately
AFIB8T331
PEBNALD«,
middle
A. ».

Street. Up Stairs.

__dtf
Situation Wanted.
COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a young
lady. Unexceptionable references given. Address
mal7qtf“A.,” at this Office.

AS

a

Sntleman

DRUGGISTS,
who

are

doing.

competent witnesses to the work it is daily

Sanford’s Radical Cure
for relieving Catarrh.
I

am

IN

to the

answers

vuivc

at

same

Lost.
corner
a

by leaving the

is

ID

£i. J?

<• om/VUDCi

UaUL

Haverhill,

Maes.

Sangerville,

Me.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Is a purely
vegetable distillation, and is by insufflation taken up into the nasal passages, and also taken
internally, thus acting upon the stomach, liver and
kidneys. Under its influence the system immediatebraces up and tbe first thorough dose gives evidence that it is a powerful and ettective medicine.
Give it a single trial.
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Santord’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
WEEKS &

ly

POTTER, BOSTON, General Agents.

|®“U8E SANFORD’S JAMACIA GINGER,—
The Delicious Family Medicine for cramps and pains,
colds and chills.mj6S&Wlm

MEMORIAL

MEDALS !

MONEY

ON

coral
rewarded

of Opera Classes, which the owner
have by calling at RINES BROS’, and
paying for this advertisement.
rav4d3t

| Hii

m

can

New House

MThe

STEAM FEATHER RENOVATOR, for cleansing feather beds, pillows, bolsters, &c. It
is
perfect order, simple, and can be run by a
boy. Profits $25.00 to $35,00 per week. Will be
sold lor $105,00 cash, or bankable paper.

Apply

apr3_

dtf

front Rooms furnished and unfurnished to let with board, at
tna21dtf
416 & 418 CUMBERLAND STREET.

PLEASANT

apl2dtf

A

TO LET

Ml
apl9

«A
may3_dtf

Farii| and Buildings
Jewett.

contains 20
acres of land, nearly all high, early
land. Perfectly adapted to gardenfarming. On the farm are 40 apple

ing and general
trees, half in bearing condition. The buildings consist of a story and a halt house of 9 finished rooms,
slated roof, fine cellar with large cistern, all in good
repair. Also a thorough built barn connected by shed
to house. The buildiDgs stand on a hill commanding
a fine view.
I have let the estate to the present occupant only until sold. Apply to ABNER GOOLL) on
the Old Broad Place on the road leading from Stroudwater to my farm. MR. GOOLD has lull power to
sell.
WM. P. JEWETT.
d&w2w!7*
apr26

_d2w

Brick House tor Sale.

ISA.

good rents, $6.50 and $8.50 per month.
to
W. W. CARR,
197 Newburv St.

apr29dtf
To Let.
Front Chamber to Cel.
ALABGE
quire at 30 Brown Street.

In-

aPr»

dti

_

of

beautiful Designs

in

■ILH. JERRIS,
apr29d3w*

For Sale.'
Three desirable Houses and six very desirable lots, at Woodford’s Corner. Intending to
go West, will sell the above property on easy
terms and reasonably low prices.
Good drainage,
cemented cellar, bald and soft water.
Inquire of T.

Farm for Male or Ex.
IB..iDlUchansc for City Property.—Located
three miles trom Portland;
Deeriog,
k®gJ®Fin
^^“^■plenty ot wood and water; good orchard;
buildings 51in nice order. Price $3,500. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
Match 7,1876.ma29d7w»

For Sale.
In Gorham, Maine, the Residence of the late
••
S. A* Whittier with eight acres of land, situaULted on South St. For terms, etc inquire of
JONAS W. CLARK, 558 Congress St., or D. C. EMERY, Esq., Gorham.
apr27eo»'fcf

GOOD AGENTS WANTED
In

every City and Town in the V. S. and Canada, to
exclusive territory will he given. if desired.

RETAIL PRICES—For the Albata Silver, 50 cts,
Gilt, $1, in faucy box. Usual discount to the Trade.
A complete outfit ot magnificent
samples for
agents, in satin

or

velvet-lined

case,

morocco

con-

taining Six Medals, different designs, one gilt, suitable for jewelrers* show windows,
etc,, sent on
receipt of draft or Post-office Order for $4, or will
ship Express C. O, D.
Descriptive Circular Price List and one samplo
sent upon receipt of 50 cts. Immense profits. Sells
at sight.
Correspondence solicited. Information
free. Extensive fields for enterprise.
Address all

Two houses and three lots of land in Providence,
R. I., for sale or exchange for Portland
property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10
per cent, will exchange for a first-class yacht. Inquire of«
E. PONCE,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
aprlSdtf

mh!8

d&w6mll

at

To Let.
Newbury street,

rooms

W.

Oak St. lor Sale.
Friends’ Meeting
House) with a good lot—together with a house
and lot in the rear, fronting Green St.,—also
one other lot in the rear containing about 2000
feet,
all well rented. Apply to
apr26d3w*WM. H. JERRIS.
on

House No. 30 (opposite

m

Land tor Sale in

Deering.

aprllttRUFUS DUNHAM.

For Sale.
New two story French-Roofed House,
JajjtTWwINo. 422 Cumberland St., containing fourklwf mO?teen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
■■Ei-3*Sebago water, and all the modern Improvements of a first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Daniorth St.
apr4dlf

For Sale.
change business. I
WISHING
and Dwelling ccnbined with

offer my Store
without Stock
a Bargain.
An excellent place for Dry and Fancy
Goods, Millinery or Tailoring Business. A good
stand in the central part of the Village, near the

For

W. CARR.
tf

Commercial street, next below
occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately.
Apply at 96
Danlorth St.
C. OXNARD,
No. 122

now

apm_

dtf

STORE,

hands for

our

_

Vll

Clinton

Wholesale Store,
the Thompson Bloch, Nos. 17 A 19
IN middle
Street. Good location below the Post
Office where all the

wholesale drv goods and oilier
classes of trade are located. The "flneHt store in the
with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two conoting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to
H. E. TH0NP80N,
No. 32} Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Route,

city,

mhll.__dti

A

GREAT

DISCOVERT!

By the use of which every family may give tbeir
Linen that brilliant polish peculiar to fine laundry
work. Saving time and labor in
ironing, more than
its entire cost. Warranted. Ask for Dobbins*.
DOBUINN, BKO &CO,
I3N. Fourth St., Phila.

ATWOOD, STEADMAN
aprl3

Agenls

Goodyear’s

for

&

CO.,

on

The

Mont Complete
System

Ever Devised
for
Home Practice.
PRICE LIST-No. 1. For
Children 4 to 6 years $1.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
$1.10. No. 3. For Children,8 to 10,$1.20, No.4
For Children, 10 to 14, $1.30. No. 5. For Ladies and
Children, 14 years and upwards, $1.40. No. 6. For
Gentlemen of moderate strength, $1 50. No. 7, $2.00.
Complete set of seven, $9 00. No. 7 is fitted with a
screw-eye and hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Gymnasium. Sent post-paid upon receipt ot price.

Add res 8

ANNUAL MEETING.

Hall's Rubber

Store,

UNDER FAUMOUTII HOTEL.
dtf

malO

annual meeting
THELaud
Co.” will be

of Ihe ‘‘Teiniscouta Pine
held at Office of A. E.
WEDNESDAY P. M. at 3

1st—For the choice ot officers'
2nd—To consider any proposition, which may be
submitted for the purchase of the property of the
Company.
3rd—For the transaction of any other business
duly presented at said meeting.
N. O. CRAM. Clerk.
Portland, May 2d.
my2dtd.
executed

\v

Long Bangs Breech Loading
Practice Pistol & Targets.

|l

O

£
2

Carries a # inch ball with accum £
racy fifty leet, without powder or
M
Brass
percussion.
barrel, hair trigger. For sale
by dealers. By mail, free for 75 cents, with permanent ammunition for
target practice indoor®,
and for sporting out of doors.

ACENTS WANTED.

0

nl

A. A. GRAHAM, 07 Liberty Street, New York,
mbio
d&w6m!2

DR.

Joseph Craig.
James Wilson.

United States

ME.

Situated in the very Center of the City.

and

4!ld Hired,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated ltailroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modern improvements.
Kates $4 per day.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CHAS. IS. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, N. Y.,aud Claren-

feb21d&wly9

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
On 42d Street, Columbia Avenue, Yiola
Avenue and Eim Avenue,
Exhibition Building,
CENTENNIAL
ROUNDS.
Main

This elegant fire-proof structure was
by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonable prices
It has 325 looms, all completely furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can be engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.
built

eodtf

WESTMINSTER

HOTEL,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irvins Place and 16h Street, New
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FERBIN, Prop.
sep27d&wly40

HERRING’S

liSAFES,

Eh

£5

Pm

■

I

Established 1841.

I

BANKERS’
with

our

SAFEST

Patented

late

Improve men

KENISOHsT;
Chiropodist,

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
second week of each
on the
month.
Room in BobIou, 37 Tr mont
Street and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since
1810.
sen20dtf

on

this

eod2m*

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Moth

story brick dwelling house on the
of Spring and Park Street. Terms
JOSEPH ILSLEY.
dim

two

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
PERSONS
“Home” ol W. 0. A., No. 16 Spring St., plait
and family sewing, dress-making, copyiug, embrold-

erng and

Norfolk, Baltimore

a. m.

Four times

a

LINE

week.

First Class

Steamship

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
VH. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.
—

AMD

fancy-work in wools, &'•„ &c.

oc26tl

Sale.
Lot of land willi buildings thereon, situated
on U;e corner of Fore and Deer
;;
Streets, PortSLland. Apply to
J. H. FOGG,
apr27dtf
42J Exchange St.

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

STEAMSHIP LINES.

west. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES’’ to Baltimore,
Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, Newberne and Washington.
D. D. C. IT1INK, General Eastern Agent,
29 Devonshire Street, Doston.
dtf
janll

of

Agents.

LAXATIVE AND

ncSdtf£Providence.

FOB

druggist for
ComedoneanJ Pin,,,|ePerry’s
Berne-'
My, the irfahble skin medior consult
Dr. B.
Pebry, Dermatologist,
Bond Street, New York.

cine,

Appetite,

AND LIVERPOOL,

plan

of staterooms ap-

DALE, Agent,
15 Broadway, New York.

aau31(13m

FOR

HARPSWELL,
On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harps-

well Mondays and Saturdays at
touching at Chebeagne, Little Cheand Long Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf7 at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
MS
(Iff
8

a.

same

C.
45

Si.

John, Digby,

PER

WEEK t

days.

Connections ma4e at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
oils, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
SiyF-eight received on days of BailiDg until 4
A. R. STUBBS, Agent,

3tf

main!
STEAMSHIP
NEW

CO.

YORK.

§10.

§500. leadTWt"'?

page Book, entitled. Men and Idioms of
Wall Street, explaining everything.

72

SENT
FREE. JSSffS'SS;
and Brokers, 7'2 Broadway New

Bankers
*ork.

inelOeodi&wly.

CIIARCOAEr
Hard Wood Charcoal at
Address 772 Portland
Post Ofhce, or PALMER CLARK, Corner Portland
and Prove Sts., Portland. Mondays.
aprl8dtf
1000 Bushels
WANTED
Eastern Railroad.

OR

Tor

For Sale.
Muelr
NICE
Apply to

S,

and

C.

WRITE

TO

B

ft

Loam for garden

RUNDLETT,

purposes.
1

Federal street,
dtw

Portland & Rochester R. R.
On and after Monday,

MAINE

Train, will

oct2$dtf

CENTRAL R. R.

MONIAAY,

MAY 1, 1876.

Trains leave Portland for BanVVatervilic, BelfaBt and Dexter
at 112.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Skowliegan 1.35 and 1.40 p. m.
Augusta, Haliowell, Gardiner, Brunswick t12 35
$6.15 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland $6.15 a. in., 1.40 p. m.
Bath $615 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston $6.15 a. m., 1.35, 5.05 p. m.
Farmington 6.15 a. m., 1,35 p. m.
The tl2.33 a. m. train for Bangor m.nlfps rlncp
nection with E. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached,
t Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
™n

1

Portland, May 1,1876.

ap28dtf

Grand Trunk R. R. of

Canada.

ALTERATIO.lI IN TRAINS.
SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT,

JIIMg On and after MONDAY. May 1,187G,
B—trains will ran as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Anhurn and Lewielon.

Mail train for Gorham and intermediate stations at

7.00

a.

m.

Express

train

iston.

at 1.20 p. m. for Aubnm and Lew-

Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:

Mail train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations

at 8.30

a. in.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn
Mail from

at 8 30

a.

m.

Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.20 p. m.
at 1.10 and

Express from Lewiston and Auburn

5.35 p.

n>.

Am

Denver,

San

disease that afflicts
over 25 per centum of the
human race. Almost cvery effort heretotore made
in the treatment of this
disease has been to allay
the
present
suffering—
trusting to luck to effect a
cure. DR. P. J. GRIFFEN
& CO., after years of research, now present to the
public the only
is

v
w

0
ft
ft
®

<!

a

Scientifically

«

^
ft

market.
treated

ft

The

disease

at 6 00 a. w.
Mtnte Rooms can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the
4.00 P. 31. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6.20 P. 31. Train runs to Gorham.

Depot.

RETURNING.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.15, 11.45
and 8.50 p. m.
7.20 A. 31. Stops at all
land at 10 00 a. m.
11.25 A. 31 Steamboat

m
R

0

P
0
ft

Treated

g

m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at
Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at.
A) p. m., makes close connection with tho
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. 51. Train is a freight traih with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. 51. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Loral Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. ra., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
a.

Springvale, Alfred,

J. M. LUNT, Supt.
apl
dtf
——————A———————

Avenues, within live minutes walk of the Centennial buildings.
Tbe Exhibition Headquarter*
will be as heretofore announced, at the extreme east«rn end of the Main Building.

g

internally by

means of the
and Elixir—alternating one with the other
according to Directions.
To
effect a permanent
cure, 4he Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunction with the Liniment.

H

Pills

h

4

u

h

j

ft

3b

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is In splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickTHE

est time of any route from Portland to the West.
PA ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
Portland
at
1.50
leaving
p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
and
not
Chicago,
subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

A{^ptg&MAN

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaqer.
W. J. SPICER.
Superintendent,
Portland. June

_

Neuralgia, Nervous Prosnation,

35

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations lor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

ft
0

ft

Weak-

ness. Paralysis, Softening
ot the Brain, Chorea, and
all WEAKNESS caused
by
the
LOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER cured by use ot

ft
R

>

Nervous

“P

Ot. P.”

TORS. L. T. B. KING.
be found at
Clairvoyant
of 30 Danforth St., where she will
A RELIABLE
ine the
can

rear

sick, and advise

Csesses successful._

RA WHITE AND TINTED BBIHTOL
f#V/ CAKD«, with name, JOc, or 50 Snow
Flake, Marble. Damask, Rep, Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. U. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Plea*** state what paper you saw
thiain.

ft

ft

Passenger Trains Leave

PORTLAND

WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Glove-Fitting
each

2

Night Express, with Sleeping Cars,

I-earc Boston every day (except Sundays) at aco
p. m., arriving in Portland at 12.15 a. m.

Pullman Cars

4
ft

on

this Line Only.

GEO. BACHELDER, Superintendent,

myldtf

Boston & Maine

Al.L

EIGHT
GRADES

CROWN.
FIT.
^
They give enlire satisfaction. Every lady who has
worn them recommends them.
Be sure to get the
genuine, A novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
capped corset steels They are unbreakable, and
their fastenings do not abraid the dress. For sale by
first class dealers everywhere.
THOMSON.
LANGDON Sc CO.. N. Y., H.le Importer.
nod Patentees for the P. W.
feb'f9tl2w

OUR COUNTRY % RESOURCES

Rich and complete in our thrilling history of IOO
grand in vivid de.cription. of all our

years; and

mighty resource* in agriculture, Commerce, minerals, manufactures, finances, government, curiosities, natural wonders, works of art, etc. Richly illustrated and cheap. A SPLENDID VIEW

of tho WORLD’S FORE MONT NATION.
No other book like it. Outsells mere histories five to
AGENTS! wanted quickly. Address HUBBARD BROS., Springfield, Mass.
aprI2t4w
one.

LADY

SUMMER

rj
ft

®

4
y

M

2
k

ft
S
F
*

receipt

diSwlyH

COUGHS, COLDS, H0AFSENESS,

A

Commencing Monday May 1, 1876.

for Portland at 7.20

a. m.

Parlor Car* on trains leaving Portland at 1 30
and 3.15 p. m. and Boston 8.45 a. m. and 6.00
p. m.

The Fast Express Train
leaving Portland

at 1.31 p. m. runs through to Boston
in Three Hours and Fifty Minutes,
making
close connection with Fall River,
Stonington and
Norwich Sound steamer Lines and all Rail
Lines to New York and Philadelphia.
Excursion

Tickets to New Fork nnd Phil,
adelphin

for sale at Boston & Maine R. R. Ticket Office.
N.

B.—Bales

iowestSrates.al1

ns

low

as

by

nny other 1 i..
■*

'ji— *° **" poi“'8 ,br

Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect
steamers running between Portland
and

An

rcfrc8h-

S.trJSTFVFV«JaS'T-^UK®EK>Gcd-ap29utf
—————AgeDt» Portland.

F°S3!FW1!i

T®*^EK.-Madame

N.

A,

Clairvoyant, Fortune
Si* Jhe ceIel*rated
ifS" *2?
poctress, can be consulted at No. 3InQuJnW8«Mne .VI. has had
ovn

V.

largo experience
ing fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or

tellstolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
m*88 ™is opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the
age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the
conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
ot friends in auy part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels Mnce she w:is
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00: Ladies50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.no9dtt

M—

FUFF I PUFF!! PUFF!!
I ll
Magical Puzzle Box.
INIl Thousands0* Magical
Rings out of
this wonderful Box.
,,

CITfl

Lndless amusement

foi the ohiliirpn

ft* a.M>fUl1 directions, on receipt of

v,*’1,&

CO.,

agent just cleared $199 first 3 weeks selling tho
LIFE -A.ND LABORS OF

LIVINGSTONE!

Another #SO first 6 days. Over 50.000 copies of
this standard Life of tho Veteran
Explorer
bold. 150,000 more needed by the
people. A lawk
of matchless interest, prolnsrly
illustrated, and
A royal rhnnee for
very cheap.
For
agents
proof and terms, address Hubbard

Bros., Springfield.

Mara-___aprgQdlwt

"The greatest Novel since Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
says the Boston Globe of
THE NEW AMERICAN STORY

ACHSAH:
New England

A

Dry Street. New
mbl5d&w6m

Life-Study.

By BET. PETEK PENNOT.
12mo, cloth. .*1.50
The manly, whole-souled, and devoted
young clergyman is no fancy sketch; Deacon
Sterne, the sanctimonious hypocrite; tho plain
talking old maid sister;
the sneaking, spying
aunt, are lirc-like and real,
while the heroine,
Acjisah, is a lovely character,
with whom tho reader is in
deep sympathy. These,
with the various other characters of the
story, are
30 combined as to
produce a book full oi interest
frem beginlng to end.
*** Ready at all the Bookstores, and sent, postpaid
on
receipt of price by the publishers.
LEE A SHEPARD,
41-45 Franklin St., Ito.ion.
ap25d4wt

IT PAYS

with all
Bangor

Eaetport, Calais’,
snOCiAimd^oItir
,?.8ert’ Macliias,
St.
John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Brand
trams at Grand lYnni
Statum. and Maine
‘Ij,
& 0g<lcn6b',r« ‘Iab>3 at
for

PUT UP ONLY IN BLIT BOXES.
TRIED AND Rl’RE REMEDY.

For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GOODWIN & CO,, Boston, Mass.
dtwf
aPH_

i>. m.

R

ft

_aprl5dlwt
FOR

Passenger Train*

ft

ft

The Wonderful Blessings of God ©n
Eiai Labors of MOODY A 8ANKKY in Europe
and America. Best book and chance for men or
^ women wanting a good business and do good
ottered this year. Also new maps of U. S.
A.,
World and all Bible lands and Centennial
W Combination.
Apply at once to D. L.
^4 GLJEBN8K1T, Pub., Concord, 5. VI.

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

Morning Trains will leave Kenncbaub

0

QG LOOK

ARRANGEMENT,

ft

®

capital,

TJSK

§4

ift

first-class Lady Agents wanted imcanvass for the best
selling article of
in tho world. (Patented.) Large commission. A new thine, and the field in open.
Those haviug a -mall
and wishing to make
money fant, should address at once,
*L BVJFFLM, North Berwick, Me.
General Agent for the State of Maine.
aprl2t4w
wear

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

will lenre Portland for
Boston at 6.15,8.45 a.m., 1.30.3.15, 6.00 p. m.,
arriving nl Boston at 10.45 a. m., 1.30, 5.20,
8.00, 10 00 p. m.
Returning, leave Boalon at 7.30, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.00 p. m., arriving at Portland at
12.25, 12.55, 5.00, 8.10, 10 00 p. m.
For Lawrence at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 6.00
p. m.
For Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.30, 3,15
p. m.
For Manchester,Concord and Upper Kailroads (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m.,
3.15 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
For Brent Falla at 6.15, 8.45 a. m„ 1.30, 3.15, 6 00
p. m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15. 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
For Kennebnnk at 6.15, 8.42, a. m., 3.15 5.30,
6.00 p. m.
For Saco and Biddeford at
6.15, 8.45 a. m..
1.30.3.15.5.30, 6.00 p.m.
For Scarborough. Bine Point nnd Old Orchard Beach at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15,
5.30, 6 00

h

A few smart

AGENTS

WANTED.

mediately to

Ladies

RAILROAD.

8

i

and Aslies Bo 1
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended tn by calling at
or
addressing
R. CIBSON,
588 Congress Street.

t,leaned

Corsets !

J&i—

The Greatest Selling Centennial Book Is

R

AJJD MENTION
PARER.

vaults

Imitations

THOMSON’S

MARK A

Night Express, with Sleeping Cars,

Ask for Griffeu's Rlieu- 5.
Remedies, they all P
bear our trademark and
signature, and are put up j
securely. Price $1.00 each; B
forwarded to any part of S.
the United States by ex-

apr6_

or

WITH

■

York.

in State Room $5, meals extra.
forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
B®—Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information anpiv to
HENRY JFOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocliltf

janM2w*tf

Genuine! Beware

Get the

‘THOMSON1

**

on

as

Stamped

^

matic

prepaid,

or

CORSET

S H

of $1.25,

tbe

exam-

prescribe

each case demands. Term* $1.00. She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mr*.
King, in addition to her clairvoy mce and remedies,
a remarkable healing power which makes
very
feblTd&wttlS

Eastern Railroad

>

press,

d2w

CLAIR VO Y A N T.

21,1875._ap29dtf

Trnina Leave Ronton for Portlnnd at 7.30,
9.00 a. m., and 12.30 p. m., arriving at Portland
12.25, 1,00 and 5.00 p. m.

—

ft
ft

ft
ft

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

JOSHUA NYE,
Maine
)> Centennial
CHAS. H. HASKELL,) Commissioners.

apr?6

and all points in the

ft

§

s

m..

Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5 00

Francisco,

RETURNING:

w

g

a.

in Port-

^Grand Fxpoiiaiion Hotel,” at the junction of Girard, Lancaster and Mon-

Northwest, West and ^Southwest.

is

and removes the inflammation, the cause ot pain
in a very short time, thus
restoring freedom of movemerit and elasticity to the
joints. The disease being
a blood poison, of a pecnliar nature, is

h

Stations, arrives

roe

—

For Ronton every day (except Mondays) at 2.00
a. m., arriving in Boston at 6 15 a. m.

externally
by y
means
of the Einiment, ft
which, when properly ap- 9
plied, reduces the swelling, relieves the tension M

ft

fallow.)

Hotel Headquarters of the Maine Centennial
THECommissioners
has been changed from the United States Hotel to the

a
F

»

the

run a.

Centennial.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

April, 3,187(5,

Leave Portland at 72S0 a. m..
-“*2.30,4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
7.50 A. 31. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester .at 10.00 a.
iu., (where it connect* with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p.
m., Hosion 1.15 ?>. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. in., and at Worcester at 2.10
p. in.,
connecting with trains South and West.
2.50 P. 31. Ntenmbout Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, m., connects at Fpping
for 3Ianchester and C'oncord. at Nashua
lor Lowell and Boston, at Aver .iunction for Fitchburg and lloosac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without change of Car*,
there
magnificent
connecting with the
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Hirer

b

,

Passage

H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland, Me., May 4,1870.
my4dtf

Superintendent.

For Saco, Riddcford, Kenuebunk, North
Berwick, South Berwick. Conway
Junction,
Mittcry,
Porn-mouth,
Hampton,
Newburyport,
Beverly.
Chelnca andBoslou
Saleui, Ayna,
at 9.00 a. m., 2.00 and 6.00 p. m., arriving in
Ronton at 1.30, 6.00 and 10 00 p. m.
For Saco and Riddcford at 5.20 p. m.

Rheumatism

I

ft

*R.
pq

Goods

Portland.

(tmadkmaiuQ

<;

of

dtf

We take pleasure in referring you to all the F»*h
Lobster Dealer*, Produce Dealer*,
%Vholesale Dry floods 31erchant* 17 hole<»ale 31 iiliners and
any others of Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in Now York is Pier
40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and further imformation, anr.lv to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, ur

TRADE.

-cnOos

ft

McKEMKEY.

to

C'os-

P

KNOXT

Biddcford,
PALMER, Portland.

J. HAMILTON,
Dee, 2t. 1875.

Drugs, Fancy and Toilet Articles.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

at 5.00 p. m
Portland 1.15 p. m. NEXT
DAY.
Freight leaving Portland at 2.50 p. in
arrive* in New York 6.00 a. m. NEXT
HORNING.
arrive* in

9.2*

PORTLAND, MAINE,
where may also be found a good assortment of

m.,

TRIPS

at

Quick Despatch.

RepiDgJery

m.

176 Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,
formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,

beague

and

{^“Freight trains leave Portland daily

—

Freight leaving New York

STORE,

prepared articles in

THIS

M. «.

Debility,

%

on SATURDAY of
each week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF ANTWERP,
CITY OF LONDON,
CITY OF BERLIN,
CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF BRISTOL,
CITY OF MONTREAL,
CITY OF BROOKLYN,
CITY OF NEW YORK,
CITY OF BRUSSELS,
CITY OF PARIS,
CITY OF CHESTER,
CITY OF RICHMOND,
PasscDgers will find these teamers tastefully fitted up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and
roomy. The saloons large and well ventilated, aie
the breadth ot the vessels, and situated where there
i» least noise and motion.
Smoking rooms, Ladies’
Boudoirs, Piano-lortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
Barber’s Shop, &c.
Instant communication with the stewards by
electric bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and

and

Johnson, Vt.,

STARE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebagn Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kesar Fails and
Fieedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

store

LINE

Sailing from New York

sailing

connection witli through train from
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

R.

unrivaled Stallion whl stand this season at
McKcnney’s Stables in Biddcford.
His increasing popularity makes him the most
desirable Stock Horse in the Country. His colts
are all good ones, and commaud high
prices. For

particulars, inquire

General

D. B. SAWYER’S DRUG

Tu&S&w4ml5

PALMER

PURIFYING

tiveness, and all diseases caused
by an(nnhealtby state of
the stomach or bowels.
Any number of recommendations might be published, but the article is so well and favorably known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to the directions on each
bottle and be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kiDd ever offered for the relief of the sick and suffering.
SOLD ONLY AT

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

QUEENSTOWN

GOING EAST.
8.00 A. M.—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at

Freight

Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. Mt. V<ouis. Omaha,
(Saginaw, Mt. Paul, Salt Labe City,

This medicine has been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it.
The
Bitters are composed oi the best articles of the vegetable kingdom, and are again prepared by tbe
original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one of the best articles ever offered to the
public, especially lor all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are particularly recommended lor the cure of
ladigefttion or Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Loss

Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets *25.
For freight or
passage to Norlolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,

FOR

Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.

POE

—

To

Bitters !

lading given by fto above named

INMAN

C. & M. R. R. for Lancaster, WhitefleUl, Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
&c., &c.
11.40 F. M.—Passenger train from Portland for

DEPOT AT FOOT OF. INDIA ST

MURRAY’S

Boston.

Through bills

GOING
WEST.
8.15 A. m.—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations, rnnning through without change to St.
Jolmsbury, Danville, Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

•
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in tho West by Baltimore & Ohio
P-R.,C. A. Chipley, Agent, 210 Wasnington street,

your

mays

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia, Boston & New England

Portland & Worcester Line

—

WH. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

mju22

Pu5P»«s on the
Fo£
Pace. Biackheads
or
Fleshworms
Ask

K. II.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocll ’73dtf

of

Washington

&

STEAMSHIP

Patches.*

a?88_
The three story brick dwelling house, No.
Mil 175 muCortI'1 s;reet; recently occupied by
JiylLWatson Newball. Possession given immecorner

10

Insurance one half tba rate of
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.

o’clock, p.m.

Freckle Lotion. It is reliable.

aPlt

OTHER*.

the Only Inside Rome
Avoiding Point Judith.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

Freckles and Tan.
Use
Perry’s Moth and

Ac.
less than ihe cost
perfect and terms lib-

Exchange Street.

PL E AES.
ONLY

SHOPS, SHEDS,

GARDINER,

Street*

The Best Work at Moderate Prices.

or

ap20

Ho

On and alter Monday, March
27th, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 p. m.,
forEastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

lamson,

extensive

dJm

westerly

ligate each port every WcdVy & Sat’d’y.

TWO

AIM :—T 0

OF AliL

This is

MF.mrAi.

SPRINO ARRANGEMENT.

jan8

LINE

FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD

AND

Windsor and Halifax.

Railroad,

VTONINGTON

respectfully call tlio attention of
and others to the superior facilities

TRAINS IV 11,1, RUN AS FOLl.OWS

oct28dtfJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

Steamship Line.

Ecsiport, Valais

property is offered for
improvementa. Titles
1 he owners invite
investigation.
For further particulars call upon

easy.

—

JOHN G.

.BROADWAY, Hew York,
56-80 SUDBURY ST., Boston.

244= Middle

steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
B^*RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES•
DAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

SO ST O 1ST

a

251 & 252

AB,n GRIST VI11,1, and
MACHINE, DWKL.I.1NC
HOUSES. W A KEllOUSES, WORK

diately.
Also, the

No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
uec27-75
J. R. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l Agt,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

MINE,

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
(built expressly lor the route)
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Boston Railroad wharf, every
SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for
HALIFAX, dipect, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and at Halifax with

Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
and from all points at reduced rates.

Saitpari Against Masted Burglars.
HERRING & CO.,

motives and Bolling Stock,

At No- 7

night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,

For dates ot
ply to

These locks afford the security ot both
Combination and Time Lock, and are a

to insure
continued development.
There !b also found in great abundance on this rich
tract ot land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superior IRON ORE, SLATE.
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point ot shipment. The moveable property con*
sists in part ol
1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Loco-

UPHAM &

at

—

operated, with
7 ?»2 Miles of well-furnished

This

81.00.

Passengers l>y this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

Steerage—To

INFALLIBLE BANK LOCKS.

Extensive and of superior quality now profitably
d

InF.

Rates of passage—$80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.

aPr18__

W alnut.

A COAL

follows:

On and after WEDAENDAV, '4'Ad, iimt.
aad until further notice.

1.15 P. M.—Passenger tiain from Fahyan’s in

fogs.

—AND—

—AND—

Blacli.

as

)ttered by the

11.15 a.m.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

FOUR STEAMER* PER WEEK.

delphia, at

anglOdeodtf

Directly opposite

MAIL LINK TO

PHILADELPHIA

$3.00.
WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

Hotel, Saratoga.

No. 3 India Street.
nov24dtf

_

Portland, Nov. 23. 1875.

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fail
River.
Roods Received at Depots
Daily.
Through Bills Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England to the South and South-

TERMS :
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-room.

don

For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
Sight Dratts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

HEATED BY STEAM.

ROSSMORE HOTEL,
Junction of Broadway, 7lh Aye.

..

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF. RONTON, daily at 7 P. HI.
(Sundays excepted).

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

THE

ACRES
OF

Hotel,

PORTLAND,

Intermediate passage.
4©
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.

Leaving

FARE

HOTELS.

—

and the necessary utensils to carry
business. There is also a

J

delicate work packed to go safely

PIXE,
CEDAR,

OF PHYSICAL EXEBCISE

dti

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

No. 4 South Street, Portland, Me.

TbS&Tly

Inquire

dtf

will, until further notice, run alternately

which may be found in paying quantities,

Pocket Gymnasium.

WIMBLEDON

lllTUly

i\i

Repairing, Plastering. Whitening and
Tinting done in the neatest manner.

Maivc.

•a

Jnel6

viz:

n\

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS

mai7d3m

Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, Hay Olh, 1870,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 870 to $80

§ant

I

Plasterers,

HEAVILY TIMBERED UD!

eral.

To Let.

-n*

STEAMERS.

The Superior Sea tioiDg Steamer?,

Ornaments In every Variety of Styles,
Designed by the best artists in the country, such as
Cornices, Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.

the

County, Kentucky,

—

Let.

rilHE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
A containing all the modern improvements Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.

near

sale,

n_1._1_3
VUJLUUUllaUU

—

mh22dtf

9 H Dow Street.

in

uitiuuuvu

of Congress
Newbury St.

TO LET.

Congress

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists of the State to the following list of prop-

To Let.

the premises,
HOUSE
deciS

on

BOSTON

AND MASTIC WORKERS,

N. B.—The most
any distance.

We would
tlerrhanta

NEW CONNECTIONS.

_

Portland, May 5th.my5dtf

Jackson.

*

new

improvements,

erty placed

Sole

To Let.
No. 149 Commercial Street, now occupied
by Joseph W. Read. Possesion given May 1.
1876. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
ap4dtf150 Commercial Street,

shop in basement corner
India streets. Inquire at 108

Sale—At.a Low Figure.

The Steamer Charles Houghton has been
and furnished with
a
NEW
new Machinery, making her every
way a first class Steamer.
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
BOILER and

WILSON

&

Formerly Crain

INGRAHAM,

at Deer Isle.

ap!9d3wGKO, W. RICH.

CRAIG

to London

Pfetuirn. Piolcets
granted at reduced rates.
The Steamship

4

Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every
Tuesday and Thursday morning, at 3 t.!4
o’clock, (or on arrival of Steamer City of Richmond
from Portland,) for Deer Isle, S. W. and Bar II arbors (Mt. Desert), and Winter Harbor.
Returninjq leaves Winter Harbor eveiy Wednesday and Friday morning, at 4.,10 o’clock,
touching as above, arriving at Rockland at about
II o’clock, connecting with Steamer City of
Richmond for Portland.
Will leave Commercial Wharf,
Rockland, every
Naturday morning at 5 I-‘4 o’clock, (or on
arrival of Steamer as above) for Ellsworth, touching

all my former customers.

serve

or

H. MAR8TON,
Yarmouth, Me.

CAPT. OKI8 H.

THE

With connection* to Prince Edward
land , Unpe lire ton and Hi John*, N.

STEAMER

CHARLES HOUGHTON,

Under the old firm name of GUO. W.
RICH & CO., and 1 nhn.ll be happy to

to

ma30d2m

—

Corner Store, No. 175 Fore St.,

at

Depot.

IN THE

GOODS,

teb2G

ForSale.

a

Store to Let.

JOB PRINTING nenily
this Office.

prices from $15 to $60 a year.
MIOSES GOULD, 55 North St.

12,660
to

aprll__

on

LEASE,

THE

CHANGE OF TIME.

Co.

Steamship
CONVEYANCE OF

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

Bangor, every Monday,
Friday morning.. al 11

recently refitted

PHILADELPHIA,

AValuable Property

contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station ot the
GraDd Trunk Railway, and in the immediate
vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the
city and
snbnrbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER.
ln24deodt»
Portland. Sle.

Co.,

BARGAINS,

LOTS “TO

Real Estate

House

10th.

Sale,

head of State Street. First-class in every
respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOR1NG & ADAMS,
mh!4dtf
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

at 107
pleasant
FIVE
family without children,

—

leaves

Returning,

Returning, leaves Ellsworth every Monday
at 5.30 o’clock,
touching at Deer Isle,
arriving in Rockland at about 11 o’clock, connecting with Steamer City of Richmond for Portland.

—

GENTS’ FURNISHING

SuOO to $600 and Upwards.

HOUSE

ern

HOUSE ON
gT. WITH TEN
LET, OPPOSITE

THE NEW

o’clock, May

or

half of

|SS||j|CON«RESS
TO
TmypABKaprl3dtf
HOTEL TO LEASE.

Stevens &

For

AND

—

frame, slated roof dwelling
UPPER
House, containing eleven rooms, with all modaud located

LET.

mmmmrnrnm

North Yarmouth.
sale, or exchange for real estate

Bangor.

morning

CLOTHING

first-class Houses for sale at a bargain,
all less than ten minutes walk from the Post

land,

Entirely New

nn

ot

Best ot attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market affords.

FOR SALE.

WM.

U.S. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,
P.O. Box 5270.
New York

Stork

Ijfw

land
THE
feet. For

DU- LAMB HAS A

at

Good

JWU, A

subscriber oilers for sale a desirable lot of
on Stevens’ Plains containing about 30,000
particulars inquire at No. 218 Fore St.

EVER ISSUED.

was

MANSFIELD, Spiing St., Woodford’s, Me.
apr24dtf

aprl2dlm

These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being Jg inch, in diameter, handsomely put
up and sell readily at sight.

copartnership of GEO. W. RICH & CO.,
dissolved by mutual consent, Saturday,
The business of the firm will be settled
by Lewis & Co., at Store 173 Fore Street.

THE

H.

_

Copartnership.

April 15th.

M

Relief.

communications

To Let.
The easterly half of residence corner of Freo
■i;: and High streets, dow occupied by W. H. An.■ j tlerson. Esq.
Possession given first of Slay.
Inquire of
F. W. LIBBY,
apr!8dtl
42 Exchange St.

To

Street, contains

a

att
myi_
Pleasant Front Booms to Let
with Board, Apply at this office.

■

ten finished
Sebago water. Apply to WM.
Real Estate Agent.

On Wilmot
rooms, gas and

CAPT. KILBV,
Will leave Tort land, every Monday Wed nr.aud
day
Friday evening. at tO o’clock,
for Rockland, Camden, Belfast, SearsDort, Sandypoint, Buc import, Winterport, Hampden and

between
J-. Royer, under

Plain and Ornamental

M

day Evening* ui lO o’clock
ator Rocckland, Castine.Deer Isle,

Wednesday and
o’clock.

Copartnership.

I .hall open next week

Portland Thura-

Will leave

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND

Copartnership.

David W. Kincaid and Walter
the firm of KINCAID & ROYER, was dissolved by
mutual consent. David W. Kincaid is authorized to
settle all claims against, and to receive all amounts
due, the aboue named firm.
DAVID W. KINCAID,
WALTER J. ROYER.
C. E. Ferry, April 21, 1876.
my2dlw*

To Let.
Double Brick House, Nos. 31* & 33 Danforth
St., 12 Rooms each; possession ‘given immediately. Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Broker, 205 Middle Street, Portland.
apr29

*9

FOR

PRUSSIAN, Capt. Ricbard*on,

CAPT. DEEUING,

copartnership heretofore existing

Dissolution of

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR*

RAILROADS.

Canadian and United Ntate* .11 nil*.

STEAMER LEWISTON,

Sedgwick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday
morning, at 4 1-2 o’cloek.

tual consent. All bills of the firm will be settled by
W. S. HOVEY, who will continue to carry on the
business of Carriage. ftlcigh aud Siga painting at the old stand, 45 Preble St.
Portland, May 1st.
my3dlw*

THE

alTanTine.
Montreal Ocean

TO—.

Desert, Macliias,

a_

ffUIE copartnership existing under the name cf
A HOVKY & DEAN is this day dissolved by mu-

lor Sale.

farm

Said

HOUSES

WM. ALLEN. JR.
31$ Exchange Street.

Dissolution of

RAILROADS.

Ellsworth and Bangor.

COPARTNERSHIP.

In Cape Elizabeth, near Reform
School, formerly owned by Aquilla

whom

To Let.

and
STORE

dtf

Mt.

most desirable part of the City,
the maderii
improvements.
low and terms of payment easy.
information apply to

ap22deod3w

he three

story brick house, No. 22 Brown
Street, containing 12 rooms, gas and Sebago.
water closet in bath room.
Drain connected
with city sewer. Taxes for 1876 to be paid by purchaser from date of possession.
Terms of payment
one half cash, balance on a term of years.
This
property is ottered at a rare bargain, as the owners
F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer
have no use for It
in Real Estate, 379 Congress Street Williams’ Block

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appearance,
wear and color to

SOUVENIRS AND MEMENTOS

House to Let.
very nice genteel house with 9 rooms,
newly fitted up, 34 Winter St. Gas and Seago. Apply to J. B. CLARK, 13 Tyng St.

or

3 Story Brick House for $3,500.

in Portto rent, a two story house, wood shed,
iim- k hennery in bam, a fountain pure water, ten
acres land. 160 apple trees.
Will be sold cheat.. Reference C. PROCTOR or WILLIAM TKICKEY, Sac-

the most valuable

STORE
Dana & Co.,

F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate,
379* Congress Street, Williams’ Block.

AT GREAT

presentinga variety

Board.

THE

one

MThe

cash.

further

LINE

STEAMERS.

UNDER CONTRACT

JL Prices

Dissolution of

and one-half story house, No. 14
Mechanic street, eight rooms, Sebago, a good
cellar and drainage. Lot 30x50. Price $1800

^

SOLID SILVER OR GOLD,

For

Small House for Sale.

House Lots for

MRS. MATHEWS.

|g£BO<ins

F. G. PATTERSON,
379* Congress Street, Williams’ Block

apl2dtf

From

front rooms furnished, to let, at 21
A few boarders can be accommo-

TO

to

—

In the
with all

||

A Rare Chance for fiusiness.

Ain

_INSIDE

FOR SALE.

$2200.

carappa.aprlSd2m

Room and Board.

SEVEN NEW

Street tor

new two and a half story bouse on
Preble street, facing Lincoln street, containing
seven rooms. Sebago water, good cellar, sink
drain and water closet connected with sewer. Terms
of payment is $1,000 cash; balance on mortgage.
F. G PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate,
apl2dtf
379* Congress Street, Williams’ Block.

■L at
203 CUMBERLAND ST.
maysdtf

jffl

Preble

on

Pleasantly located,

lem street.

may4_

379*
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tf

'!

Boarders Wanted.
T3LEASANT rooms to let with or without board

ilk

Real Estate security, in Portland,
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on

first class
or

Commission. Houses bought and sold. Applv to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office

At

BOARD.

Two

LOAH

m

PAIR

Apply

TO

on the sunny side of SaNo 17 is a 1$ story bouse, seven
rooms and Sebago water. Lot 37x80 feet. Also
the eew two story block, in rear of the above, containing fourteen rooms with Sebag owater. The property is in good repair and can all be bad for $4500.
NV. H. JERRIS,Real Estate Agent.
Apply to
d3w»

m

BULLETIN.

STEAMERS.

THREE HOUSES FOR SALE.

Estate

For Sale or to Lease for a term of Years.
Three story brick house, with all modem
improvements, No. 169 State Street. Apply to
E. W. FOX,
3 L Exchange Street.
aptsdlm

of Spring

pink

Found.

PLEASANT

Real

Office, City.

The finder will be suitably
at MERRILL’S Jewelry Store,
may4d3t

Brown St.
dated.

Patterson’s

mSix

same

Middle St.

A

It

F. G,

1

REAL ESTATE.

REAL ESTATE.

CESTEIOIIAI,

may«dlw*

No. 22 State St. and
BETWEEN
and Winter Sts., via Gray St.,
EAR-DROP.

Dr. WENT WORTH,

Sanford’s Radical Care sells well, and is very much
liked.
Mrs. S. P. WING,

black and
ot “Jack.” The

Dame

Mass

Sanford’s

A. M. GERRY,
So. Paris, Me.
I have kept Sau ford’s Radical Cure on hand since
its first introduction, and the sale and satisfaction in
its use have been unequalled by any other similar
preparation within my knowledge.
W. II. WILLIS, M. D.,
Reading, Mass.
1 have sold Sanford’s Radical Cure for a
year or
more, and it stands the test the best of any similar
WILL H. OWEN,
remedy I have ever sold,
Milo, Me.
We recommend no other cure, and have no trouble
in selling it.
L. P. EVANS & CO,,
Garland, Me.
Sanford’s Radical Cure lias given universal satisfaction to all my customers, and above all other rem-

a

finder will be rewarded on leaving the
PRINCE’S EXPRESS, 93 Exchange St.

of your

Biddeford, Me.

Lost.
Morrill’s Corner,

Haverhill,

selling large quantities

Sanford’s Radical Cure is having a good sale.
just what the people have been wanting.

LOST AND FOUND.
near

has proved the best remedy
YV. M. FELLOWS,

Radical C ure.

I

Deering,
tan DOG,

before

be found many of our most
respected citizens—dislike to become publicly identified with so loathsome a disease. Hence, in the following case we are unable to give the name, but are
permitted to state the severity and condition ot the
case before and after using the Radical Cure, and
also that the gentleman occupies a responsible office
in one of our State institutions. We
quote :—
<4I would not for the world permit my name to be
used, although I have no doubt it would be of benefit to many now suffering as 1 have suffered; but I

the queen,
While around her may be seen
Of the glorious “old Thirteen’*

my.L

remedy

ever

among this number may

By the shield reclines

AYOITHG
Address

j

MISCELLANEOUS.

any smart man wl#> wishes to make f'J.QOO a year on
a small capital to commence iu our line of business.
Hoofing ■" a >prrialiy. There is no one in
county who carries on the business. You can
earn it in one week by studying our instructions
which we send to all who ask for them. Any man
having $100 capital to start with, can purchase
enough material to roof three ordinary houses The
?um realized from sale and profit on this
bupdIv ad
led to the regular pay for labor as Roofer should
imoont to not less than 9400. An exnert
■ould easily do the work in nine
working
Two
lersons of small means can
join together to advan(,'A"

Jronr

,!*,"

Z!

&S3.to«E
voSrl|0’sendfoToinr*i^lU%t^
rttotrtSSRSKjSSh |f A»ktol0t”'^' ,'fr 5°"
mone-v' l‘rew'nt the matter
'™the princti°r>al8t°rekeeper
your place, and talk
Ef1 lvt”lcei,t^e
wlU ** 9lad to litrninh ihe
tacknrirfi !l?\i.He
the profit with you. Wo will guar*2™ “?d
in

tov-erwnn

tilt territory tothejirst
applicant.
Wdress N V. Ml,ATE responsible
KOOEINfti
CO.,
Limited, 4 Cedar St., N. Y., and mention.
intee

_d4wf
lnutiAgt iiu wnnieil for
ness, ii* which any active Man or
Woman can
make 95 to 9l<»
a day. One who nad never canvassed
before, made 97.50 in I hour; au
experienced nsent made 974.74 in
15 hour*. Particulars free
C. A.
|h % '%/’
*■
€’1>Kli 15, Manager, OO Duane
St..
"know V.A. Cleg*
to be reanoM.ible noil
reliable
tail tbinli be offer* A*enl* exlrctonliuarv
I nilueeineuI*."—,y. T. Weekly b un,
tny*w.

4

a new

Ah

easily

A

miRES-Y.
~

»yi

\

un<f
dint

April 19,

>

